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Abstract 

Optical communications networks are an essential part of the world wide telecommunica
tion infrastructure. The number of users of present and future telecommunication services 
like Internet, web browsing and tele-education will increase dramatically. As a consequence 
there is an imminent demand for broadband and high capacity communication systems. A 
promising solution is the concept of all-optical networks. Major research efforts in areas 
such as photonic integration and semiconductor technology, among others, are currently 
directed toward the development of key components that will enable the construction of 
all-optical networks. 

This thesis addresses the performance analysis of optical networks. Theoretical models are 
presented for a number of digital optical systems in the context of all-optical networking. 
The models account for the influence of significant noise arising from performance imper
fections of optical devices that comprise an all-optical network. Modeling, apart from being 
applied to the performance assessment, gives insights into how to optimally operate the sys
tem so that a certain level of reliability is assured. The validity of the developed models has 
been confirmed by relevant experimental measurements . 

The main results of this thesis are as follows. Firstly, an accurate statistical description 
of filtered interferometric crosstalk is presented. Secondly, phase scrambling to reduce the 
effect of crosstalk in wavelength division multiplexing networks is theoretically investigated 
and experimentally assessed. Thirdly, original research on optically preamplified receivers, 
phase noise analysis, and scalability of optical networks is presented. Finally, based on 
theoretical and experimental studies, this work gives a series of recommendations on how 
to select the optimal operating regime for systems employing phase scrambling to reduce 
interferometric crosstalk. 



Samenvatting 

Optische communicatie netwerken zijn een onderdeel van de wereldwijde telecommuni
catie infrastructuur. Het aantal gebruikers van bestaande en toekomstige telecom diensten, 
zoals internet, web browsing en teleonderwijs, zal zeer sterk toenemen. Dit betekent voor 
de toekomst een zeer grote stijging van de vraag naar communicatie systemen met een hoge 
capaciteit en bandbreedte. Een veelbelovende oplossing wordt gezien in de ontwikkeling 
van communicatie netwerken die volledig optisch zijn. Tegenwoordig wordt veel onderzoek 
verricht naar nieuwe materialen en bouwstenen voor implementatie in het optische domein 
van deze netwerken. 

Dit proefschrift behandelt de prestatie analyse van optische communicatie systemen. Bin
nen de context van optische netwerken zijn diverse modellen voor digitale optische sy
stemen ontwikkeld. Ruis afkomstig van bouwstenen, een typerende voorbeeld daarvan is 
optische overspraak, tast de prestatie van optische communicatie systemen aan. De mo
dellen zijn bestemd voor het analyseren van het nadelige effect van ruis. Modelering is niet 
alleen van belang voor de prestatie analyse, maar het geeft ook inzicht in de optimale keuze 
van de parameters opdat een gewenst niveau van betrouwbaarheid gegarandeerd wordt. De 
juistheid van deze modellen is bevestigd door experimentele resultaten. 

De belangrijkste resultaten van dit proefschrift zijn: Ten eerste, een complete statistische 
beschrijving van optische overspraak in systemen die gebruik maken van golftengte multi
plexing. Ten tweede, de scrambling van de fase, om het effect van overspraak te vermin
deren, theoretisch bestudeerd en experimenteel geevalueerd. Ten derde, innovatief onder
zoek naar optische ontvangers met optische voorversterking, fase ruis analyse en dimen
sionering van optische netwerken. Ten slotte worden een reeks van aanbevelingen gedaan 
betreffende het optimaal gebruik van fase scrambling om optische overspraak te vermin
deren. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

The growth of telecommunications is expected to continue, spurred on by several factors, 
including the globalization of the world economy, the strong dependence of modern indus
try and society on telecommunication and information systems, and the public demand for 
access to information. Indeed, the continuous and increasing demand for high information 
capacity systems assures the presence of fiber optical communication systems in the infor
mation era. 
Although optical communication by use of fire, smoke, semaphore flags and optical tele
graphs, has long been used for information transmission, it was not until the first half of the 
19th century with the invention of the telegraph, the introduction of telephony and later of 
television that the infrastructure of telecommunication networks started to emerge. Soon 
higher and higher transmission capacities were needed from these telecommunication net
works . At first, twisted pair cables were replaced by coaxial cables providing a higher 
transmission capacity. Other transmission media were introduced, such as microwave links 
and satellite communications. Later, optical fibers were proposed as an alternative for coax
ial cables. These optical fibers have beneficial characteristics for information transmission, 
such as low attenuation and dispersion, large bandwidth, immunity to electrical noise. They 
also have durability, flexibility, and soon became a key part of the telecommunication net
work infrastructure. 
The area of optical fiber communication has undergone a rapid technical development. This 
is mainly due to a combination of innovations in semiconductor, optical waveguide, and 
photonic integration technology. Today, throughout the world, telecommunications opera
tors use optical fibers for transmission of information in long-distance systems, undersea 
systems, local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and in access and distribution 
networks. 

1.1 Brief historical review 

In 1966 Kao and Hockman [l] and Werts [2] suggested that ifit would be possible to pro
duce a glass fiber of sufficiently low attenuation, then optical fibers would be an alternative 
to coaxial cables for information transmission. The idea is based on the fact that light can 
propagate in an optical fiber by confining it in a guiding structure with different refractive 
indices n 1and n2 as shown in Fig. 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Principle of optical fiber communication. The refractive index n1 is larger than 
n 2. 

Improvements in the quality of the optical fiber made possible the introduction of the first 
generation of optical fiber communication in the 1970's. These systems used laser sources 
operating at the wavelength region of 800 nm. The next development has been to operate 
at 1300 nm and 1550 nm wavelengths due to superior silica fiber dispersion and attenu
ation properties; the so-called second and third generation of optical communication sys
tems. The development of low loss fiber of approximately 0.2dB/km and single mode laser 
sources has made it possible to deploy long-distance fiber optical communication systems. 
An event of major impact on the development of optical fiber communication was the advent 
of the optical fiber amplifier EDFA (erbium-doped fiber amplifier) in 1987 [3). The intro
duction of the EDFA, replacing opto-electrical regeneration, revolutionized the field of fiber 
optical communication, mainly because of its potential to enhance the transmission length, 
transparency to modulation formats, polarization insensitivity, low noise and crosstalk and 
ease of splicing to the fiber transmission system. The fourth generation of fiber optical 
communication systems uses wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) to increase the in
formation capacity and EDFAs to extend the transmission length. The principle of WDM is 
the simultaneous transmission of several signals at different wavelengths through a single 
optical fiber filament. In 1996, WDM point-to-point systems were commercially introduced 
and has become the preferred choice to expand and upgrade the transmission capacity of 
optical fiber transmission systems. The next generation of communication systems is ex
pected to be based on advanced transmission techniques like optical soliton transmission, 
novel modulation schemes, and intelligent nodes. Research on the coming generation of 
optical systems is in progress both at industry and university research centers. A series of 
theoretical studies and experimental trials have been reported investigating different aspects 
of optical soliton communication [4]. Optical neural networks are being considered for the 
realization of intelligent optical nodes [5, 6). Finally, most research efforts are focused in 
the areas of materials, devices and technologies, which will enable the introduction of the 
so-called all-optical transport networks. 

1.2 All-optical networks 

The transmission capacity of the current optical communications systems has been substan
tially enhanced in recent years. For example, by using WDM techniques systems supporting 
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400 Gbit~/s over a single fiber are on offer. There is an increasing demand on even larger 
tr~ns1_russ~on ~apacity and flexibility in future optical networks. A promising solution to 
this situation 1s the concept of all-optical networks. 

Briefly, by an all-optical network is meant the combination of transmission techniques such 
~s WDM and optical TDM (time division multiplexing), which together with routers, op
t1~al add-dro_p nodes, switches, crossconnects and other photonic components that allows 
bit _rate, flex1_ble and reliable information transmission to be implemented entirely in the 
opti~al domam. By using this approach transparency with respect to transmission hierarchy 
or different code formats can be achieved while using common physical optical fibers and 
nodes. With all these features, transparent all-optical networks are regarded as the transport 
network for the growing traffic volume caused by existing and emerging communication 
and information services. 

Let us first briefly look at the history of all-optical networking. The idea of cross-connecting 
WDM channels was reported in 1987 [7] and the development of optical routed networks 
wa~ pr?posed in 1988 [8]. Soon after, a series of experimental demonstrations on optical 
sw1tchmg and WDM networks were reported [9]. These successful demonstrations were 
foll~wed by the creation of research projects on the feasibility, management, photonic inte
gration, and related issues of optical transparent networks [10). A WDM cross-connected 
layer was also proposed for LAN (local area network) applications [ 11). Currently, photonic 
networks and their enabling technologies are a hot research topic [12-14]. One area of in
tensive activity is the opto-electronic integration of photonic devices like optical (de)multi
plexers, optical add-drops, optical cross-connects and photoreceivers [ 15-17). 
Within the framework of the European Commission ACTS (Advanced Communications 
Technologies and Services) program, the project BLISS (Broadband Light Sources and 
Systems) demonstrated the integration of an optical cross-connect on a single chip. Within 
the scope of the project the routing and switching of four WDM channels employing the 
~e"". developed cross-connect chip was also demonstrated in laboratory trials. The real-
1zat10~ ?f a cross-connect chip supporting a larger number of channels, the study of the 
scalab1hty of cross-connected networks, and the use of techniques to reduce transmission 
impairments like crosstalk all fall under the heading of the recently established research 
project ACTS-APEX (Advance Photonic Experimental Cross-connect) fl 8). 

1.3 Subject of the thesis 

The subject of this thesis mainly stems from the performance analysis of optical cross
conn~c~ed networks_ lik~ those investigated in the BLISS and APEX projects. The quality 
of a d1g1tal commumcation system is usually described by how fast and reliable the informa
tion is transmitted. The speed is given in bits per second and the reliability is measured by 
the rate of correctly received (detected) bits; the error probability or also the so-called bit
error rate (BER). The performance analysis of a communication system is mostly based on 
the BE~ evaluation. By a proper modeling of a communication system we can effectively 
assess tts performance. Moreover, modeling help us to identify parameters that influence 
the performance and to provide insights into how to operate the system so that a certain 
level of reliability is assured. 
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Firstly, this thesis covers the analysis of optical signals corrupted by phase noise. Laser 
phase noise, due to the spontaneous emission of photons, affects the performance of a large 
number of communication systems. 
Secondly, performance analysis of optically preamplified receivers is the topic of the second 
part of this thesis. Optical amplifiers are often used to amplify signals before detection, so 
that a higher receiver sensitivity is achieved. Optical amplifiers introduce ASE (Amplified 
Spontaneous Emission) noise and are therefore often followed by an optical filter to reduce 
their noise contribution. Optical filtering reduces the ASE noise but it also distorts the opti
cal signal introducing possibly intersymbol interference (ISI). This fact suggests that there 
is a tradeoff between ASE noise reduction and ISI and hence it is important to determine 
the regime of optimum operation. 
Finally, the subject of the third part of this thesis concerns the modeling and reduction 
techniques of interferometric crosstalk in WDM networks. Interferometric crosstalk, aris
ing from performance imperfections in optical (de)multiplexers and switching fabrics, has 
proved to be a serious limiting factor for the performance of optical cross-connected net
works. Phase scrambling as a technique to reduce interferometric crosstalk is theoretically 
studied and experimentally assessed in this thesis. Additionally, performance analysis and 
scalability of cross-connected optical networks is presented. 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis contains three key chapters that are based on publications and papers submitted 
for publication. Chapter 4 is devoted to the analysis of optical systems disturbed by phase 
noise. Chapter 5 covers the performance analysis of optically preamplified, direct detection 
receivers . The analysis of cross-connected optical networks is the topic of Chapter 6. The 
rest of this thesis is organized as follows . First, in Chapter 2, a summary is presented of 
each paper included in this thesis. Chapter 3 gives an introduction to all-optical networking. 
It therefore introduces the general context of this thesis work. A list of suggested literature 
is also given for the reader who may want a deeper treatment of the subject. Secondly, 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are presented. Each of these chapters starts with an introductory section 
to the topic of study. Subsequently, reprints of the papers are enclosed. Finally, Chapter 7 
presents recommendations, suggestions for further work and conclusions. 

Chapter 2 

Summary of Original Work 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a summary of the publications forming this thesis. 
The problem statement, the method and the main results are shortly described. 

2.1 List of papers 

The following papers are included in this thesis. In the sequel they will be referred to by 
their letters. 

A Goran Einarsson, Johan Strandberg, Idelfonso Tafur Monroy 
Error Probability Evaluation of Optical Systems Disturbed by Phase Noise and 
Additive Noise 

IEEE/OSA J. Lightwave Technol., September 1995, Vol. 13, No. 9, pp. 1847-1852. 

B Idelfonso Tafur Monroy and Gerard Hooghiemstra 
On a Recursive Formula for the Moments of Phase Noise 
IEEE Trans. Comm., Submitted for publication. 

C Idelfonso Tafur Monroy and Goran Einarsson 
Bit Error Evaluation of Optically Preamplified Direct Detection Receiver with 
Fabry-Perot Optical Filters 
IEEE/OSA J. Lightwave Technol., Vol. 15. No. 8, pp. 1546-1553, Aug. 1997. 

D Goran Einarsson and Idclfonso Tafur Monroy 

~rror ~ate Analysis ~f Optically Preamplified Receivers with Fabry-Perot Op
tical Filter and Equahzing Postdetection Filtering 
Journal of Optical Communications, Submitted for publication. 

E Idelfonso Tafur Monroy 

On Analytical Expressions for the Distribution of the Filtered Output of Square 
Envelope Receivers with Signal and Colored Gaussian Noise Input 
IEEE Trans. Comm. , Submitted for publication. 

F Idelfonso Tafur Monroy 
An Optically Preamplified Receiver with Low Quantum Limit 
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Partially presented at 1998 IEEE/LEOS,Benelux Symposium, Nov. 26, 1998, Gent, 

Belgium, pp. 197-200. 

G Idelfonso Tafur Monroy and E. Tangdiongga 
Performance Evaluation of Optical Cross-Connects by Saddlepoint Approxima-

tion 
IEEE!OSA J. Lightwave Technol., Vol. 16, No. 3. pp. 317-323, March 1998. 

H Idelfonso Tafur Monroy 
Statistical Analysis of Interferometric Noise in Optical ASK/Direct Detection 

Systems 
Syben'98, Zurich, Switzerland, May 18-22, 1998, pp. 178-182. 

I Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, E. Tangdiongga, R. Jonker, and H. de Waardt 
On the Distribution and Performance Implications of Interferometric Crosstalk 

in WDM Networks 
IEEE/OSA J. Lightwave Technol., Vol. 17, No. 6, pp. 989-997, June, 1999. 

J Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, E. Tangdiongga, and H. de Waardt 
Performance of Optically Preamplified Receivers in WDM Systems Disturbed 

by Interferometric Crosstalk 
Photonic Network Communications, Submitted for publication. 

K Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, E. Tangdiongga, H. de Waardt 
Interferometric Crosstalk Reduction in Optical WDM Networks by Phase Scram-

bling 
IEEEIOSA J. Lightwave Technol., Submitted for publication. 

L Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, J. Siffels, H. de Waardt and H.J. S. Dorren 
Scalability of All-Optical Networks: Study of Topology and Crosstalk Depen-

dence 
Syben'98. Zurich, Switzerland, May 18-22, 1998, pp 201-207. 

M H.J. S. Dorren, H. de Waardt, and Idelfonso Tafur Monroy 
How Does Crosstalk Accumulate in WDM Networks? 
IEEEIOSA J. Lightwave Technol., Submitted for publication. 

N Idelfonso Tafur Monroy 
Scalability of Optical Networks: Crosstalk Limitations 
Photonic Network Communications, Submitted for publication. 

2.2 Description of the papers 

In Chapter 4 
Paper A: Error Probability Evaluation of Optical Systems Disturbed by Phase Noise and 
Additive Noise. This paper presents a direct and efficient method for the evaluation of the er
ror probability of optical heterodyne receivers in the presence of phase noise. The analysis is 
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based on a power series expansion of the filtered phase noise. A closed form expression for 
the statistics of the receiver decision variable is derived, including shot noise and receiver 
thermal noise. Error probabilities are computed using the saddlepoint approximation. The 
optimal prefilter bandwidth for the phase noise rejection can easily be determined. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: 1) The theoretical part on DPSK (Differential 
Phase Shift Keying) system together with G. Einarsson. 2) Numerical computations for the 
DPSK receiver. 

Paper B: On a Recursive Formula for the Moments of Phase Noise. This paper derives 
a simple recursive formula for the moments of phase noise, for both its real and imagi
nary part. In fact, the recursion is valid for any integral of a properly chosen function of 
Brownian motion. It also gives the moments for any arbitrary starting value. Approximate 
probability density functions can be found through a maximum entropy approach or an or
thogonal polynomial series expansion. Moments may also be used for the calculation of 
error probabilities by Gaussian quadrature rules. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: 1) The applications section. 2) All numerical 
computations. 
The mathematical derivation was done by G. Hooghiemstra. 

In Chapter 5 

Paper C: Bit Error Evaluation of Optically Preamplijied Direct Detection Receiver with 
Fabry-Perot Optical Filters. This paper presents the performance analysis for an optically 
preamplified, direct detection receiver using a Fabry-Perot optical filter. A closed form ex
pression is derived for the moment generating function (MGF) of the decision variable. The 
standard quantum limit is computed by exact analysis, using the derived MGF, and also by a 
Gaussian approximation. The optimum value of the optical filter bandwidth bit-time prod
uct is determined while the postdetection filter is considered to be an integrate-and-dump 
filter. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: l) The theoretical part of the paper. 2) All nu
merical computations. 
The section on the Gaussian approximation was introduced by G. Einarsson. 

~aper .D: Error Rate Analysis of Optically Preamplijied Receivers with Fabry-Perot Op
tical Filter and Equalizing Postdetection Filtering. This work expands the analysis of the 
previous paper by considering a modified integration interval of the postdetection filter, as 
well as an equalizing postdetection filter. Performance enhancement can be achieved in 
this way. By using the simple Gaussian approximation, bounds on the error probability are 
proposed for a more general case of optical and electrical filtering. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: Extension of the theoretical part of the previous 
paper by G. Einarsson together with the author. 
Numerical computations on the modified integration and equalizing receiver were done by 
G. Einarsson. 
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Paper E: On Analytical Expressions for the Distribution of the Filtered Output of Square 
Envelope Receivers with Signal and Colored Gaussian Noise Input. The analysis of opti
cally preamplified receivers constitutes an example of the classical problem in communica
tion theory of determining the statistics of the filtered output of square envelope receivers. In 
this paper we derive closed form expressions for the MGF of the filtered output of a squared 
envelope receiver with colored Gaussian noise input. The Gaussian processes considered 
are: the Wiener process, a Gaussian process with linear covariance (moving average), and 
the Omstein-Uhlenbeck process. The derived MGFs are then applied to the problem of 
finding the quantum limit for optically preamplified, direct detection receivers. 

Paper F: An Optically Preamplifed Receiver with Low Quantum Limit. Optical amplifiers 
prove to efficiently enhance the receiver sensitivity of optical communication systems. In 
optical communications it is common practice to compare the systems ultimate sensitivity 
in terms of the quantum limit. The standard quantum limit is defined as the average number 
of photons per bit in the optical signal needed to achieve a bit-error probability of 10- 9 

assuming ideal detection conditions, which for a preamplified receiver means that a large 
amplifier gain is assumed. In this paper we first summarize the results on the quantum 
limit for different optically preamplified, OOK/DD receivers found in the literature. Sub
sequently, we present a receiver scheme that is expected to outperform previously studied 
configurations. 

In Chapter 6 

Paper G: Performance Evaluation of Optical Cross-Connects by Saddlepoint Approxi
mation. An accurate and numerically simple statistical method is introduced to analyze 
crosstalk in cross-connected networks. It is the so-called saddlepoint approximation that 
makes use of the MGF for the receiver decision variable. Experimental results using a sys
tem with a directly modulated light source yielded results that are in good agreement with 
the theoretical predictions. The presented model accounts for crosstalk statistics (arc-sine 
distribution), linear random polarization, data statistics, non-perfect extinction ratio, and 
receiver thermal noise. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: 1 )The theoretical part of the paper. 2) All simu
lations and numerical computations. 
Experiment performed by E. Tangdiongga. 

Paper H: Statistical Analysis of Interferometric Noise in Optical ASK/Direct Detection 
Systems. Interferometric crosstalk affects a variety of optical communication systems. 
Crosstalk may arise from reflections, Rayleigh scattering, and performance imperfections 
of components like optical switches and (de)multiplexers both in OTDM and WDM sys
tems. This paper presents a performance analysis of interferometric noise based on the use 
of the MGF for the receiver decision variable together with the saddlepoint approximation. 

Paper I: On the Distribution and Performance Implications of Interferometric Crosstalk 
in WDM Networks. It has been experimentally observed that the effect of interferometric 
crosstalk is more severe in systems employing externally modulated light sources than in 
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those using directly modulated diode sources. This paper derives an accurate statistical de
scription of filtered interferometric noise. Statistical moments are derived that account for 
the relationship between the source spectral bandwidth and the electrical filter bandwidth. 
It is this relationship that explains why systems with directly modulated sources (having a 
broad spectrum due to chirping) incurred smaller power penalties due to filtered interfero
me~ric crosstal~ than systems employing externally modulated sources (having an spectrum 
mamly determmed by the modulation rate). Experimental data from systems employing 
both types of modulation for the light source confirm the theoretical model. 
C:ontributions by the author of this thesis: I) The theoretical part of the paper. 2) All simula
tions and numerical computations. 3) Experiment performed together with E. Tangdiongga 
and H. de Waardt. 

Paper J: Performance of Optically Preamplijied Receivers in WDM Systems Disturbed 
by Interferometric Crosstalk. Optical amplifiers are commonly used as preamplifiers to 
enhance receiver sensitivity. This paper investigates, both theoretically and experimen
tally the performance of optically preamplified receivers in the presence of interferometric 
crosstalk. The theoretical model accurately incorparates the statistics of filtered interfero
metric crosstalk and the non-Gaussian statistics of detected amplified spontaneous emission 
(ASE). The main result is that optical preamplification does not enhance the system toler
ance toward interferometric crosstalk. Moreover, it introduces additional power penalties 
due to crosstalk-spontaneous emission beat noise contributions. The theoretical results and 
experimental measurements for power penalties, for systems employing directly and exter
nally modulated light sources, are found to be in good agreement. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: I) The theoretical part of the paper. 2) All simula
tions and numerical computations. 3) Experiment performed together with E. Tangdiongga 
and H. de Waardt. 

Paper K: Interferometric Crosstalk Reduction in Optical WDM Networks by Phase Scram
~ling. Op~ical netw?rks impose strict requirements on the crosstalk level for the components 
mvolved m the optical nodes. For instance, a crosstalk level better than -35 dB has to be 
used to incur power penalties less than I dB even when a small number of crosstalk interfer
ers are present. This still is a stringent requirement for the performance of state-of-the-art 
integrated optical cross-connects. In order to allow WDM networking while making use of 
p'.esently a:~labl~ integrated optical components, phase scrambling is proposed as a tech
m~ue to rrul!gate mterferometric crosstalk. By modulating the phase of the signals with a 
n01se source, the crosstalk noise power is redistributed to frequencies outside the electrical 
receiver bandwidth. In this way, a significant part of the crosstalk noise power is filtered out 
by the postdetection electrical filter. 

This paper presen~s a study of interferometric crosstalk reduction by phase scrambling. A 
theo:etJcal model is developed that includes the effect of phase noise to intensity noise con
version by chromatic dispersion during propagation. It is experimentally demonstrated that 
by using phase scrambling a network tolerance toward crosstalk is significantly enhanced. 
~oreov~r, by pro~erl.y selecting the parameters for phase scrambling the effect of disper
sion dunng transm1ss1on may be kept reasonably low. For instance, power penalties smaller 
than 1 dB for crosstalk values up to -18 dB are measured in a 2.5 Gbit/s link of 100 km of 
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standard single mode fiber (SSMF). Power ptfnalties smaller than 2 dB for crosstalk values 
up to -15 dB and -16 dB are measured after transmission over 100 km and 200 km of SSM 
fiber. This corresponds to an enhancement of the system tolerance to crosstalk of 7dB and 
5.3 dB, respectively. This result proves the feasibility of optical networking in a LAN/MAN 
domain while tolerating the relatively high crosstalk levels of the present integrated optical 
cross-connect technology. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: 1) The theoretical part of the paper. 2) All simu
lations and numerical computations. 
Experiment performed by E. Tangdiongga, R. Jonker and H. de Waardt. 

Paper L: Scalability of All-Optical Networks: Study of Topology and Crosstalk Depen
dence. In this paper, the influence of inband crosstalk on the error performance of all-optical 
networks with different topologies is studied. A statistical crosstalk model is used for eval
uating the bit-error rate. We show that there is a delicate relationship between the network 
topology and crosstalk accumulation. We show also that it is possible to select the network 
topology with the best performance with respect to crosstalk accumulation from among sev
eral topologies. The criterion for the comparison is the bit-error rate of the largest shortest 
transmission path (LSTP) in the network. A LSTP criterion means that we consider the set 
of shortest paths between any pair of nodes in the network. We select from this set the path 
that traverses the greatest number of cross-connect nodes. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: 1) The theoretical system model. 2) Numerical 
computations for a preamplified receiver. 
J. Siffels, H. de Waardt and H.J. S. Darren initiated this work. 

Paper M: How Does Crosstalk Accumulate in WDM Networks? The analysis of optical 
networks with respect to crosstalk presented in the previous paper is continued and ex
tended. Instead of using the largest shortest optical path as a criterion, a statistical approach 
is applied to study the network performance. In this way, the obtained results are made 
more independent of the particular lay-out studied, allowing us to draw conclusions about 
the performance of large generic classes of optical networks . The study shows that there is 
a trade-off between network connectivity, number of nodes, and robustness with respect to 
inband crosstalk. 
Contributions by the author of this thesis: The statistical model for crosstalk. 
H. de Waardt and H.J. S. Dorren initiated this work. 

Paper N: Scalability of Optical Networks: Crosstalk Limitations. This paper presents a 
simple model for the performance analysis of optical networks with regard to linear opti
cal crosstalk and accumulated spontaneous emission noise. Both inband and interchannel 
crosstalk are considered. Based on the proposed method we evaluate the requirements im
posed on the devices for scalable optical networks. Scalability with respect to the numbers 
of nodes, number of input fibers to a node, and number of channels per fiber is studied. We 
observe that in the presence of accumulated ASE noise the requirements placed on crosstalk 
isolation of optical switches become more stringent. 

2.3 Main results 
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2.3 Main results 

~his t~es~s is based on a set of articles submitted for publication and articles already pub
!1shed m Journals and conference proceedings. Naturally, some parts of the material appear 
m more than one article. This is due to the fact that some of the included articles treat 
the ~ame subject and subsequently present progress beyond a previous paper. In this case 
sections such as introduction and method may be repeated. This section outlines the mai~ 
results presented in the included papers, pointing out the main contributions of this thesis. 

The contributions of this thesis are as follows: 

• ~aper A: A direct and efficient method is provided for phase noise analysis in op
tical heterodyne systems. The method is based on the saddlepoint approximation, 
which makes use of the moment generating function (MGF) for the receiver decision 
variable. 

• Pa~er B: A recursive formula is given for the moments of phase noise in communi
cations systems. 

• Paper C: A closed form expression is given for the MGF of the decision variable of 
an optically pre~plified direct detection receiver. The MGF implicitly incorporates 
a Fabry-Perot optical filter. The MGF is used for the performance analysis. 

• P~per D: A complete analytic solution is provided for the analysis of optical receivers 
with a Fabry-Perot optical filter and equalizing postdetection filtering. Based on the 
results of Paper C the performance analysis of optical receivers is expanded to ac
count for arbitrary optical and postdetection filtering . 

• Paper E: Closed form expressions are derived for the MGF of the filtered output of 
square envelope receivers with signal and colored Gaussian noise input. The Gaussian 
processes considered are the Wiener process, a process with linear covariance, and the 
Onrstein-Uhlenbeck process. 

• Paper F: An o~tically preamplified receiver with low quantum limit is proposed. The 
prop~sed receiver scheme outperforms previously studied receiver configurations. 
Special comments on this paper are given in Sec. 5.3. 

• Pa~er G: A simple numerical method is developed for assessing the performance of 
optical cross-connects that are disturbed by optical crosstalk. The method is based on 
a derived MGF for the decision variable which account for multiple sources of optical 
crosstalk. 

• Paper H: ~statistical _method is given for the analysis of interferometric noise in opti
~al ASK/direct detect10n systems. This method is an extension of the work presented 
m paper G to the case of interferometric noise in general. 

• P~per I: A co~plete statistical description of filtered interferometric crosstalk is pro
vided. The mam result is the implicit incorporation in the model of the relationship 
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between the optical bandwidth of the signal and the bandwidth of the postdetection 
filter. The interferometric delay is also taken into account. Experimental results have 

shown good agreement with theory. 

• Paper J: An accurate model is described for the performance of optical receivers in 
the presence of both amplified spontaneous emission noise and optical crosstalk. The 
theoretical results are confirmed by experiments. 

• Paper K: A complete assessment is given, theoretically and e_xperimentally, ~f crosstalk 
reduction by phase scrambling in WDM networks. There 1s a demonstration of the 
feasibility of optical networking in a LAN/MAN environment while dealing with the 
relatively high crosstalk values of cross-connects with the state-of-the-art technology. 
The theoretical framework is partially based on the results of paper I. 

• Paper L: A study is made of the scalability of optical networks with respect to op
tical crosstalk and network topology. A largest shortest transmission path (LSTP) is 
considered for the comparison of the performance of different topologies. By a LSTP 
criterion is meant that we consider the set of shortest paths between any pair of nodes 
in the network. We select from this set the path that traverses the greatest number of 

cross-connect nodes. 

• Paper M: A study is made of the accumulation of crosstalk in optical networ_ks. _This 
work is related to the work in paper L in the sense that instead of a LSTP cntenon a 
statistical average over all possible paths is used for the performance analysis. 

• Paper N: A simple model is given for the performance analysis of optical networks 
with regard to linear optical crosstalk (inband and interband) and accumulated spon
taneous emission noise. A simple model is presented for determining the amount of 
interband crosstalk in WDM systems. This model incorporates results obtained in 

papers I and L. 

Chapter 3 

All-Optical Networks 

All-optical networks are considered Lo be a promising solution for the increasing demand 
for bandwidth and flexibility in future communications networks. The concept of opti
cal networks can be described as networks in which signals are transported, switched, and 
routed entirely in the optical domain with electro-optical conversion taking place only at 
the borders of the network. The use of photonic switching solves the current limitations of 
electronic switching to cope with higher and higher optical transmission speeds. Such op
tical network can be made transparent to data rate, are flexible and are particularly suitable 
for bulk transport of broadband signals and services [10]. At present, much research effort 
is focused on the development, optimization, and photonic integration of key components 
to enable the introduction of all-optical networks. 

This chapter is intended as an introduction to optical networking. Firstly, we analyze the 
node functionalities in an all-optical network. The evolution path from the present WDM 
networks towards optical cross-connected networks is also discussed. Secondly, we de
scribe several performance limiting factors in all-optical networks. At this point we will 
have introduced the general context of this thesis. The study, for instance, of limitations 
due to interferometric crosstalk is the subject of Chapter 6. Finally, a list of suggested liter
ature is also given for the reader who may want a more extensive treatment of fiber optical 
communications and optical networking. 

3.1 Building blocks 

Optical transmitters and receivers 

Sources of optical signals and optical detectors are key components of an optical network. 
Optical transmitters usually incorporate laser diodes. Transmitter modules generate optical 
signals at wavelengths given by the operator or at standard wavelength specifications. The 
main requirements for these modules are wavelength stability with time and temperature, 
ease of control of the laser module, low cost, manufacturability, and reliability. The data to 
be transmitted are conveyed in the optical signal by modulating the light source either di
rectly or by using an external modulator. At the receiver end, optical networks employ high 
sensitivity photodetectors together with adequate amplification and electrical processing to 
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provide the best recovery of the transmitted data. 

Optical multiplexing 

The bandwidth of a transmission medium can be more effectively used by means of mul
tiplexing techniques. This also applies for optical communications. One method of opti
cal multiplexing is optical time division multiplexing (OTDM). The principle of OTDM is 
based on the bit interleaving of N independent RZ (return-to-zero) format channels operat
ing at a certain bitrate. The aggregate data rate is equal to N times the data rate of each of the 
tributary channels. Another common multiplexing technique is wavelength division multi
plexing (WDM). In WDM channels on different wavelengths are multiplexed into a single 
optical fiber. In this way the bandwidth of the fiber is more effectively exploited by dividing 
it into non-overlapping spectral bands. Both WDM and OTDM are interesting techniques 
for expanding the capacity of optical transmission systems. There are other multiplexing 
techniques like CDMA (code division multiplex access). The optical networks analyzed in 
this work use WDM as the optical multiplexing method. We will therefore focus on WDM 
systems. 

Optical add-drop multiplexers 

The optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM) performs the function of extracting (drop) and/or 
inserting (add) wavelengths (carrying an information channel) from an optical link. The 
schematic diagram of an OADM is presented in Fig. 3.1. The OADM in Fig. 3.1 allows ex
traction and insertion of different information channels using the same wavelength carrier 
(at wavelength >'4) while the remaining multiplexed channels are left unaltered. OADMs 
enhance the flexibility of optical networks. There are other functionalities that may be per
formed by OADMs, e.g., signal routing, dispersion accommodation, processing of optical 
channel layer information, and optical signal monitoring, etc. If wavelength conversion is 
also used, then more advanced functionalities like cross-connecting can also be performed 
by an OADM [19]. 

Optical cross-connects 

Optical cross-connects are an essential element of future optical networks, enabling high 
speed data switching and network flexibility. An optical cross-connect will perform func
tionalities like: signal demultiplexing, (non)blocking switching, signal equalization and 
amplification, add-drop functionalities, and wavelength conversion. Roughly speaking, op
tical cross-connects are intended to perform the same function as that of electronic digital 
switches in telephone networks. A schematic diagram of such an optical cross-connect is 
given in Fig. 3.2. There are other possible configurations for OXC like the one investigated 
in the MWTN project [10]. 
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Figure 3.1: Optical add-drop multiplexer. The signals carried by ..\~ are different from those 
carried by .\4 . 

Network management 

Network management is an important aspect of all-optical networking. The area of man
agement for the all-optical networks has received much attention and is full of research 
challenges. New techniques for effective and low cost parameter monitoring are under de
velopment [20-22]. Management strategies are also being considered and evaluated by 
several researchers [23]. Monitoring and management of all-optical networks is also a mat
ter of discussion in standardization bodies [24, 25]. 

3.2 Evolution path towards all-optical networking 

WDM point-to-point systems 

Wavelength division multiplexing is already being introduced for point-to-point transmis
sion. WDM technology is the preferred choice for upgrading fiber transmission systems to 
higher capacities. Figure 3.3 schematically presents a WDM point-to-point system. In a 
~DM point-to-point system, signals originating from different destinations (possibly, with 
different data formats) are fed into an optical transponder where each signal is now emitted 
on a different wavelength. After multiplexing, all the channels are coupled into the fiber 
for transmission. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) are used to boost the signal (all 
wavelengths simultaneously). EDFAs are also used as in-line amplifiers to compensate for 
fiber loss and as preamplifiers for receiver sensitivity enhancement. At the receiver end, the 
signals are demultiplexed and subsequently converted to the electrical domain. 
WDM transmission, together with the use of EDFAs (which allow for multichannel ampli

fication) significantly increase the capacity of long-distance communication systems. 
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The structure of a telecommunication transport networks is usually divided in three levels: 
national, regional, and local (see Fig. 3.4). Operations like as signal routing and switching 
are performed in the electrical domain in each node. With the increase of transmission rates 
in the optical links, the nodes will be more likely to become electronic bottlenecks. In order 
to overcome the speed limitations of electronic switching, optical cross-connects (OXC) us
ing fast photonic switching have been proposed. If the nodes in the present optical transport 
networks (see Fig. 3.4) are replaced by OXCs, and moreover with the use of transmission 
techniques such as WDM and optical TDM, we will then have an optical transport network 
supporting high bit rates, flexibility and reliable information transmission entirely in the 
optical domain. By using this approach transparency with respect to transmission hierarchy 
or different code formats can be achieved while using a common physical layer like optical 
fibers and nodes. This scenario is what is referred to as all-optical networking. 
The evolution path from the present point-to-point WDM system to all-optical networks is 
a much discussed topic. There are different visions, interpretations, assumptions and opin
ions on the subject. However, it is expected that the introduction of all-optical networking 
into the telecommunication structure will take place in stages. It is expected that WDM 
technology will soon make an entrance in broadcast and select networks such as LANs and 
MANs. In wavelength routed networks the most visible first step is the implementation of 
optical self-healing rings . Next, cross-connected networks may follow, with all the above
mentioned properties and functionalities. 
Obviously, before introduction, all-optical networking will have to offer attractive cost lev
els for delivering bandwidth and services. Furthermore, the all-optical networking enabling 
technology has to prove reliable and futureproof. 
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Figure 3.4: Structure of a telecommunication transport network. 
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3.3 Enabling technologies 

The successful implementation of all-optical networks lies in the performance of critical 
components. The building blocks of the all-optical networks include tunable and multi
channel sources, tunable and multichannel receivers, optical amplifiers, dispersion com
pensation, wavelength (de)multiplexers, switches, circulators, isolators, and other devices. 
Researchers in the area have explored different technologies and materials for the fabri
cation of key optical components. Recently, important advances have been made in the 
development of components for routing and switching, and in photonic integration of opti
cal cross-connects [15, 26]. An introduction to some basic components for WDM networks 
is presented in [27]. Below we present a short description of the main technologies that 
enable all-optical networking. 

Light sources and receivers 

Light sources for WDM systems can be divided into fixed wavelengths and tunable types. 
In the first class, there is a commercial available solution, namely, a set of DFB laser diodes 
with fixed wavelengths. Tunability is a desirable property for light sources. Tunability al
lows a laser to operate in different channels in a potentially very wide range of wavelengths. 
Intensive research is being done to develop wavelength tunable laser diodes. A review on 
tunable laser diodes is given in [28]. The integration of multi-wavelength transmitters is 
reviewed in [29]. The integration of multi-wavelength receivers has recently received much 
attention [17] . For example, one technical approach is based on a PHASAR (phased array) 
demultiplexer in InP with monolithically integrated pin photodetectors. This work is part 
of the ACTS research project APEX. 

Optical amplifiers 

Optical amplifiers allow for the direct amplification of light, without the need for optical
to-electrical conversion. Two main types of optical amplifiers are developed for used in 
telecommunications, namely the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), based on silica fiber, 
and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA). The EDFA, in particular, has proved to be a 
key component enabling the development of optical networks. Optical amplifiers com
pensate for losses, allow for multichannel amplification, and they are transparent to signal 
format and bit-rate. Optical amplifiers provide high gain over wide bandwidth (approxi
mately 4 THz). 
EDFAs operate at the wavelength region of 1550 nm. At present, research is being done on 
the possibility of extending the wavelength amplification region to 1330 nm and 1600 nm. 
The reason is to provide amplification for a larger number of channels, thus lifting the ca
pacity restrictions imposed by the limited amplification window. Three rare-earth materials 
are currently being studied as potential dopants for 1300-nm amplification: praseodymium, 
dysprosium, and neodymium [30] . The 1600-nm wavelength region is expected to be ex
ploited by the use of Raman amplifiers. 
Semiconductor amplifiers have demonstrated good performance in the wavelength region 
of 1300 nm. In WDM networking SOAs have been applied in the fabrication of devices for 
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Filter shape Temperature d$ / d>. ddB / d>. 
dependence 

Fiber Bragg Excellent High High Medium4 

grating ( ~ 1 Opm/0 C)2 

Dielectric filter Very good Low High3 High 
(~ lpm/0 C) 

Arrayed OK1 High Low Low 
waveguide (~ 10pm/0 C) 

Table 3.1: (De)multiplexing performance comparison (From [33]). (1) Can be im
proved.(2) Needs temperature control. (3) Allows incremental upgrade. (4) Depends on 
design. d$ / >.: Dependence of cost on wavelength count. 

wavelength conversion and optical switching. SOAs have proved to be a key component for 
the upgrade of the 1310-nm transmission systems [31]. 

Dense WDM (de)multiplexer 

Wavelength multiplexing allows for a more efficient way of exploiting the vast bandwidth 
of the optical fiber. There are three main options of technology for WDM (de)multiplexing. 
First, we have dielectric filters, based on the interference effect created by a stack of thin film 
layers deposited on a glass substrate. This type of filters appears to have low temperature 
dependence, low loss and to be cost-efficient for a number of channels, approximately up 
to 16 channels. 
Second, there is the arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) or PHASAR. PHASAR demulti
plexers are based on the interference effect between different waveguides of progressively 
longer optical path lengths. Signals of different wavelengths coming into an input port will 
be routed to a different output port. PHASARs have proven suitable for (de)multiplexing 
large numbers of wavelengths. A PHASAR with N x N number of inputs-output ports 
can manage a maximum of N 2 connections. It is an integrated device and has the potential 
of being produced at low cost and with improved characteristics, like a flatter filter shape 
and low losses. A review of PHASAR technology for WDM applications is found in [32] . 
The third technology is based on fiber Bragg gratings (FBG). (De)multiplexers made from 
FBG exhibit excellent filter shapes. However, manufacturing complications are encountered 
when the number of wavelengths increases, and with temperature dependence. In Table 3.1 
a comparison of the three main options is presented. 

Optical switching 

Optical switching has been demonstrated using different technologies. Switches can be 
grouped into three main types. First, we have opto-mechanical switches. These devices are 
characterized by low crosstalk and low insertion loss. However, they are bulky and slow 
compared to other alternatives. There are also micro-mechanical structures promising good 
performance and small dimensions [34, 35]. 
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Second, there are thermo-optic switches. The switching operation relies on the change of 
refraction index with temperature. They are usually based on waveguides made in polymers 
or silica. They are relatively slow. 
The third type of switches are electro-optics switches. Their operation is based on the 
change of the refractive index by an electric field. These devices are usually LiNb03 based, 
and therefore they are intrinsically suitable for high-speed operation and integration [36). 

Wavelength conversion 

Wavelength conversion will enhance the flexibility of optical networks. Wavelength trans
lation is attractive for failure recovery and network reconfiguration. Wavelength conversion 
is also an important tool in the realization of optical packet switching [26). In the mean 
time, research is underway to clarify the benefits of wavelength conversion (allocation) in 
all-optical networks. There are different technologies to realize wavelength conversion. 
These include opto-electronic conversion, laser converters, coherent converter (four-wave 
mixing based), and converters based on controlled optical gates. For a detailed presentation 
of these technologies we refer to [3 7] . 

Photonic integration 

Integrated optics has been identified as key enabler for WDM all-optical networks. Pho
tonic integration promises to provide compact devices and modules, needed to build recon
figurable all-optical networks of high-performance and reliability. Integration also has the 
prospect of delivering modules and devices at low cost. There are already photonic inte
grated circuit (PIC) implementations of add/drop (de )multiplexers, and cross-connects [ 15] . 
However, these devices still suffer from several performance limitations like inband crosstalk. 
Further research efforts are being directed towards improved realizations of PI Cs. 

3.4 Performance limitations in optical networks 

The building blocks for all-optical networks may suffer from performance imperfections. 
They may also have inherent noise sources that will limit the reach and/or performance of 
all-optical networks. We will briefly discuss the most common and known limitations. One 
of these impairments is linear optical crosstalk. The study of crosstalk and ways to mitigate 
its effects is the subject of Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

Optical amplifiers 

Optical amplifiers (EDFA and semiconductor) are used to compensate for fiber and compo
nent losses. The gain spectrum of the EDFA is not flat over the amplification bandwidth. 
This may cause irregular gain levels for channels at different wavelengths, which trans
lates into unwanted power fluctuations. Different techniques to avoid this problems have 
been proposed. These include equalizing filters, host glasses with flatter spectra, and hy
brid amplifiers [38]. The inherent amplified spontaneous emission accumulates in a cascade 
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of amplifiers and represents a scalability limiting factor. Therefore, special gain manage
ment techniques should be considered when designing optical systems with cascaded am
plifiers [ 10]. 

Fiber Nonlinearities 

When the intensity of the propagating signals in a fiber is sufficiently high, nonlinear ef
fects may occur. Nonlinearities in a fiber may result in crosstalk, distortion, and attenuation. 
Nonlinearities are potential limits on the maximum power per channel, channel spacing, and 
maximum bit-rate. 
The two principal nonlinear effects are Four-Wave Mixing (FWM), characterized by the 
generation of third harmonics, and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), the transfer of 
power form shorter-wavelength channels to the higher wavelength channels. FWM can 
be reduced by allowing a certain amount of dispersion to destroy the phase relationship 
between inter-modulation products. For SRS there is no known reduction method yet. The 
study of nonlinearities in optical transmission systems is a complex task. We refer to a 
recently published book [39], where a detailed treatment of the subject is given. 

Dispersion in fiber 

Dispersion introduces time broadening of a pulse as it propagates along a fiber. Dispersion 
may lead to intersymbol interference and imposes a limit on the maximum transmission 
rate. Dispersion in single mode fibers is composed of chromatic and waveguide dispersion. 
The former is related to fact that the refractive index of a fiber is a function of the wave
length. The latter is related to the waveguide characteristics such as the indices and the 
particular structure of the fiber core and cladding. 
There are different techniques to deal with fiber dispersion. This ranges from dispersion 
shifted fibers, mid-span compensation, coding, modulation schemes to electronic equaliza
tion. A review of dispersion compensating techniques is presented in [ 40]. 

Polarization effects 

If the optical fiber is slightly birefringent, the two polarization states of the signal will have 
different propagation velocity along the fiber. This will cause pulse broadening. This effect 
is known as polarization mode dispersion (PMD). 
PMD causes signal distortion which translates into receiver sensitivity penalties. PMD 
seems to be a potential limitation to multi-gigabit transmission. Different compensation 
schemes for PMD have been studied by workers in the field. The most promising technique 
appears to be adaptive compensation of first order PMD. A review on polarization mode 
dispersion effects on optical communication systems is given in [41]. 
Many components used in WDM systems exhibit varying degrees of polarization depen
dence. The polarization dependent loss (POL) is defined as the difference in loss between 
the lowest and highest Joss polarization state entering an optical element. In long systems 
POL may give rise to systems power fluctuation or fading. 
In an EDFA a polarization hole burning effect may take place that depends on the amplifier 
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saturation. The effect is called polarization dependent gain (PDG). PDG gain favors ASE 
noise polarized orthogonal to the signal, thus resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio degradation. 
Ther~ are various techniques to mitigate this problem, based on polarization scrambling of 
the signal and/or depolarizing of the pump source [42,43]. 

Component tolerance and aging 

Optical components may have a small drift in their parameter values. The parameter values 
may change with temperature and age. This means that the overall system performance 
changes in time and degrades with age. Therefore systems are designed with extra margin 
and tolerance towards nominal parameter deviation at the time of initial installation. There 
are techniques like noise loading to measure the required margins in an optical communi
cation system [44] . 

Optical crosstalk 

Power leakage from other channels, at the same or different nominal wavelength carrier as 
the signal channel, is referred to as crosstalk. This phenomenon has proved to be a serious 
limitation in all-optical networking. The first mechanism of crosstalk is a nonlinear effect 
(FWM or SRS as mentioned in a previous section) that can occur ifthe optical power in the 
fiber is sufficiently high. The second mechanism is linear power leakage due to imperfect 
crosstalk isolation of optical devices like switching fabrics and (de)multiplexers. Linear 
crosstalk can be classified as inband or interband crosstalk, depending on whether it has the 
same nominal wavelength as the desired signal or not. The effect of interband crosstalk can 
be reduced by concatenating narrow-bandwidth optical filters. Inband crosstalk, however, 
cannot be removed as the signal and the crosstalk operates at the same wavelength. The 
detrimental effect of inband crosstalk is further intensified in cascaded optical nodes due to 
its accumulative behavior. A further classification can be made regarding whether the in
terferometric delay time is shorter or longer than the light source coherence time; coherent 
and incoherent crosstalk, respectively. It should be noted that there are differences in ter
minology and denomination in the literature when referring to different types of crosstalk. 
Chapter 6 of this thesis studies the effect of inband crosstalk on the performance of optical 
systems in detail. 

3.5 Further reading 

An introduction is given in [45] on lightwave communication, which presents a mathemati
cal approach to the performance analysis of optical communication systems from the signal 
theory point of view. Fiber communication systems and the physics of their comprising 
components are comprehensively explained in [46]. An introduction to optical networks 
is given in [47]. Systems and technologies related to high capacity transmission are excel
lently explained in [40]. Recent developments in optical networks and WDM technologies 
are presented in [12, 14,48,49]. 
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Chapter4 

Phase Noise Analysis 

Phase noise is known to afflict a number of communication systems. For instance, coherent 
and weakly optical coherent systems are sensitive lo laser phase noise; see e.g., [50,51] . 
Optical phase locked loops [45] and analog optical links are also reported to be influenced 
by laser phase noise [52] . The performance of multi-carrier orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing systems is also affected by phase noise generated by oscillators [53, 54]. In 
general, phase noise impairs a wide range of communication systems that use oscillators 
as signal sources [55] . The statistical analysis of phase noise is a complex task . Differ
ent approaches have been applied. Several approximation to the statistics have been in
troduced [50, 51 , 56]. The authors in [57, 58] use a moment characterization, numerical 
methods are used in [59], while in [50] simulation techniques are applied. 
Firstly, this chapter presents a performance analysis for optical heterodyne receivers in the 
presence of phase noise. Secondly, a recursive formula is derived for the statistical moments 
of phase noise. 

4.1 Phase noise model 

Light from a laser suffers from phase uncertainly or the so-called phase noise. It is caused 
by the intrinsic process of spontaneous emission of photons in a laser cavity. The complex 
baseband model for an optical field signal is 

S(t) = A ej[2rrf +;'i( t)Hol , (4.1) 

where f is the optical frequency, A is the amplitude, and ¢0 is the initial phase value. The 
phase noise is denoted by ¢(t). Laser phase noise is modeled as a continuous Brownian 
motion (Wiener process) [60] defined by 

t ¢(t) = 27f Jo n(s )ds , (4.2) 

where n ( s) is a zero mean white Gaussian noise process. The power spectral density of the 
optical laser signal turns out to be the so called Lorentzian spectrum [ 60]. The process ¢( t) 
is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and with a variance 

a~= Var{¢(t))} = 2Kt:.. vt , 
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Figure 4.1: A realization of phase noise up to time T. 

where C:.11 is the 3-dB Lorentzian laser linewidth (or oscillator linedwidth). Figure 4.1 
presents a reali zation of a phase noise process, up to time T , with a given value of the 
parameter (3 = 27r t:.1J. 

4.2 Phase noise in optical system 

Consider the stochastic process 

(4.3) 

with ¢( T) as defined in ( 4.2). This process represents baseband filtering of a phase noise 
that may originate from a laser source. The performance evaluation of a number of opti
cal communication systems is mainly reduced to the problem of statistically describing the 
complex process z in (4.3) [50) . 
Paper A presents a direct and efficient method for evaluating the error probability of optical 
heterodyne receivers in the presence of phase noise. The analysis is based on a power series 
expansion of the filtered phase noise. The error probabilities are computed by the saddle
point approximation which uses the moment generating function of the decision variable. 
The optimal pre-filter bandwidth for best phase noise rejection is easily determined. 
In paper B a recursive formula for the moments of filtered phase noise is presented . In fact, 
the recursion is valid for any integral of a properly chosen function of Brownian motion. 

4.2 Phase noise in optical system 
27 

It also gives the moments fo b' · · 
f f b t: r any ar tlrary starting value. Approximate probability density 
s u~c tons can. e ound through a maximum entropy approach or an orthogonal polynomial 

G
enes .expans10n. Moments may also be used for the calculation of error probabilities by 
aussian quadrature rules [61) . 
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Error Probability Evaluation of Optical Systems 
Disturbed by Phase Noise and Additive Noise 

Goran Einarsson, Member, lEEE, Johan Strandberg, and Idelfonso Tafur Monroy 

Abstract-A direct and efficient method for evaluation of the 
error probability of optical heterodyne receivers in the presence 
of phase noise is presented. A closed form expression for the 
statistics of the decision variable, including photodetector shot 
noise and thermal noise from electronic circuitry, is derived. 
The analysis assumes simple integrating filters in the receiver 
and is based on a power series expansion of the filtered phase 
noise. The error probability is calculated using a saddle point 
approximation which is numerically simple and gives accurate 
results. The optimal prefilter bandwidth for best phase noise 
rejection is easily determined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE DECISION variable, in complex signal notation, of 
a heterodyne optical system with an envelope detector 

receiver has the form 

IVl2 
= IY + x1 2 (I) 

where Y represents phase noise and X additive noise. The 
phase noise is produced by the transmitting and local oscillator 
lasers. The additive noise X is photodetector shot noise 
and thermal noise from the electric circuitry. For large local 
oscillator amplitudes the shot noise can be modeled as additive 
white Gaussian noise. 

To decide on which signal was transmitted the decision 
variable is compared with a threshold. If the moment gen
erating function (mgf) of the decision variable is known the 
error probability can easily be determined by the saddle point 
method. We derive a closed form expression for the mgf of 
IVl2 in terms of the mgf for IYl2 and the result is used to 
calculate the error probability of different modulation schemes 
for heterodyne reception. 

The results also apply to direct detection systems with 
optical preamplifier receiver. 

II. AMPLITUDE-SHIFT KEYING 

A block diagram of a heterodyne receiver for amplitude
shift keying (ASK) is shown in Fig. 1. It contains an envelope 
detector together with a bandpass prefilter and a lowpass 
postfilter. We consider binary on-off intensity modulation with 
rectangular pulses of amplitude A and duration T. When the 
local oscillator amplitude C is much greater than A the output 
current from the photodetector can with, proper scaling, be 

Manuscript received November 16, 1994; revised May 29, 1995. This work 
was supported by the Swedish Research Council for Engineering Sciences. 

The authors are with the Department of Signals, Sensors and Systems, 
Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden. 

IEEE Log Number 9413654. 

modeled as 

i(t)/C"" C/2 +A cos (wht + B(t)) + n 1 (t) (2) 

where B(t) = (! 2(t)-B0 (t) is the difference between the phase 
noise of the local oscillator and of the transmitting laser and 
n 1 (t) is white Gaussian noise with intensity N 1 = 112. 

To simplify the analysis let the prefilter H 1 be a bandpass 
integrator operating at the heterodyne frequency . During the 
data symbol interval the prefilter output is sampled L times at 
t = kT' , k = I, 2, . . . , L, generating a sequence of complex 
valued stochastic variables 

(3) 

where 

Yk = 2_ ei 9Ul dt l
kT' 

T' (k - l)T' 
(4) 

is filtered phase noise and Xk. filtered white noise, is a 
complex valued, zero mean Gaussian variable. The quadrature 
components of Xk have equal variance, in the absence of 
thermal noise, equal to 

u 2 = 1/T'. (5) 

The envelope detector forms the square of the magnitude 
(absolute value) of Vi- The lowpass postfilter H 2 is assumed 
to be a discrete time integrator producing the decision variable 

T' L 

U=2LIVkl 2
• 

k=I 

(6) 

The fact that the additive noise is white and Gaussian and that 
the phase noise li(t) is a random walk process with indepen
dent increments makes I Vi 12 a sequence of independent and 
equally distributed random variahles. 

The probability distribution of U is related in a simple way 
to the mgf of 

(7) 

where the factor A and the index k are temporarily omitted. 
It is shown in Appendix A that the mgf of IVl 2 is 

Wv(s) = 1 - ~u2s Wy (i _ ~u2s) (8) 

where 

Wy(s) = E{ exp (IYl 2 s)} 

is the mgf of the squared envelope IYl 2
. 

(9) 

0733-8724/95$04.00 © 1995 IEEE 
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Ccos(w,l + B,(t )) 

fig. J. Heterodyne ASK receiver with envelope detector. The predetector filter H1 is a bandpass filter at the heterodyne frequency and the postdetector 
filter H2 is a lowpass filter. 

A cos(w0t + 80(t )) 

C cos(w, t + 8,(t )) 

Fig. 2. Heterodyne FSK receiver with envelope detectors. The predetector filters Hi and Ho are bandpass filters at the heterodyne frequencies representing 
data symbols "one" and "zero," respectively. The postdetector filters H2 are lowpass filters. 

The phase noise is a continuous Brownian motion (Wiener
Uvy) process with Gaussian statistics. The primary statistical 
properties of B(t) are easily specified but the probability 
distribution of IYl2 is difficult to detennine . A closed fonn 
approximate result is obtained by expanding the integrand 
e1 8(t) in (4) in a Taylor series and keeping the first tenns, [ l] 

l T' · T' 
y;,, y = 1 - - ( B2 (t)dt + _]_ ( B(t)dt (10) 

2T' ./0 T' ./0 

where the index k is dropped since all Yk have the same 
statistics. _ 

The statistical distribution of the approximate variable Y 
has been detennined by Foschini and Yannucci [ll. The mgf 
of IYl 2 is 

[ r;:;-w:] -1I2 llly(s) = exp(s) sinchy2/3's ( 11) 

where "sinch" denotes the hyperbolic sine-function 

sinh x ex - e-x 
sinchx= -x- = ~· (12) 

The parameter /J' = 2 7r BLT' is equal to 27r times the product 
of BL and the integration interval T' with BL the sum of the 
3-dB linewidths of the lasers at the transmitter and the local 
oscillator. 

Substitution of (11) into (8) gives a useful approximate 
expression for the mgf of !Vkl2. Including the factor A the 
result is 

Wv(s) = 1 _ ~a2 s exp(&) 

[ 
2/3' A2s ] - 1;2 

x sinch 
1 

_ 
2

a 2s (13) 

The decision variable (6) is the sum of L equally distributed 
independent variables IVil2 and the mgf of U is (14) with s 

replaced by sT'/2 and raised to the power L. From (5) follows 
that a 2T' = 1 and 

lllu(s ) = [wv(sT' / 2)]L 

= (l ~s)L exp (~88 ) [ sinch 

- L/2 

2/3m1s ] 
(1 - s)L2 

(14) 

where 

(15) 

and the parameter m 1 = A2T/2 = A2 LT'/2 is the expected 
number of photoelectrons in the received optical pulse. 

The error probability is easy to calculate from Wu ( s ) using 
the saddle point approximation as outlined in Appendix B. 
The procedure includes detennination of the optimal receiver 
threshold minimizing P,. 

The result is shown in Fig. 4 for various values of the 
phase noise parameter BLT. The values of L indicated in 
the diagram are those resulting in the lowest Pe. 

The prefilter bandwidth is proponional to B' = llT' and 
L = T /T' = B' / B is a measure of the magnitude of B' 
re la ti ve to the rate or bandwidth B of the data signal. 

A. Frequency-Shift Keying 

Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK) is readily analyzed utilizing 
the results from ASK since each branch of the FSK receiver 
in Fig. 2 is equal to an ASK receiver of Fig. I. 

Assume that the signal corresponding to the upper branch is 
transmitted. The stochastic variable obtained by sampling the 
postfilter in the upper branch of Fig. 2 is then equal to (6) 

L 

U1 = T' L IAYk + X1k1 2
. (16) 

k= I 
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C cos(w1t+6, (t) ) 

Fig. 3. Heterodyne DPSK receiver wirh envelope derector. Th d fi 
e pre etector lter H1 is a bandpass filter at the heterodyne frequency. 
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~ 
:0 

"' .0 e 
a. 10~ 
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CD 

1010 

1 Olog(m,) dB 25 

Fig. 4. Bit error pro~ability for heterodyne ASK (on-off modulation) with 
envelope ?etector re~e1ver calculated from the Taylor expansion of the filtered 
phase noise _fo~ v~ous values of BLT . The optimal prefilter bandwidth 
parameter L is indicated along the curves. The parameter nt 

1 
is the expected 

number of photoelectrons in the received "on" pulse. 

The output of the lower branch is noise only 

L 

Uo = T' L 1Xokl 2
. 

k= I 
(17) 

It has a (central) chi-square distribution with 2L degrees of 
freedom and its mgf is equal to (15) with m. = o. 

The .receiver makes its decisions by comparing U
1 

with Uo 
or equivalently 

U = U1 -U0 (18) 

with a zero threshold. The stochastic variable U is the dif
ference between two independent variables and its mgf is the 
product 

Wu(s) = llluJs) · Wu
0
(-s). (19) 

The_ approximate mgf function of U1 is equal to (15). 
Fig_. 5 shows .the calculated error probability , using the sad

dlepomt approx1mat10n with the optimal values of L indicated 
i~ the diagram. The calculations are simpler than for ASK 
smce the threshold for FSK is fixed. 

B. Differential Phase-Shift Keying 

In D.ifferential Phase-Shift Keying (DPSK) the phase of the 
· transm!lted opucal field is modulated and the phase of the 
previous signal 1s used as a phase reference in the receiver. 

10·2 

.~ 
ii 
i e 
a. 1Q·IS 

~ 

1010 

dB 
25 

Fig .. 5. Bit error probability for heterodyne FSK with envelope detector 
receive~, calculated from the Taylor expansion of the filtered phase noise 
~?r. v~nous values of B1.T. The optimal prefilter bandwidth parameter L 
is 1~d1cated along the curves. The parameter m is the average number of 
received photoelectrons per bit. 

We consider the case without predetector filtering where 
T' = T and one sample per signal interval is generated. 

The receiver, Fig. 3 has two branches obtained by adding 
or subtracting the signal and a delayed copy from the previous 
Ume mterval. The resulting signals V+ and V_ are analogous 
to (3) 

with 

Yi = ~LT ei6(t)dt} 

Yo = _!_ j_0 

e1D(t)dt 
T - T 

(21) 

and where bo = ei (¢ i -¢o ) = ± 1 represents the transmitted 
data symbol. 

The performance of DPSK does not depend on the start 
up value of the signal phase and it is convenient to let the 
phase noise B( t) be equal to zero at t = 0. The phase noise 
mtegrals (21) are then independent and equally distributed 
stochastic variables. The quantities X 1 and Xo are filtered 
shot noise from the photodetector. They are independent, com
plex valued, zero mean, Gaussian variables with quadrature 
components of equal variance a 2 = 2 Ni /T = llT. 

DPSK is sensitive to phase noise and we use a first order 
approximation obtained by keeping the linear term only in a 
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BLT= 0.05 

g 
Q) 

10log(m) dB 

Fig. 6. Bit error probability for heterodyne DPSK calculated from the first 
order Taylor expansion of the filtered phase noise for various values of Bi T. 
The parameter nt is the average number of received photoelectrons per bit. 

Taylor series expansion analogous to (I 0) 

• 1 {T • } Y1 = T lo 1 + j!J(t)dt = 1 + )Y1s 
0 (22) 

Yu = ~Jo 1 + j!J(t)dt = 1 + )Yos . 
- T 

The receiver compares the output of the upper and lower 
branches in Fig. 3. It is convenient to let the decision variable 
be 

u = TIVl
2 

= T(IV+l
2 

- IV- 1
2

) 

4 4 
(23) 

and decides in favor of the signal alternative corresponding 
to the branch with the largest value, which is equivalent to 
comparing U = U1 - U0 with a zero threshold. 

The mgf of U is derived in Appendix A with the same 
technique used to obtain ( 15). The result is (A 17) 

exp ( i'~! ) 
1.Vu(s) = ,,-----.,· (24) 

y'l - (2m{3/3 + 1)2s2 v 1 - s2 

The error probability for various values of the phase noise 
parameter BLT is shown in Fig. 6. Comparison with Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5 shows that DPSK is much more sensitive to phase 
noise than ASK or FSK. 

C. Relation to Optical Amplifier Receivers 

There is an interesting equivalence between the error prob
ability of optical systems with heterodyne receivers and direct 
detection systems with optical preamplifier receiver, as pointed 
out by Tonguz and Wagner (2). 

The results presented in this paper can be used to estimate 
the influence of phase noise on optical amplifiers. It should be 
noted, however, that the equivalence proved in (2) is based 
on an approximate preamplifier receiver model, where the 
photodetector is modeled as a deterministic quadratic detector 
without any shot noise. For a further discussion on this we 
refer to the book by Einarsson (3). 
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D. Comparison 

A comparison between our results for ASK and FSK with 
those of Foschini, Greenstein and Yannucci [4) shows a good 
agreement in the calculated bit error probability. There is, 
however, differences in the locations of the transition points 
for the parameter L . 

DPSK has been analyzed by Jacobsen and Garrett [5) and 
more recently by Kaiser, Shafi and Smith [6]. Our result 
shows the same general appearance as theirs, but there is 
a disagreement in the numerical values, probably due to a 
difference in the phase noise approximation. 

APPENDLX A 

MOMENT GENERATING FuNCTION 

A. Amplitude-Shift Keying 

The probability distribution of U is related in a simple way 
to the moment generating function of 

1Vl2 = IY + x1 2 =(Ye + X e)2 + (Y. + x.)2. (Al) 

The mgf of IVl2 is 

1.Vv(s) =£{exp (IVl 2 s)} 

= E{ exp ([Y; + 2YeX c + x; + y; 
+ 2Y, X , + x;]s)}. (A2) 

The variables X e, X , and Y are independent and the averaging 
in (A2) can be carried out for each variable separately 

1.Vv(s) = Ey{ exp (IYl 2s)E{ exp (.qe(Xe)s)} 

x E{ exp (g.(X,)s)}} (A3) 

with 

9c(Xc) = 2YcX c + x; } 
g, (X,) = 2Y,X. + x; . 

The average over X c is 

£{exp (ge(Xc)s)} 

(A4) 

1 j "" ( x2) = r=-? exp ([2Yc.1:e + x~]s) exp -
2 

e2 dxe. 
v2ITa2 -oo a 

(A5) 

The integral can be evaluated by completing the square in the 
exponent. The result is 

1 (2Y2a2s2) E{ exp (gc(Xc)s)} = ~exp ~2 2 . (A6) 
v 1 - 2a2 s 1 - a s 

The average over X., results in an identical expression as (A6) 
with Y~ replaced by y;. Substitution into (A3) yields after 
some algebra 

Wv(s) = 1 - ~a2s Wy (i _ ~a2J (A7) 

where 

1.Vy(s) = E{ exp (IYl2s)} 

is the mgf of the squared envelope IYl 2 . 

(AS) 
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B. Differemial Phase-Shift Keying 

Assume that symbol "one" is transmitted which means that 
bo = L Expressing the variable V in (23) in tenns of real and 
imaginary parts of its components gives 

The mgf o~ IV/2 
is the product of the mgfs of its compo

nents, observing the negative sign of the two last terms. 

Wv (s) = Wi(s)1.V2(s)1.V3(-s)1.V2(- s) 

IV/
2 = [2A +Xie + Xoc] 2 + [A(J\. +Yo.) + X1s + X

0
,] 2 

- [Xie - Xocf - [A(Y1. - Yo.)+ X1 . - X 0.]2. 
(A9) 

This is equal to 

/V/2 = (2A + Z 1c )2 + (AWi s + Z1, )2 - zgc 
- (AWos + Zo. )2 (AJO) 

with Zic= X1c + Xoc and Zoe = Xi e-Xue etc. All variables 
m (AlO) are uncorrelated and Gaussian, which means that they 
are tndependent, with variance 2/T. 

The phase noise IJ( t) is related to the laser frequency noise 
by 

O(t) = 2IT 1' µ(s) ds (All) 

where µ(t) is white Gaussian noise with two-sided spectral 
denstty Rµ = BL/2IT. 

Integration by parts yields 

Yi.= f 1T IJ(t)dt = 2-]TtlJ(t) - _!_ {1"t8'(t)dt 
o T o T lo 

2IT {T 
= T lo (T - t)µ(t) dt. (Al2) 

Application. of the theory for linear operations on stochastic 
processes gives 

, - (2IT)
2 

[T {3 
Var{Y1s} = T .fo Rµ (T - t )2 dt = 3 (Al3) 

with f3 = 2ITB£T. 
The variables W - y- + ,-, d W - -
. h - ls ..YOs an Os= Y1s -Yo. have 

vanances 2{3/3 equal to two times (Al 3). 

The first .term ~2A + Z1c) 2 in (AlO) has a noncentral 
chi-square d1stnbut1on with one degree of freedom with a mgf 

(Al4) 

exp(~) i-4s/T 
(Al6) JI [4(A2{:J/3 + l/T)s]2Jl - (4s/T)2. 

The mgf for the decision vmiable (23) is obtained from (Al6) 
by replacing s by sT/4 

exp (2m•) 
Wu(s) = Wv (sT/ 4) = l=S 

JI - (2mf3 /3 + 1)2s2 v'l=-82 
2 . (Al7) 

where m = A T/2 1s the average number of received photo
electrons per bit. 

APPENDLX B 

SADDLE POINT APPROXIMATION 

Followin~ Helstrom (7) we derive a numerically simple 
approx1mat1on to the cumulative probability distribution of a 
continuous stochastic variable with density function p(x). 

A moment generating function 

1.V(s) = 1: p(x)e' xdx 

is a bilateral Laplace transform and 

q+(a) = 1= p(x)dx 

(Bl) 

== ~. j c+joo e -SQ 

2ITJ c-joo -
3

- 1.V(s)ds; c > 0 (B2) 

can be expressed as inverse transformation. The parameter c is 
chosen to be the value of s for which the integrand is minimal. 
It turns out that this point, s = s0 , corresponds to a saddle 
point m the complex plane, whence the name of the method. 

The integrand is expressed in terms of a "phase" function 
'If; (s) 

lsl-i exp (-sa)w(s) = exp [1/;(s)] (B3) 

and 1/J ( s) is expanded in a Taylor's series around the point 
8 = so 

1 
1/J(s) = 1/J(so) + 2 1/J"(so)(s - so)2 + · · ·. (B4) W1(s) = 1 ex ( 4A2s ) 

JI - 4s/ T p 1 - 4s/T . 

The ~ext tee:" (AW1 + Zi. )2 is the square of a zero mean 
gauss1an variable with variance 2A2/3/3 + 2/T. It has an 
(ordinary) chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom 
and tts mgf is 

The first derivative does not appear since s = 
80 

is an 
extremum of 'If; (s). 

1.V2(s) == 1 

,/1 - 4(A2{3/3 + l/T)s . 
(Al5) 

The term zgc has zero mean and its mgf w 3 ( s) is equal to 
(AI5) with A = 0. The last term in (AlO) has the same 
d1stnbut1on as the second term and its mgf is given by (A 15). 

. Substitution of (B4) into (B2) neglecting higher-order terms 
yields the saddlepoint approximation 

q+(a )""' 2~ exp [1f;(s0)] 1: exp[- ~ 1/J"(so)v2]dy 

= [2IT1/;
11
(so)t

1
f 2 exp [1f;(s0 )]. (BS) 

The. parameter s is the value of s for which 1/;(s) has a 
minimum. It ts equal to the positive root of the equation 

1/J ' (so)= 0. (B6) 
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A saddlepoint approximation for the lower tail is obtained in 
the same way 

q_(a) = .l: p(x)dx"" [27r1//1(s1W'/2 exp ['l/1(s1)] (B7) 

with s 1 equal to the negative root of (86). The error probability 
for a specific threshold a is 

1 
Pe"" 2[q+(a, so)+ q_(<x, s 1 )]. (B8) 

The threshold minimizing (B8) can be obtained by setting the 
derivative with respect to rx equal to zero 

dPe = -~[soq+(a , s0 ) + s,q_(a , s,)] = 0. (B9) 
da 2 

The saddlepoint approximation requires the numerical solution 
of three nonlinear equations, two times (B6) and (89). 

Two terms in the Taylor expansion (B4) are used in the 
derivation above. The approximation can be improved by 
including higher-order terms [7) but this is not necessary for 
ordinary system evaluation at error probability values normally 
encountered in practice. 
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On a recursive formula for the moments of 
phase noise 

Idelfonso Tafur lVIonroy and Gerard Hooghicmstrn 

Abstnict- In this paper we present a recursive 
formula for the moments of phase noise in com-
1nunication syste1ns . The phase noise is modeled 
using continuous Brownian motion. The recursion 
is simple and valid for an arbitrary initial phase 
value. The moments obtained by the recursion are 
used to calculate approximations to the probability 
density function of the phase noise, using orthog
onal polynomial series expansions and a 1naxiinun1 
entropy criterion. 

Keywords - Brownian motion, phase noise, optical 
communication, error analysis, derivation of mo
ments, maximum entropy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Phase noise has proven to be a major performance
limiting factor in a number of cornrnunication systems. 
For example, in optical coherent. or weakly coherent 
systerns e.g. (l, 2]. Multicarrier transmission, using 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) , 
for instance in wireless indoor systems, is very sen
sitive to phase noise [3, 4]. Phase noise is also re
ported to degrade the performance of coherent analog 
amplitude-modulated wide-band rectifier narrowband 
(AM-WIRNA) optical links [G], among others. The 
statistical properties of phase noise (in the context of 
optical conununication systerns) have been studied by 
several ant.hors e.g. [l, 2] and by t.hose authors they 
are referring to. It is a cornplex problem for which 
different types of approximative solutions have been 
presented (cf. [2]). The authors in [l] use simulation 
techniques; a characterization through moments has 
been given by [6] and [7], whereas a numerical ap
proach is given in [8]. The list or references on phase 
noise analysis cited here is by no means complete but 
demonstrates the range of <lifferent approaches. 

From a mathenrntical point. of view, charact.erizing 
phase noise is equivalent to the study or the complex-

I. Tafur Momoy works at the Eiucllioven Uuiversity of Tech
nology, Tele<.:01nrnuni<.:atio11s Tecltnology a11d Electrornag11etics, 
P. 0. 13ox 513, 5600 M13 Eiudhoveu, The Net herlands 

G. Hooghiemstra works at the Delft Un iversity of Teduwlog_ri 
Faculty of Technin1l iVJatliematics aud I11fonnaties , Depart1ne11t 
of Statistics, Probability and Operations Reseasch, P. 0. Box 
5031, NL- 2600 GA Delft , The Net her lauds 

va.l ued st.ochastic process (cf. [1]), 

t ?: 0, (1) 

where {fl(s), s ?: U} is Brownian motion with r.ero 
mean and variance 

a~ = var(fl(s)) = f:J.s. 

The parameter (-1 = 27r.0.v, where .0..v is the Lorentz 
linewidt.h of the oscillator (laser linewidth in the case 
or optical systems) . 

The process {Z(t,), t ?: O} can be decomposed in its 
real and imaginary part: 

/' t Z(t) =lo cos fl( s) ds + j lo sin fl(s) d8 = X(t) + jY(t). 

(2) 

Vv'e present a recursive formula, expression (8), for the 
moments of X(t) a11d Y(t) , for fixe<l t ?: 0. The re
cursion has two advantages over the one given in [6] . 
It. is simpler in form and it is valid for arbitrary ini
tial value x E TR of Brownian motion {fl(s) , s?: 0}, 
whereas the recursion of [6] is restricted to the initial 
value x = 0. 

We close the section with a definition and some no
tation. We de11ote by P.r the probability measure of 
the Brownian mot.ion starting from :c E JR. More 
specifically for each Borel set A , consisting of contin
uous functions 011 [O, oo) , 

Px(( fl( 8)),?o E A) = P((x + fl(s)) s?O E A) , 

where P = Po is thP. probability measure of Brownian 
mot.ion {fl(s) , s ?: O} , starting from 0. The symbol 
E,, is used for the mathematical expectation with re
spect to the probability measure P,,,. Finally, we often 
write fl s instead of fl(s). 

II. RECURSIVE FOHMULA 

We consider the following functional of the Brown
ian mot.io11: 

t At =At ((fl.,),?o) =lo f(fls) ds , (3) 



where f is a measurable, non-negative function. 
Moreover for some >. > 0 the function f shoul<l satisfy 

(4) 

Denote for fixed t, by Exe- bA, , b > 0, the Laplace
Stieltjes transform of the random variable At.· We 
first derive from a simplified form of the Feynman
Kac formula (cf. [9], p. 272) a functional equation for 
the double Laplace transform: 

f"
00 

e-AI Exe-bA' dt, 
.lo 

>. ,b > 0, 

of the random variable A1. From this functional equa
tion the moment recursion (8) , which is surprisingly 
simple, follows. 

Observe t.hat 

A 1. = l f (B, ) ds 

is a so-called additive functional: 

where fJ., is the shift. operator ( () , umps the set of con
tinuous functions on [O, oo) on the set of the continu
ous funct.io1rn on [O, oo) and is defined by: O, (g) ( 11,) = 
g(s + 11), wliere g is a continuous function on [O, oo)). 
The proof that { A1, t ;::: 0} is additive is straight.for
ward: 

fos+u f(Bu)dv - [ f(Bu)dv 

f"'+u f(B,, ) dv = lu f(B s+1· ) dv 
.f s 0 

l ' fW,(B ,, ))dv =A,, a ()" 

where it is implicitly assumed that both sides A s+u -
A., and Au o ()8 are applied to the random continuous 
function {B(v) , v ;::: O}. 

Following ( [9], p. 272) , we obtain for >. , b > 0, 

E x 1 00 e- >.t.- bA, (ebA 1 - l)d/, (G) 

= Ex lX) e- >.t- bA ' {lbf(B, )ebA' ds}dt 

= E:c roo e->.sbf(B,){1·00 e- >. (t-s)-b(A1- As) dt}ds 
lo s 

= Ex l XJ e- >.sbf (B, ){100 e- >.u-bA uoll, dv.}ds 

=Ex fo
00 

e- >.sbf(B8 )En, {1
00 

e- >.u-bA"dv.}ds. 

2 

Here the first equality sign follows from: 

!}_ebAs =bf (B )ebA , 
l 

s , 
(8 

which implies: 

Changing the order of integration (this is permitted by 
Fubini 's theorem since the integrand is non-negative) 
yields t.he third line. The third equality is justified by 
a change or variables: v. = t - s , and by: 

A,, - A, = As+u - A, = A,, 0 (),, 

where we use the additivity of the functional {A 1, t;::: 
0}. Finally, t.he last equality is t.he (weak) Markov 
property (see [9] or Freedman [10]): the Brownian 
motion starts afresh from position B, . 

Define 

The left.-hand side of (G) can be written as: 

["'" Ex Jo e-.\t - bA ' (ebA ' - l)dt = 

t.he right-hand side as: 

Hence we get the functional equation: 

By expanding on both sides of (6) the expression e- bA, 
in a power series in b E ( 0, 1) and comparing the co-

efficients of b" we obtain: 

4_5 -

a 

3.5 

b 
A recursive formula for Ex A;' can be obtained by tak
ing on both sides of the above equation the inverse 
Laplace transform. Note that the inverse Laplace 
transform of 

e- >. s- ly-xlVVJi'i 

./2.\13 
is equal to: 

9y-x (t - s)l(t > s ), t E (0, oo), 

where 

So, 

1 ., 
9a(l) = ---e- ~'/i1 • 

J27r(Jt 

(7) 

2.5 

1.5 

0.5 

0 
- 1 -0.8 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 

X(t)/t 

Fig. 1. ProLaLi lity density of X(t)/t . Zero initial value: 
:i: = 0. Solid lines represent the results by a maximum 
entropy approach while dashed linrn is tbe ClieLyshev 
polynornia.I stTies expansion. a) (jt = 1, b) /3 t = 2, 
c) /Jt = 4, d) /Jt = 18. 

EA" x l n j 00 

J(y)1·oo9y-x (t - s)l(t > s)EyA~- 1 dsdy bounded from below and satis(y (4). From E yX(t) 0 = 
-

00 o 1 and 

l oo . j''e-(y-x)' / 2/J(t -s) . ' 
n j(y) J EyA~ - 1 dsdy. 

-oo o 27r/J(t - s) · ' ;·oo .·. . 1 
Re{ e1Yp(t - s ;x, y)dy} = cos1:exp{--(J(t -.s )} , 

This proves the following recursion: - oo 2 

where 

p(s;x , y) Px(B8 E dy)/dy 

(27r/3s )- 1 
/

2 exp{ - (y - :z: )2 /2/3.s }. 

The above recursion has two advantages over the re-

we obtain 

E , X(t) cos :c fo
1

exp{ - ~/-J(t - s)} ds 

2 cos 1:(1 - e-/Jl/2) 

{1 

For the second moment we obtain 

(9) 

cursion given in [6]. It. is simpler in form ;wd it gives o 
E xX(t)

the moments starting from arbitrary :c E JR. 
4100 

r' (j _
00

cos2 y{./
0 
(l -e- /Jsf2 )p(t, - s; x, y) ds }dy 

III. APPLICATIONS 

We apply (8) to find the moments of 

r' X(t) = .fo cosB,ds. 

Note that the cosine can be negative; however, it is not 
difficult to show that both the functional equation (6) 
and the recursion (8) also hold for fund.ions t.hat are 

~ fo\1 - e-fJs/2 )(l+e- 2li (l -s) cos 2:c) ds 

f~2 {2f'Jt - 4 + 4e-iJt/2}+ 

COS 2x {c _2µ1 - /J l / 2 

3
(P :He - 4e }. 

The third moment can be expressed in terms involving 
cos x and cos 3x: 

(10) 
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Fig. 2. Prnbability density of X (t) / t . Steady-state rcgiml'. 
Solid lines rcpr<'sent t hl' results bv "· maximum entropy 
apprnach while dashed lines is t he Chebyshcv pol~· 11 0-
mial series expansion. 1t) {3t = 0, b) fjt = 1, c) (3t = 4, 
d) f3t = 8, e) {3t = 18. 

rep resent.at.ion. 

T he resul ts for the steady-state regime are found 
t.o be in good agreement with previously published 
res ults [7] . As one can observe in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, for 
large values of fjt (what can be considered as strong 
filtering) the pdf"of X(t)/I. tends to acquire a Gaussian 
shape. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A simple recursive formula for the moments of 
phase noise, its real and imaginary part is presented. 
In fa.ct , the recursion is valid for a ny integral of a 
function of the Brownian motion provided that the 
fund.ion is memn1rable, bounded from below, and sat
isfi es (4). T he recursion also gives the moments for an 
arbitrary slatting value. Approximative pelf's can be 
found through a maximum entropy approach or a or
thogonal polynomial series expansion. Moments may 
also he used for the calculation of error proba bilities 
by Gaussian quadrature rules; see [12]. 
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Chapter 5 

Optically Preamplified Direct 
Detection Receivers 

The first results published on light amplification in a glass fiber date back to 1961 [62] and 
1964 [63] in papers by Snitzer and Koester, respectively. Early work on fiber amplifiers 
was also conducted by Letokhov and Pavlik [64] . It is interesting to note that a significant 
amount of work on fiber amplifiers was already done long before the idea of using optical 
fibers in telecommunications was discussed by Kao and Hockman in 1966 [1]. In the sub
sequent years considerable improvements in fiber fabrication, and in semiconductor pump 
laser technology were of great importance for the development of fiber lasers and ampli
fiers. In 1985 lasing in a doped fiber was demonstrated [ 65] and soon after, in 1987, the 
first erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) was constructed [3]. Today, the EDFA is a key 
component in optical fiber links or optical networks. Optical amplifiers are used as boost
ers, in-line amplifiers (compensating for fiber loss), and preamplifiers. The subject of this 
chapter originates from the application of EDFAs as preamplifiers in optical communication 
systems. 

5.1 Problem statement 

The fundamental components of a preamplified, direct detection receiver are an optical 
amplifier, an optical filter, a photodetector, an electrical postdetection filter, and a decision 
circuit. The block diagram of such a receiver is depicted in Fig. 5.1. 

--------------------- -- --
,~----~ 

Optical 
amplifier 

Optical 
filter 

I ' _ __________ __ ___________ _ ! 

Optical preamplifer 

Photodetector 
Postdetection 
Filter 

Decision 
circuit 

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of an optically preamplified direct detection receiver. 
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In the receiver under discussion the optical amplifier increases the power level. At the same 
time, the EDFA generates spontaneous emission noise which is added to the photodetector 
input signal. Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise is an inherent noise source of 
the fiber optical amplifier which impairs the receiver performance. At the output of the 
optical amplifier, the average noise power measured in a bandwidth B is [66] 

Po = n svhfo(G - l)B Wat ts (5.1) 

where G is the amplifier power gain, .fo denotes the optical frequency, h is the Planck's 
constant and n sp is the spontaneous emission factor. For available EDFAs the value of G is 
in the range 20-30 dB. For an ideal amplifier n sp = 1 whereas for a practical EDFA n sp > 1. 
The effect of ASE noise can be limited by an optical filter after amplification, but at the 
same time filtering distorts the optical pulse and introduces intersymbol interference (ISi). 
In WDM systems optical filters may also be used for the selection of channels. ASE noise 
and ISi impair the signal detectability, but it is not directly clear how the overall receiver 
performance is influenced. This fact suggests that there is a tradeoff between ASE noise 
reduction and ISi and hence it is important to determine the regime of optimum operation. 

5.2 Performance analysis 

This chapter addresses the performance analysis of optically preamplified, direct detection 
receivers impaired both by ASE noise and ISi. The question is to determine the statistics of 
the receiver decision variable, taking into consideration IS!, and to further evaluate the bit
error probability. The statistics are described by the moment generating function (MGF). 
In this part, closed form expressions for the MGF of the decision variable are derived. This 
MGF is believe to be new. 
Exact expressions for the MGF, including !SI, facilitate the calculation of error probabilities 
and yield a more complete performance analysis of optically preamplified receivers. 
In paper C the case for a receiver with a Fabry-Perot optical filter is studied. A closed form 
expression for the MGF of the decision variable is presented. Moreover, it is found that 
there is an optimum relation between the optical filter (Fabry-Perot) bandwidth, bit-rate, 
and postdetection filtering that results in the lowest error probability for a given received 
power level. In paper D, an extended study is conducted to show that postdetection electrical 
equalization results in a better performance. It also shown how the better performance can 
be achieved, based on a Gaussian approximation for the error rate analysis, for a wide class 
of optical and postdetection filters. 

5.3 Communication theory 

Determining the distribution of the output of square envelope receivers with colored Gaus
sian noise input constitutes a classic problem in communication theory e.g. [67-71] . Al
though the mathematical formalism for determining the statistics of the output of such re
ceivers is well known, e.g. [67,69, 71, 72], deriving closed form expressions for the distribu
tion is a complex task. Moreover, if at the input both signal and noise are present, this task 
becomes even more formidable. For the case of noise only input, expressions for the MGF 
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and analytical approximations to the probability density function have been reported for 
several covariance kernels, e.g. [69, 71, 73]. For both signal and noise being present at the 
input, closed form expressions for the distribution are scarcely documented in the literature. 
In paper E, closed form expressions for the MGF are derived for the case of an input signal 
composed of a binary sequence of rectangular pulses . The considered Gaussian processes 
are: the Wiener process, a Gaussian process with linear covariance (moving average), and 
the Omstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
The analysis of optically preamplified, OOK direct detection receivers is an example of 
square envelope detection followed by filtering. This means that the derived MGFs are 
applicable to the problem of finding the quantum limit for optically preamplified OOK re
ceivers (see paper E). 

Comments on paper F 

The question of what is the ultimate quantum limit for optically preamplified OOK receivers 
is the topic of paper F. To find the answer, first, the results presented in the literature for dif
ferent optically preamplified, OOK/DD receivers are summarized. Subsequently, a receiver 
scheme is presented that is expected to outperform previously studied configurations. 
The quantum limit for an optically preamplified receiver with an ideal bandpass optical fil
ter is 38.4 photons/bit [ 45] . The result of the analysis in paper F suggests that an optically 
preamplified receiver can operate with a quantum limit smaller than 38.4 photons/bit. This 
is an intriguing result as one would expect that any other receiver will have a larger quan
tum limit than in the case of an ideal optical bandpass filter. The analysis in paper F should 
be considered as an intermediate presentation rather than a complete and final result. This 
paper is therefore particularly open for discussion . The validity of the mathematical deriva
tions and the accuracy of the numerical computations still have to be rigorously proved. 
Work to clarify these issues is in progress. 
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Bit Error Evaluation of Optically Preamplified 
Direct Detection Receivers with Fabry-Perot 

Optical Filters 
Idelfonso Tafur Monroy and Goran Einarsson 

Abstract- The error performance of a preamplified, direct 
detection receiver with an optical filter of the Lorentzian type 
is studied. The analysis takes into account the influence of the 
optical intersymbol interference (ISi). A closed-form expression 
of the moment generating function (MGF) of the decision variable 
is derived. Error probabilities arc evaluated from the MGF using 
a saddlepoint approximation. The Gaussian approximation is also 
examined. The detection sensitivity in terms of a quantum limit is 
calculated. The results show that there exists an optimum optical 
bandwidth, the reason being a tradeolT between the effect of 
ISi and the spontaneous emission noise. It is also shown that 
the Gaussian approximation gives a good estimate of the error 
probability, allowing to find in a simple manner the optimum 
parameters of optically preamplified, direct detection receiver. 

Index Terms- Error analysis, intersymbol interference, op
tical amplifiers, optical communication, optical filters, optical 
receivers. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N optically preamplitied direct detection receiver the optical 
amplifier increases the power levels, but at the same time, 

the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) generates sponta
neous emission noise which is added lo the photodetector 
input signal. Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise is 
an inherent noise source of the fiber optical amplifier which 
impairs the receiver performance. To limit the effect of ASE, 
which is a wide band noise source, an optical tilter is needed. 
Filtering, however, can distort the optical pulse and introduces 
intersymbol interference (ISi). Fabry- Perot tilters are widely 
used in experimental optical transmission systems, e.g. , (14]. 
They are well described by a Lorentzian impulse response (28]. 

The main question of the performance analysis is to deter
mine the statistics of the receiver decision variable, taking into 
consideration ISi, and to further evaluate the bit-error proba
bility. Most of the previous analysis of optically preamplitied 
receivers were made under the assumption that the signal 
passes the optical filter unaltered, which means that the ISi is 
neglected or the optical tilter bandwidth is assumed to be large 
[l]- [5] . The performance analysis for a receiver with a perfect 
rectangular bandpass optical filter is documented in [6] , [7 ], 
and in [8] for a receiver with a traveling-wave semiconductor 
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optical preamplifier. Ben-Ali et al. [25] derived upper bounds 
on the bit error probability. Chernoff and modified Chernoff 
bounds together with an improved bound on the bit error 
probability are presented in [26]. Chinn [27] considered a 
probability density function (pdf) of the decision variable 
obtained by convolving individual pdf for a finite number of 
modes of a Karhunen- Loeve expansion of the signal and noise. 
A Karhunen- Loeve expansion approach is also used in [13) 
for deriving a moment generating function (MGF), but the use 
of the MGF is limited to finding the first and second moment 
of the decision variable. These works take into consideration 
the significance of the ISi, but a closed-form expression of 
the MGF, (statistics), of the decision variable that explicitly 
incorporate a Fabry- Perot optical filter is not given. 

In this paper, a closed-form expression of the MGF of 
the decision variable, explicitly incorporating a Fabry- Perot 
optical filter, is derived. The MGF is then used to calculate bit
error probabilities by the so called saddlepoint approximation 
(spa). Some previous works have considered the decision 
variable to be Gaussian distributed [9]- [13]. In this paper 
the Gaussian approximation, including ISi, is also examined. 
The results shows that the Gaussian approximation gives a 
fairly accurate estimate of the error probability of optically 
preamplified receivers. 

This paper is organi zed as follow: In Section 11 the reference 
scheme and the model of the receiver under analysis is pre
sented. The general form of the MGF for the decision variable 
is derived with the help of a Karhunen- Loeve expansion 
of the signal and noise. The method of deriving the MGF 
for the decision variable is also presented. In Section Ill , 
the expression for the error probability is presented and 
the saddlepoint approximation is introduced. A closed-form 
expression of the MGF for the decision variable is given. The 
performance of the Gaussian approximation is also studied. 
Numerical results, and comparison with previous work are 
presented in Section IV . Finally, in Section V, summarizing 
conclusions are drawn. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

The system under analysis is depicted schematically in 
Fig. I. The optical preamplifier (EDFA) is characterized by 
an optical field amplifier with power gain G, an additive 
noise source N (t ), representing the spontaneous emission and 
an optical tilter with complex equivalent baseband impulse 

0733- 8724/97$ 10.00 © 1997 IEEE 
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EDFA Photodetector Postdctector Decision 

I I 

S(t) il(t} 
r(t) 

L N(t) _J 

Fig. 1. Complex: baseband model of prcamplificd direct detection receiver. 

response r(t ). The equivalent baseband form of the optical 
field at the output of the EDFA is 

lJ (t) = [ VGS(t) + N(t)] * r(t) (1) 

where * stands for a convolution operation and S( t) is 
the envelope (modulation) of the input optical signal s(t) , 
expressed as the real part of a complex field function 

.s(t) = Re {S (t) exp j wt } (2) 

where w = '21r f, f being the optical frequency. 
The optical field lJ( t) illuminating the photodetector pro

duces an output shot noise current I(t) . The signal at the output 
of the postdetector filter, with impulse response h(t), is 

Z(t) = l (t) *h(t). 

This signal is sampled at t = t0 + /.;'[ time instants to form 
the decision variable. The decision device derives the estimate 
of a transmitted bit in a particular bit interval by comparing 
the decision variable with an optimal, preselected, detection 
threshold<>. By an optimal threshold u· is meant the detection 
threshold that yields the lowest error probability. 

To continue further, we introduce some definitions and 
normalizations. The input signal S(t) is assumed to be a 
rectangular pulse of duration T. The amplitude of S(t) is 
chosen (normalized) such as rn. is the average numbe~ of 
photons contained in S(t). In the sequel , it is assumed that 
for a transmitted "zero" bit "zero" photons are received. For 
equally likely symbols "one" and "zero," ·m is the average 
number of received photons per bit at the input to the EDFA. 

For a given bit pattern B = (· · · . L 1 • b0 , b1, · · ·) the 
normalized information signal at the output of the optical filter 
is denoted by Y(t) 

Y(t) = ./GS(t) *r(t) 

~ '"' 
= v -r L b;q(t - kT) * 1(t) 

k=-::x.> 

(3) 

. ~[ ] 1 (tJ = y--;y- u,,i(t ) + L u,l(t - Id ') 
!;ill 

(4) 

where 

l (t) y(t ) * r(t); 
b,.. statistically independent binary symbols representing 

a data "zero" and a "one," respectively. u, E {O. l}; 
m average number of received photons per bit; 
11(t) input unit rectangular pulse of duration T; 

Filter Circuit 

lo +kT 

sZ l ( t) £ h(t) 

Z(t.) 

The first term in (4) represents the desired information signal 
while the last term is the ISL At the output of the optical 
amplifier, the average noise power measured in a bandwidth 
Bis [1] 

Po= '/l. 8 phf(G - l)lJ W 

where his the Planck' s constant and n _,l' is the spontaneous 
emission factor of the amplifier. For reason of compatibility 
with the normalization of S(t) the density of N(t) should 
be expressed in photons per second. The photon intensity 
corresponding to the stochastic optical field N ( t ) is [35] 

No= n.,1,(G - 1) photons/s. 

At the output of the optical filter the real and imaginary parts 
of the Gaussian noise X(t) = N(t) * r(t) are independent, 
with mean zero and autocorrelation 

(5) 

where [15] 

(6) 

with * denoting complex conjugate. 
With the above notations the optical field at the output of 

the EDFA becomes 

B (t ) = Y (t) + X (t ) . 

The photo-electron intensity is proportional to the square of 
the optical field (optical power) falling upon the photodetector 
[28]. It is assumed that the photodetector quantum efficiency 
·11 is equal to one, and the optical field is normalized so that 
the photo-electron intensity is 

,\ (t) = IY(t) + X (t )l2. (7) 

The signal Z(t), the postdetection filter h(t) output signal, is 
a doubly stochastic process: it depends on the information bit 
pattern and on the stochastic mechanism of photodetection. 
The mathematical model for Z(t) is the filtered compound 
Poisson stochastic process [16], [17] whose stochastic intensity 
is ,\(t). With no loss of generality we consider a time interval 
of duration T and denote the decision variable by Z = Z(t = 
1.'). Conditioned on the value of ,\(t) the MGF for Z is [16] 

J\1z (s)l\ =r.xp ([ ,\(r)[r.xp{sh(t-r)}-l]dr). (8) 
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In this work, we restrict ourselves to a specific type of 
postdetector filter: the integrate-and-dump filter. The impulse 
response of the integrate-and-dump filter is given by 

li (t) = { 1, US t S T (9) 
0, otherwise. 

Thus, the unconditional MGF of Z is given by 

Mz(s) = ;·OO P-Xp { rT ,\(t)[exp (s) - l] rlt}11(,\) d,\ o Jo 
(10) 

p(,\) being the probability density function of ,\(t). In terms 
of the MGF for A 

where 

Mz(s) = J\{1 (c·' - 1) 

A= ( ,\(t)dt 
./o 
rT IY(t) + X(tJl 2 dt. 

.f o 

(11) 

(12) 

A is also called the Poisson parameter function [16]. The 
expression (11) appears in an early paper by Personick [19]. 
The MGF f'lh(s) is given by 

MA (s) = E {e'A }. (13) 

We expand V(t) = Y(t) + X(t ) in a Karhunen- Loeve 
expansion, in the time interval [O, T], choosing the set of 
orthonormal functions {!,,} such that 

F(t) = L v,J,,(t) with v 11 = ~r 11 + Yn 
11=1 

and 

y,, = jT Y(t)f,:(t)dt 
(I 

l
·T 

x,, = X(t)f,:(t)dt 
'I) 

with f,, and ,\,, being the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, 
respectively, related to the following equation [20]: 

(T K (t , u)f,,(u) du= ,\,,f,,(t) 0 St ST (14) 
./o 

where K(t , u ) = ~ E{X (t)X '(u)}. By Parseval's theorem, 
the integral (12) becomes 

A = L 111 .. +:L:,,1 2 

n=l 

=I: 1u,,12
. (15) 

The coefficients :r,, are zero mean Gaussian independent 
variables whose real and imaginary part (1:,,., and 1:,, s, re
spectively) have a variance Var {:l:,, 0 } =Var {:1:,.," } = ,\,,/2 
[20]. We observe that v,, are independent variables with mean 
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y,,; hence, the MGF of a particular Iv,, 12 is that of a stochastic 
variable with a noncentral chi-square distribution [15] 

'1 ( ) 1 111,,12.s 
.N fv."1:2 8 = --- c:xp -' --. . 

1-,\,,s 1->.,,s 

From (13) and (15), we have that 

MA(.s) = 11 E {c'l" .. 1
2

}. 

n.=l 

Thus, the general mathematical form for the MGF of A is 
[18], [19] 

f'lh(s) = 11 1 exp (f l?J,,1 2s) 
,,=1 (1 - A,,s ) ><=l 1- ,\,,s 

1 
Res < ---. 

111<:1..X n ,\n 
(l6) 

The choice of the integrate-and-dump filter simplifies the 
analysis, but it yields a suboptimurn receiver. An MGF in the 
form of ( 16) can also be obtained for a general postdetector 
filter [25], [36]. 

The MGF (16) can be represented in terms of the resolvent 
kernel h(t , H;s;r) [21], [24], [30] related to the integral 
equation 

as 

T 

h(t , ·u;s;'.1')- s ( h(t . v;.>;r)K(v, u)dv = K (t, ·u) ./o 
OS (t,n)ST (17) 

J\1A (s) = [D (.>Jr 1 exp[F(s)] (18) 

where 

·T T 

F (s) = m,.s + .s2 j ( \.'*(t )h(t , ·u; .s; T )Y(u) dt du o .lo 
.'1 ' 

'fllh = I IY(t)l2 dt Jn 

(19) 

and D(.s), also called the Fredholm determinant, is given by 
[22] 

{ tj·T } D(s) =exp - .Jo 
0 

h(t, t: v; T) dt dv . (20) 

The MGF given in the form of (18) is more convenient for 
numerical computations than the MGF expressed in terms of 
an infinite product [cf. (16)]. 

Ill. ANALYSIS 

A. The Error Probability 

The error performance analysis is conducted by conditioning 
~n the sent symbol b,, and considering the finite sequence 
B = (b-L , · · · , b_ 1 , b1 , · · ·, bL) of symbols surrounding b0 . 

Assuming that the symbols /J0 = 1 and b0 = 0 are a priori 
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equally probably, the conditional error probability given a 
sequence B is 

1'.-l tl = 11',.(Z < nl1l1&,, =1 ) + 11',. (Z > n l1<1&,, =n) (21) 

P.lcl = ~ h +(") + '1 - (") ) 

As it is shown in [31], the tail probability 'l+(n) is approx
imately equal to 

( ) 
1exp[r/{~o ) ] 

'l+''""~ v2m/>'1(8o) 
(22) 

the so-called saddlepoint approximation . The function </>(.s) is 
related to the MGF for Z, Mz (s) by 

4>(s) =In [Mz(s)] - sn - lu 14 (23) 

The parameter s0 is the positive root of the equation 

,~'( s ) = 0 (24) 

and </>"(.so) stands for the second derivative of (23) al .s = s0 . 

The lower probability tail is approximated by 

. ( ) <exp[<fa(s1)] 
'l- (I' "" 

J2rr•//'(si) 
(25) 

with .,1 equal to the negative root of (24). See [3 1] or [35] for 
further details. The error probability is minimized by adjusting 
the detection threshold .. ,. The optimum value of n and the 
parameters so and .s 1 may be found numerically by solving an 
appropriate set of equations [35]. The saddlepoint approxima
tion has been proposed by Helstrom [31], as an efficient and 
numerically simple tool for analyzing communication systems . 
The saddlepoint approximation has shown a reasonably high 
degree of accuracy in the analysis of optical communication 
systems [32]- (34]. 

The average error probability, for a fixed threshold '" is 
obtained by averaging the conditional error probability with 
respect to B with a b0 given 

I',= 1 Eri{I',.(Z < nl1<1&.,=l)} + 1E1i{I',.(Z> 0 1rll&o=fl)}. 
(26) 

The expression (26) is general with respect to the sta
tistics of the transmitted binary message. In this paper, we 
consider the case in which the message consists of mutually 
independent binary symbols. 

In optical communications, the (standard) Quantum limit is 
defined as the average number of photons per bit in the optical 
signal S(t) needed to achieve a bit error probability of 10-9 

assuming ideal detection conditions, which means that G ~ 1 
and n .. ,, = 1. 

B. Lorentzian Optical Filter 

The normalized Lorentzian filter impulse response is spec
ified by 

(27) 

and consequently the covariance kernel is 

(28) 

where B = 11/rr is the 3-dB optical filter bandwidth. 

The output signal of the EDFA (after the optical filter) is 
given by 

1 .. p;or11. [£' . (t) = -y /;0 /te-1"' d11 
. [) 

+ f: Li, ln+i pe-1'" dv] 
k=l ./(k·-!)T+t 

= ~ [u.,(1 - C1
'
1

) + ~ /q(e''r - l)e-1
" ]. 

A more concise expression for Y ( t) is presented in (25] 

. J4Gm } (t) = --y [b., + pc-1
"] t E (U, TJ (29) 

in which 
-1 

fl= (e1'T - 1) L bic'''T - h,, . (30) 
/..·-=- 00 

In order to obtain an expression for the MGF of the type in 
(18) the resolvent kernel h(t. u. s: '1 ') should be known. For 
the case of the Lorentzian filler the resolvent kernel is given 
in the literature, e.g., [20], [30] 

[h1e 'll. + h2e-'' 'J[h1el'(T-«) + h 2e-13(T- o)] 
h(t. u , s: T ) = '--''----'---''--~~~~-~...::..:.-----" 

v[!tf r~dT _ /i} P.- 1JT] 
(31) 

for U :S: t :S: n :S: T . For n < t the roles of n and t just 
interchange in (31 ), in which 

with 

and 

h 1 =v+ l 
'1 2 = 'U - l 

v=Vl -2o2 s 
/f =V/l 

o 2 =n.,,,(G- 1) . 

The Fredholm determinant is given by (see the Appendix) 

(v + 1)2e'l'l' - (v - 1)2e-dT 
1J(8) = 4 ·tw 11T (32) 

The expression for 

in which 

F( s) = l .-1'1·1' Y '( t )h (t, 'll: s; T)Y(n)dtdn 
. [) . [) 

turns out to be 

'() 4111.G [ ., ., r -' = -T b~ri(-') + b.,pF2 (s) + p" l':;(s) ]. ,, (33) 

The expressions for F1(s), F2(s), and F1(s) are shown in 
(33a), (33b), and (33c) at the bottom of the next page. The 
derivation of the above expressions is straightforward but 
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tedious. In the Appendix a more detailed presentation is given. 
According to (11) the MGF for the decision variable, Z, is 

Ah (s) = MA(e' - 1). (34) 

The validity of the derived MGF can be tested by considering 
the following cases: 1) Only noise being present. The MGF 
for the decision variable is then given only in terms of the 
Fredholm determinant JJ(,;) . We obtain the same result as for 
the well studied case of detecting purely incoherent light with 
a Lorentz spectral density, e.g., [21]. 2) If both signal and 
noise are present, then the mean and variance of the decision 
variable derived from (36) and those obtained from (37) and 
(38) are identical, as expected from the properties of the MGF. 

C. The Gaussian Approximation 

The Gaussian approximation to the error probability 
f'.· ltJcf. (21)) is given by 

f'l ·- ~Q(E1 - rr ) lQ(a-Eo) 
•' B-2 _O_t_ +2 ~ (35) 

with Bo. 1 and o3, 1 being the mean and the variance of 
the decision variable for a transmitted binary symbol "zero" 
and "one," respectively. The function Q(:r) is the normalized 
Gaussian tail probability 

Q(:r) = -- c-•-1 2 rJs . 1 l""" . 
./2IT .,. 

If the MGF for A is known, the mean LA and variance o~ 
are given by [15] · 

LA = d[lu MA(-') ] I 
ds • =IJ 

02 = ct2 [ln Af.1 (s)]I 
A ds2 -< =0 

(36) 

respectively. Alternatively , EA and o~ are also given by the 
following relations: 

:r :r 
}:;A= I IY (t)l2dt + I K (t. t )dt (37) . o ./o 

and 

o{ =2 1·1·T Y(t)Y(u)K (t, 11.)dtdlL 
' . 0 

. T 
+ ;· l ](2 (t , u) dtdn (38) . Jo 

respectively. The mean and the variance of the decision 
variable Z are given in term of the mean and the variance 
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of A according to the Poisson transform by [291 

Ez =E,1 

o~ =£,1 +o~ . 

For the case of the Lorentzian optical filter the covariance of 
the noise X (t) is from (28) 

K (T) = K (t - 't1) 

The mean of A results to be 

E 
, ., 8mG T 

A = 4'IJl(,bjj + -
1

, bop(! - e-1' ) 
/I 

(39) 

2n1G ., . . ·) 
+--p-(l-e-2" T ) + o-11T (40) 

11T 

and the variance 

o• 
o~ = 

2 
(21cT + c-21• T - 1) 

Hi111Go2 . + - -T-.- i,g(i:- 1'T + 11T - 1) 
I '· 

8rn(;o2 ·> .. + - '1' p!Jo (e- -1'
1 - 4e_,,y - 211.'l'e_,,r - 3) 

/1 

+ 4mG02 2(1 2 '1 ' ,-2,.T --'1-.- p - /-' c - e-21''1' ). (41) 
/1 

IV . RESULTS 

The Lorentzian filter is a causal filter [see (27)] and the 
IS! is caused by the bits preceding the information bit. We 
are going to examine the situation for two past information 
bits. Averaging over a larger sequence of past bits does 
not substantially changes the result for the average error 
probability [25], (36]. The computations are performed for 
the On- Off keying (OOK) modulation format with a value 
G = 100 and n,1, = 1. The observation time is the interval 
[U, T]. The value of r1 was calculated for all possible sequences 
B = {L2, b_1 , bo} and the average error probability was 
evaluated by (26) using a saddlepoint approximation for each 
term. The receiver optimum threshold n, yielding the lowest 
error probability, is determined numerically. 

The quantum limit for different values of the bandwidth 
hit-time product BT, yielded both by the saddlepoint and the 
Gaussian approximation, is displayed in Fig. 2. The quantum 
limit, with optimized BT = 7 and optimum decision threshold, 
is 49.9 [photons/bit] compared to the 38 [photons/bit] for a 
receiver with a matched optical filter [!]. The bounds on the 
error probability derived in [25] yielded a quantum limit of 

(33a) 

(33b) 

(33c) 
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Fig. 2. The Quantum limit as a function of the bandwidth bit-time product BT. The solid line shows the results of the exact analysis (spa). The dotted 
line il1ustratcs the results by the Gaussian approximation. G = 100, 11~ ,, = l. 

56.5 [photons/bit] for an optimum BT = 8. The quantum 
limit derived in [27] is 44.5 [photons/bit] for an optimum BT 
= 3.7 and optimized observation time. Experimental results 
for a receiver with a value BT = 7 reported a quantum 
limit of 76 [photons/bit] [14]. The present work predicts for 
this case a quantum limit of 49.9 [photons/bit], which is in 
good agreement with the experimental result, considering that 
penalties may be incurred in the postdetection signal treatment. 

The Gaussian approximation, the dotted line in Fig. 2, gives 
a good estimate of the error probability. The resultant quantum 
limit is 54.5 compared to 49.9 [photons/bit] yielded by the 
exact analysis (spa). The Gaussian approximation also predicts 
the optimum bandwidth bit-time product with high degree of 
accuracy. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the impact of !SI on the performance of 
optically preamplified, direct detection OOK receivers with 
a Lorentzian optical filter has been studied. A closed-form 
expression for the MGF of the decision variable has been 
derived. Bit-error probabilities have been calculated by the spa 
(exact analysis) and the Gaussian approximation. The optimum 
filter bandwidth, minimizing the bit-error probability, and the 
penalty incurred by using a nonmatched filter, Lorentzian, is 
found. 

The Gaussian approximation predicts the performance of the 
optically preamplified receiver with good accuracy; see Fig. 2. 
The parameters required by the . Gaussian approximation , the 
variance and the mean of the decision variable, may be found 
without the knowledge of the MGF. Different type of optical 
filters [covariance kernels K (t, ·n) l may be considered with no 

need of solving integral equations of the Fredholm type. Thus, 
optimum parameters of optically preamplified, OOK direct 
detection receiver may be determined by the simple method 
of the Gaussian approximation. 

Although this paper deals only with OOK modulation 
format, the technique employed here can be used for receivers 
with other types of modulation. Independent additive noise 
contributions at the receiver can be incorporated in the exact 
analysis by just multiplying their MGF. The Gaussian approx
imation is expected to work well for modulation schemes with 
nonzero decision threshold [37]. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix is presented the derivation of the MGF 
for the direct detection, optically preamplified receiver with 
an optical filter of the Lorentzian type. 

Introducing the following auxiliary functions: 

and 

.ft(t; s) = (IJ + 11 )c'" · + (iJ - 11.)c-i31 

.ft('ll.;s;T) =(13+ 11.)e13(T-u) + (/J -11.)e-f3(T-u) 

h(t: s: T) =(Ii+ I' )cti(T-1) + (!i - 11 )c-,Li(T-t) 

h (n; s) = (/3 + 11.)ed" + (iJ - 11)<:- '3" 

" ,,-
C(.s: T) = .,[(., )" •iT . (., )2 iT] /1 /' + 11. -w - /' - 11. e-·' 

h(t, u; .,; T) in (31) can be expressed as 

h(t, ri:.s:'l') =C(s:'.l '){f1 (u:s;'.l').ft(t : s)fJ(u - t) 

+ [l -fJ(u - t) ]h(u;s)h( t;s; '.l' )} 
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with 

fl(t - 'II.) = { 0 t < '(! 

1 t > ·u. 
(42) 

The moment generating function is expressed as [see ( 18)] 

A(\(s) = [D(s!ri exp [F(s)] 

where 

F(s) =m,,s+s2 rT rT Y*(t)h(t , u;s;'.1')}"(1t)dtdu Jo .fo 

j
·T 

m,, = IY(t)l2 dt 
0 

and D(s ), the Fredholm determinant, is given by [22] 

D(s) =exp {- .{1T h(t , t; v: T) dt du}. 

We start by integrating with respect to .,, in (19) 

:1 

Ii = j h(t , u; s; T)}'(u) d11 .. 
.In 

After substitution of (29) Ii can be expressed as 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

i
·T 

Ii= C(s; '.l'){f1(t;s) ft(n;.s;'.l')(b,, + pe-1"') 
. 0 '-----v-----' 

91 (u) 

X () ('u - t) du+ h (t; s; '.1 ') f'T [1- ()(11. - t)] 
.lo 

We recall that 

j
·T 

g(u)(}(1t - t) d1t = (G(u) - G(t)]ll(1t - t)IJ' 
0 

(46) 
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many terms. In the derivation that follows we d;f not reproduce 
the long intermediate expressions, but focus on the main steps 
toward the final result for the desired MGF. 

Continuing with the derivation, we now perform integration 
with respect to t 

rT rT Y'(t)h(t , u;s;'.l')Y(u)dtdu 
.fo ./o 

{T IiY'(t) dt 
.f o 

4mG j'T 
= ---y- C(s; '.1 ') I1 (bu + pe-"') dt. 

" 
The expression for the variable m-1, turns out to be 

Finally, rearranging common terms in 1i;, l1 0 p, and p2 we get 

where F1(s) , Fz(s), and F:3(.s) are shown at the bottom of the 
page and the Fredholm determinant takes the form 

with 

D (s) = (u + l )2e'11' - (u - 1)2
e-.d1' 

4vcJ 11 

v = J1 - 2cr2s in our case 0 ::; t ::; '.1 ' 

=G('.l') - G(t) (47) and 

where G(t) is the primitive function of g(t). Then 

~y , 
I i= V-Y C(s; 1 )(/i(t; s)Gi(T) - .ft( t ; s)G1(t) 

- f,(t; 8; T)G2 (0) + /, (t ; 8; T)G2 (u)] 

= J 4mG ( .. [ i i i i _ -y C .,, T) l i -12 -13 + Ji]. (48) 

The integration operation leading to I ,;, n = 1 .. . 4., is 
straightforward but tedious . The resulting expressions contain 

fJ =V/1 

The same result for D(s) (considering the difference in 
notation) is given in an early paper by Helstrom [21]. 
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Error Rate Analysis of Optical Receivers 
with Fabry-Perot Optical Filter and 
Equalizing Postdetection Filtering 

Goran Einarsson and Idclfonso Tafur i\Io11roy 

Abslmct- A comple te a nalytic solution in form of the 
n1ornent-ge nerating function is presen te d for the statistical 
distribution of the d ecis ion variabl e of a n on-off systeru with 
a Fabry-Perot optical filt er. The res ults include ASE noise, 
photodetector s hot noise a nd dark current together with 
thermal noise in the d e cision circuit. The influe nce of in
t e rsymbol inte rfere nce is incorpo 1·ated into the analysis and 
the optirnal bandwidth of the optical filter is detennined. 
It is shown that an equalizing electrical postdetection filt e r 
n1ay tnake a significant itnprove rne nt in perfonnance. The 
analysis is ext e nded to cover receive rs with an a rbitrary op
tical filt er and arbitrary postdetectio n filt e ring by making 
use of a Gaussian approxin1ation . 

I. INTRODUCTlON 

Optical amplifiers, used' a8 prea111plifiern , 11 ave proven tu 
efficiently enlia11ce the receiver detection sensitivity. An 
optical amplifier rnu8t be followed by an optical filter to re
duce the am plified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise which 
is of wide bandwid th character. T he ana lysis of an optical 
preamplifier receiver is complicated. T he photodetector is 
a quadratic device and linear signal amdysb docs not ap
ply. Hence, <1 11 optica l filter with na rrow lmndwidth reduces 
the ASE noise Lut will C<lUSe intersy inbol i11terfcre11ce (IS!) 
which deteriorntes perfon11a.11ce. An illlportant design pa
rameter is the opti111a.I filter bandwidth a.cco111plishing the 
Lest ba lance between filtered ASE noise and ISI. 

The repertoire for optical processing design is lilllited . In 
this paper we pre:;ent a sirnplc ana lytica l approach to t he 
performance analy8io of optically preamplified reccivern. 
F irnt ly, we consider an optical prca111plificr receiver with a 
Fabry-Perot optical filter. A Fabry-Perot etalou i8 a widely 
used device for optical filtering in optical fiber co11m1u11ica
tion syste111s. T he analysis is based 011 an exact analytic ex
pression for the bit error prnbaLility. Secondly, a Gmrnsian 
approximation is introduced which a llows an accurate , ;u1d 
simple analysis for arbi trary optical fil ter shapes in com
bination with a wider class uf electrical pustdetection fil
ters. It is shown that an equalizing electrical postdctection 
filter may make a significant improvement in perforrnance. 
1\foreuvcr, a proper curnbi11ation of optical fil ter 3-dB band
width aml elcctrica.I equalizing postdetectio11 a llows the use 
of narrower optical fil t.cring. This rna.y be of rel evance in 
dense wavelength di vision 11mltiplcxing (DWDM) syste111s 
with duscly spaced d1annels. 

GOran Einarsson is wi 1,h the Royal J11 s1,i1,1 11,e ol"Tech 11 ology, T elecom
munication Theory, D epL. of Signals, Sensors and SysLems, SLock
holm , Sweden. 

Jdelfonso Tafur Monroy is wiLh t.he Eindhoven Universit.v or Tech
nology, Telecommu ni catiOns Technology and Electromagnel ics, Eind
hoven, The NeLherl ands. 

The rest of tlie pa per if org<rnizcd as follows. Scctiull Il 
introduces t he receiver tlludel under investigation. The per
fonnance ana lysis and the strategics for equalizing pustde
tectiu11 are explained i11 Sec. III . .-\ Gaussian approxima
t ion to t he perfonnaru·e analysis, and how it .-an be used fur 
the analys is of receivers in corporating an arbi trary optical 
and electrical postdctection fil ter is i11trodun'd in Sec. IV. 
F ina lly, su111rnarizing conclusions a.re dra.w11 in Sec. V. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

A block diagram of un optica lly preamplified receiver is 
shown in Figure 1. The optical am! postdctectio11 fil ter are 
denoted by H 1, and H2 , respectively. T heir impulse re
sponses are, accordingly, denoted by h, (t) , and h2 (t). T he 
optical field signal , in equi valent luwpass representation , a.t 
the output of the optical filter H 1 is 

Z( t ) = [S( t ) + X(t)] * h 1 (t) J = S, (t) + X 1 (t) , (1) 

where *denotes convolution, the 1mvclope (rnuclu la.ti011) of 
t he optical signal is S(t) , and X(t) represents the sponta
neous e111iss ion noisL' fro111 tlte optical a tnplificr. 

T he response of the photodetector depemb 011 t he ran
dom uptica.I intensity r(t) = IZ(t)!" / 2. T he decision is 
ba.-icd on the output !i(t ) from t lte pust.dct.ectio11 filter H 2 , 

sampled at time T , t he end of t he symbol interval. If the 
photon intet1sity f (t) is u dctcrn1i11istic fun ction, t hen the 
mome11t-genernti11g function (MGF) for \/{T) is , [l ]: cq11 
(5 .111), 

'l!v (s) = exp[L : r(T)(exp[s1t2 (1 -T)]- l )dr] (2) 

However , f(t) is rnmlotll and \/(t) is a doubly stochastic 
process whose i\'l.GF is obtuined by formin g a statistica l 
average with respect tu f {t ). Fur t.hc important special 
case when h2 (t ) is a 11 integrate-and-dump fil ter 

{ 

1 . 
he(t) = ' 

0 ; 

U < t < T 
{3) 

otherwise, 

adi11g as a photoclectrnn coulltcr , \/{T) is equal to the 
nurnber N of phot.oclectrnns observed in the bit time in
terval [O, T]. The expression for t he MGF then simplifies 
to 

E { exp [1T r(t)(e
8 

- l )dt]} 

E{cxp[A1(e' - l)]}, (4) 



X(t) F(t) 

S(t) [> H1 
t t 

Fig. I. A pre<1mplified rAc-eiver wi th optical bandpass filter TT1 and postdetection filter TT 2 . 

where ;\-1 is the average optical intensity 

f,T ] f,T " .:\1 = r(t)dt = - IZ(t)l-dt. 
u 2 u 

(5) 

For a photodetector (PIN diode) with quantum efficiency 
11 the output photoclectron intcn:;ity ii; equa.I to r(t) lllul
t.iplicd by rt and ( 4) is equa.1 to 

(6) 

with 1J1 ,vi (s) the '.VIGF of JVf. 
A photodctector dark current of int.ensity rd adds an 

independent Poisson proce:;s to V(t). Thermal noi:;e in the 
(kcision circuit ii; an independent Gaussian process and the 
complete MGF has the form 

with CY2 the variance of the thermal noise. 
For an integrating postdetection filter the statistics of the 
decision variable is dl'tennined by the integral (5) of a non
stationary and non-Gaussian random process r(t). A stan
dard procedure for the arw.lysis is to expand the stochastic 
process Z(t) into a series with orthogonal coefficients, a 
Karl111nen-Loeve l'Xpansion. This appr:oad1 has been used 
by [2 , 3] and [4], arnong others. It requires tl1e solution of 
an integral equation and the results a.re expressed in tern1s 
of infinite series. 

Ill. PERPORMANCF. /\NM.YSfS 

A. Fabry-Perot Filtci· 

A Fa.bry-Perot (F-P) or Lorentzian filter has tlw impube 
rc8ponsc 

{ 
/21w-"1 ; 

h.,(t) = 
0 ; 

The 3-dB filter bandwidth Br, = p./7r. 

t > 0 
(8) 

t < 0 

The filter output A.1 (t) for a rectangular (non-rd.urn-to
zero) input signal of ainplitude A. is 

{ 

A.(l - c- " 1) ; 

A 1(t) = 
A(d'T - l)e- 1'·1 ' 

(9) 

It is shown in Figure 2. 
An explicit expression for the the MGF of the decision 

variable for an optical system with a Fabry-Perot optical 

filter and an integrating postdctection filter has been pre
sented by Ta.fur and Einarsson [5]. The MGF for the optical 
intensity variable (5) has the form 

IJIM(.s) = [D(sJr 1 exp[F(s)], (10) 

where D(s) is the Fredholm detern1inant representing the 
systc111 11oi1:ic. 

(v + l )"e'" - (v - 1)2 e-'"' 
D(.s) = ~-'-----4-v<-'-, ,,-. --'---

where v = Jl - 2N0 .s and u = 11T . . 

(11) 

lt is convenient in the further analysis to consider the 
iVIGF for a signal of the form . 

(12) 

The function F(s) is then 

(13) 

with F, (s), FAs), and F:i(.s) given at the top of next pap;e. 
In ( 13) the number of received photons is denoted bv m . . It 
is assumed that a linear polarizer is used to reduce ti.1e ASE 
noise. The analysis applies to a receiver without polarizer 
after a slight generalization, cf. [4]. 

B. Intersymbol fnteiference 

Let q. = {O, 1} be a transmitted sequence of binary sym
bols where k = 0 denotes the symbol under detection lo
cated in the time interval [O, T] and k ::'.'. l arc symbols of 
previous intervals [-kT, (-k + l)T]. For a F-P filter ISI is 
caused by previous data symbob only and the optical fidd 
signal at the output of the optical filter is 

S, (t) = coA1 (t) + L c;,A 1 (t + kT) 
l.: = I 

oc 

cu,4(1 - e-1•1) + L ck.4(e" -1 )e - ,,ll+kT) 

k=l 

This can be expressed as S 1 (t) = A(c0 + pe- 111 ) with 

oc 

(J = (e" - 1) L <'ke-uk - c0 
k=l 

(14) 

(15) 

The relation (15) shows that. for a F-P filter. the effect of 
ISI is controlled by the real ~alucd para.mete;. -1 :::; p :S l. 

2 ., ' ' ., - { [ us+ as-,vu + 4s-N0 2 - (v + l)e"" - (v - l)e-''"]} 
v 2 v:l[(v + 1 Fe'·" - (v - l)"e- ""] 

F2(s) 28 
{ 

1 
_ 4 - 2.sNu[(v + 2)e"" - (v - 2)e-""]} 

v[(v + 1) 2e''" - (v -1)2e- ""] 

.s { ~ + .sNu(e'") - e- uu - [(v - l)c'" + (v + l)e-v"] } 
2 (v + l)"euu - (v - l )"e- "" 

The MGF of the exact and complete distribution for the 
decision variable, including ISI, is obtained by forming the 
average of IJtv(s) or IJt ,v1(s) with respect top 

IJl(.s) = LP(p)IJt(s , p). (16) 

The probability distribution for pis readily detennined as
suming that the data symbols c;. arc independent and tak
ing values {O, 1} with equal probability. For a F-P filter 
the ISI is dominated by a fow preceding symbols and a 
very limited numblT of terms need to be included in (16). 

C. Q-uuntum Limit 

The sensitivity of a.n optical receiver under ideal condi
tions is often c'xprcssed a,s a quantum limit , defined a,s the 
minima.I number of received photons per transrnitted bit , 
needed to achieve a bit error probability not p;rca.tcr than 
10- 9

. Figure 3 shows the quantum limit for a fixed thresh
old receiver as a fum:tion of the F-P filter 3-dB bandwidth. 
The curve is calculated by a saddlepoint approximation 
based on (16). The average number of received photons for 
a transmitted "one" is denoted by m 1. The optima.I filter 
bandwidth is Br,T = 7.5 yielding a quantum limit of 49.8 
photons per bit. . 

The quantum limit for single symbol trans111ission is 
shown as tho dashed curve in Figure 3. It constitutes a 

lower bound on the quantum limit for an optical preampli
fier receiver with a Fabry-Perot optical filter. 

D. Modified po>tdetectirm jilter· 

A wdl known method for reduction of the dfoct of ISI is 
to desigll the detector filter as an equalizer. Such a filter 
modifies the received signal in such a way that the influence 
between signals is reduced. 

The ISI gcHeratcd by a F-P filter is present in the be
ginning of the signal iHtcrval , a.s illustrated in Figure 2. A 
simple modification of the postdctcction filter for improved 
performance is to let the integrating filter disregard a small 
time interval [O, cT] at the beginning of the signal interrnl, 
where the ISI is most severe. 

The decisiou varia.ble is now; cf. (5) 

1
.r . 11.r 

M E= r(t)dt = - IZ(t)l2dt . 
ET 2 cT 

(17) 

The pcrfonnance of au optical receiver with an optical F -
P filter and a restricted integratiug postdetection filter is 

ca.~y to analyze. A change in the integration variable gives 
the relation 

1' (cu+ pe - "')2 iL.s = 1' Ceo+ rk - "')2 11.s, (18) 

where p = pe - "' and u = 11(1 - E), which means tl1at tlie 
analysis derived for the stamlard filter can be used for tlw 
modified filter also. The nuuilJer of received photons is 
reduced from m to m(l - E) which combined with simple 
trnnsfonnations of the parameters p and 11 produces the 
results for the !llodificd filter. 

The quantulll limit for a receiver with a modified post
detection filter is shown in Figure 3. A suitable relation for 
the parnrneter E turned out to be c: = 0.4/ B r,T. The mod
ified filter should be used in COlnbination with an optical 
filter of bandwidth B 1,T = 3. 7 resultiug in a qua.ntun1 limit 
of 44.9 photons per bit. Thb agrees with the results by S. 
R. Chinn [6]. The improvement is rnainlv due to the lower 
filter bandwidth which reduces the a.rno;mt of ASE at the 
filter output. The possibility of using narrower optical fil
ters is of interest in dense wavdcngth division multiplexing 
(DWDM) systellls with closdy spaced cl1anncls. A postde
tcction filter with restricted integration is Hot an optimal 
equalizer but COlllpa.rison with the lower bound in Figure 3 
indicates that it works well. 

:':_ 
::'.:Q.5 

' 
I 
I 

' I 
' ' ' Q'--~~·....2'.·~~~ ...... ~~~~~~~~~.....:::!11.~~-' 

0 0.5 1.5 
l / T 

Pig. 2. The output signal l'rorn a rabry-Perot filter with band-
width /JL :::: 5/T for a rectangular input signal. lntersymbol in
terference is indicated by the dou.ed curve. 
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rig . .3. Quantum limit f'or a receiver v·;it,h l"abry-Perot optical fill.er as 
a function of" n,,T. (a) Ordinary integrating postdetection filter. 
(b) Mocl iri ed filter (equali;1;er). (c) A lower bound, neglecling 
inters.vmbol interferPnce. 

IV. GJ\l.ISSIAN APPROXl:VIATTO"J 

The Gaussian approxirnation is simpler than an exact 
evaluation La.scd mi the t.rne statistics of the decision vari
able. It ca11 Le applied to an arbitrary optical filter and 
the effect of a.n il.rbit.rary postdctection filter can easily Le 
included in the analysis. 

The decision is based on the output \i (t) from the post 
detector filter H 2 , sampled at time T , the end of the symbol 
interval. The Gaussian approximation requires the mean 
and variance of \/ (T) for the "one" and "zero" signal con
ditio11s. Expressions for these quantities arc presented in 
[5]. For a real valued received signal S 1 (t) and an optical 
filter with a real valued impulse response 

and 

Var{\/} 

E{\/} = 1_!_ j"x: [Sf (t) + 2r(O)]v(t)dt (10) 
2 - oc 

11
2 l:l: [S i (s)S, (t)r(s , t) + r2 (s, t)] 

v(s)v(t)1l8dt + '2 j 00

[Sf(t) + 2r(0)]1i'(t)dt, 
2 -00 

(20) 

where v(t) = h2 (T - t) is the weight fmiction of the post
dctection filter. 

The function r(s , t) is the autocorrelation function of the 
noise at the optical filter output and the parameter 1/ is the 
quantum efficiency of the photmktcctor. 

A. Fabry-I'emt Optical Filter 

For a Gaussian a.pproxirnat.i011 aual.vsis of an optical ::-;y8-

tcrn with F-P filter the integrals in (l!l) and (20) is e\'<Jl
ua.tcd for tlie signal S 1 (t) = A(cu + pc - 1' 1) introduced in 
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Fig. 4. Q11antum limi t for a receiver with l"abr.v-Perot, optical fil-
ter calculated by the Gaussian approximation. (a) Upper bound 
based on a worst case TST analysis. Ordinary integrating postde
tertion fil ter. (b) Upper bound for receiver with modified filter 
(equali:.o1er). (c) A lmver bound 1 neglecti ng intersy mbol interfer
ence. 

(12). For the special n~~c when the postdctcction filter 
function v(t) = 1 for 0 < t < T and zero elsewhere , after 
substitution of /lfu = n,,,( G - 1), sec [5] , 

E{\/} rnr1G[2uc~ + 4cup(l - c-") 

+ p2(1- e- 2 ")]/2u + 17n,1,(G - l)u/2 

(21) 

and 

Var{\/} 1m/n,pG(G-l) 

[2c0p(e - 2" +:3 - (2u + 4)c - ") 

+ 4ct(e - " + u - 1) +/(1 - (2u + l)e- 2 ")]/2u 

+ [iw,,,(G - llf[c - 2
" + 211 - l]/8 + E{lf}, 

(22) 

where 111 is the (average) 11mllber of received photons, 
The Gaussia.11 approxitnation csti111a.tc of the tra.nsrnis

sion error probability is obtained from the standard rela
tion, sec i,c, (1], 

1 ., 
I'c = r;c exp(-r- /2) 

py27r 

with r equal to the signal-to-noise ratio 

E, -Eu 
r=--- , 

a1 - au 

(23) 

(24) 

in which E 1 _0 is the rnl'an value of the receiver decision 
variable for a n'cch·cd sy1nbol "onc'-1 , at1d "zero", respec
tively. The standard dl'viation is denoted, accordingly, as 
a 1 .o- A cmnparison with the error probability calculated 
by the sa.ddlcpoint approximation slwws that the Gaussian 

-0.5 

l/T 

Fig . .5. \ ·VeighL funct ion for an equalihing posl.detecLion fill.er derived 
from an optimal filter for the Po isson channel. The dashed curve 
indicat.es Lhe weight function of a. rest ri cted integra.t.ion equalizer 
with o = 0.4 / n ,_T_ 

approximation gives a reliable estimate of the error proba
bility. As an example , for a receiver with a. F-P filter having 
a 3-dB bandwidth bit-time product B1,T = 5, gain G = 100 
and spontaneous emission factor nsp = 1.5. The bit error 
probability calculated by the Gaussian approximation is 
Pe = 1.33 x 10- u to be cmnpa.red with I'e = 7.95 x 10- 7 

from the true distribution using a. saddlcpoint approxillla
tion . A discussion of the properties of the Gaussia.n ap
proxinrntion can be found in [7]. 

B, lntersym.bol lnte1ference 

The Gaussian approxi rnation can be used to estimate up
p er and lower bounds on the degradation of error proba bil
ity cmrned by ISL A lower bound is obtained by considering 
single symbol transmission aml a.n upper bound by a worst 
case analysis. 

Iu (14) the signals arc added coherently. A nwre realistic 
assumption is that signals from diffore11t data :;y!llbols ackls 
non-cohc:rcent.ly which uwaus power addition. Assume that 
the phases of the signals received in differrnt time-slots ta.kc 
random and independent values in relation to the received 
signal S, (t) in the bit interval under dctection(k = O). T he 
signal at the output of the optical filter is 

S, (t) = c0 A1 (t) + L ckei1'' A, (t + A:T) (25) 
k= l 

The para.meters </>;. arc imlcpcndent random variables, uni
formly distributed in [O, 27r]-

Substitution of (9) into (25) and taking the average with 

respect to <f>k gives 

00 

+ A"(e''T -1)" L Cke-1<ls+kT)e-1<U+ kT) _ 

k=l 

(26) 

In a worst case ISI analysis the intc1foring symbols q arc 
zero for all k 2'. 1 making 5 1 (t) = A 1 (t), for a binary "one" 
transmitted (co = 1). For a transmitted "zero" (cu = 0) 
the parameters q. a.re set equal to one for all I.: 2'. 1 corre
sponding to maximal ISL The smnrnation in (26) can then 
be evaluated and for cu = 0 

(27) 

From (27) follows that for noll-coherent ISI, a worst ca.se 
a.na.lysis corresponds to a parameter 

cu - ] 
p=----

../e2" - 1 
(28) 

lipper and lower bounds on the qua.nt.urn limit calculated 
by the Gaul:-lsia.11 approximation as a fuuction of the F-P 
filter IJamlwidth arc shown in Figure 4. The lower bound 
is single signal transmission a.ml the upper bound is from 
a worst case analysis as descried above. Also shown is the 
reduced upper bound produced by a modified postdetectim1 
filter. 

C. M udified po,tdetettiun filter 

The dfoct of an arbitrary postdctection filter can be es
timated by the Gaussian approximation. As an example 
consider a filter function of the form v(t) = ln[r, (t)/f0 (t)] 
inspired by the optimum filter for direct detectioll, cf. [1]: 
cqn (5.149) , 

(W) 

where _!Jo represents the background (ASE) noise and C is a 
normalizing constant. The appearance of v(t) for _!Jo =OJ, 
which turns out to be a suitable value at Br, = 5/T, is 
shown in Figure 5. Substitution of (29) into (10) and (20) 
using numerical integration results in I'e = 1.09 x 10- u for 
a system with m 1 = 100, G = 100, and nsp = LS which 
is better than obtained by a restricted integration filter 
yielding Pe = Ll2 x 10- u, 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

T his pa.per presents a sirnple analytical approach to the 
analysis of optically prearnplified receivers. A receiver us
illg a Fabry-Perot optical filter is implicitly incorporated in 
the analysis. It is shown that by using electrical equaliz
ing postdetcctim1 a significant improvement in performance 
cau be achieved. Moreover, it is also shown that a proper 
combination of the optical filter 3-dB bandwidth together 



with equali zing postdetection a llows t he use of nanowcr op
tical filt ers: which is of relevance in DWDM systems with 
closely spaced channeb. Fina lly, a Gauss ian approxi111 a.tion 
to t he perfonrnu1ce analys is is introduced. This approxima
t ion , which is nu1ncrically si1nµlc a11d give:.; accurate resu lts , 
nrn.kes easy t he finding oft.he opt.i111un1 3-dB bandwidth of 
t.he optical filtl'r for rccdwrs wit. It an ar!Jit.rn.ry optical filtl'r 
shape and with arbitrar>' dedrintl post.detection filtering. 
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On Analytical Expressions for the 
Distribution of the Filtered Output of 

Square Envelope Receivers 
Idclfonso Tafur Monroy, Student Member, IEEE 

Abslmct- Closed forrn expressions for the n101ne nt gene1·
ating function (MGF) of the filt e re d output of square e nve
lope rece ivers with signal and colored Gaussian noise input 
are derived. The informative signal is a binary sequence 
of rectangula 1· pulses. The considered Gaussian processes 
are: the Wiener process, a Gaussian process with linear 
covariance (moving average), and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process. The derived MGFs a1·e then applied to the pt'ob
len1 of finding the quanturn lin1it for optically prean1p1ified, 
direct detection receivers. 

Keywor<ls- Comrnunication theory, envelope rece ivers , er
ror analysis, optical co1nm.unica tion, preatnplifted receivel'S. 

1. bTROOUCTI0:-1 

Determining the distribution of the output of square 
envelope receivers with colored Gatrnsian noise input 
constitutes a classic probl<ein in conrnnmica.t ion theory; 
sec e.g. (1- 5] . Although the rnathernatical fonnali sn1 for 
dcter111ining the statistics of the output of such receivers is 
well known , e.g. (1,3,5,6], deriving closed forrn l'Xpressions 
for the distribution is a co111pil'x ta.«lc Moreo\·er, if both 
signal and noise arc present at. the input , t his tai;k becorncs 
even more fonnidahlc. For the ca.;;e of noise only input 
expressions for the moment generating function (MGF) 
and a.nalytica.l approximations to the probability density 
function have been reported for several CO\"aria.nce kernels, 
e.g. (3, 5, 7] . For both signal and noise being present at 
the input closed form expressions for tlw distribution a.re 
scarcely donnnentcd in the literature. In t liis letter, closed 
form expression for the MGF arc derived for t.lic case of 
au input infonnativc signal crnnposcd of a binary sequence 
of rectangular pulses. The considered Gaussian processes 
a.re: the \Viener process , a Gaussian process with linear 
wvariancc (moving average) , and the Ornstein-Uhlcnbcck 
process. 

The remain of this letter is structured as follow: in Sec. II 
the systcrn model to be discussed is presented. The rna.the
ma.tica.l fonnal ism to obtain closed forn1 exprrnsions for the 
MGF of t he receiver 's out.put. is also descrilwd. Close<! for 
expre8Sions for the MGF for the t lw co11sidcred Ga.ussia11 
processes arc deri ved in Sec. UI. Sect.ion IV is devoted to 
the applicatio11 of the derived MGFs to find tlie quantum 
limit for optically prcamplified , direct detection receivers. 
Finally, summarizing conclusions arc presented in Sec. V. 

Rindhoven Universit.y or Technology, Telecommunirat.ions Technol
ogy and Elect..romagnetics, P. 0. Box 513, 5600 ·:v1 n Eintlhoven 1 The 
Netherlands. E-mail: i.tafur({~ele.tue .nl 

fl. SYSTE?d MOOE!. 

In this sectio11 we pt-cscnt the reference rnodd for t he 
system under investigation. The receiver sclicmatit: dia
gram is presented in F ig. l. This receiver has the clas
sic configuration of pre-detection filter r(t) , square enve
lope detector and post-d<'tcction filter. The input is an in
fonua.tivc :;igual corrupt.cd by au additive whi te Gaussiau 
uoi:;c (Av\'GN) n(t) with :;pcctrnl dcnsit.y parameter N 0 . 

In t.he sequel, cquivalc11t bandpass rcprcscntatio11 of sig11al 
and 11oii:;c is a88Ullled. The incorniug sig11a.l i:; a Lina.ry t1e

quencc of rectangular pulses S(t). For a givcu bit pattern , 
l3 = ( · , b_ 1, b0 , b, , · · · ), at the output of the filter r(t) 
the signal is giYen by 

Y(t) S(t) *1(t) 

ffj [1iul(t) + L b;l(t - kT)] 
k?'O 

when': 

r (t) is the pre-detection filter impulse response, 
l(t ) = y(t ) * r (t) , in which *denotes convolutio11. 
y(t) is unit rectangular pulse of durat.io11 T, 

(1) 

bk E {O, 1} arc statisticall y binary syrnbols representing 
a data "zero" and a ·'011e", re::;pcctivcly. 

m is the energy cont.cut of the signal S(t) in a bit-

duration time interval: 111. = & J0T JS(t)J'<lt. 
At the pre-detect.ion filter output the rcsu lta 11 t. colored 
Gaussian noise is denoted by X(t) , whose in-phase and 
quadrature co111po11euti; have zero 111ca.11 and a.utocovari
<t.11ce 

JV ;·oc 
J( (r) = 

2
° R(r) , R(r) =. - oc r(t)r•(t + r) <lt , (2) 

wltcrc * llll'f:UlS c0111plex conjugate. 
With t l1 c above notations t he i11put. of t.he square cuvc
lopc detect.or bccrnnes: B(t) = } '( t) +X(t). If we consider 
and i11t.cgratc-and-durnp post-detection filter , thcll the re
ceiver 's output is givc11 by 

A= 1T inn + X(t )J\Lt. 
IJ 

(3) 

The glmcral mathematical form for the MGF of A, 1\ft, (s) = 
E{esi1), is well knowt1 , e.g. (1, 7] 

oc 1 ( oc I Ynl~s ) 
M ,, (s) = IT (1 - A ) exp L ~ , 

n=I nS n= l nS 

(4) 



fig. I. Square envelopf> receiw•r 

where '.'In= .fur Y(t)f,:(t)dt. The set of ortho11orn1a.I func
tions { .f,,1 arc the eigenfunctions alld )..,, arc the eigenvalues 
of the integral equation 

1T I<(t , 11.).f,,(n)1ln = )..,,f,,(t), O :S t :S T , (5) 

in which I<(t , 11) is the covariance kernel of the process 
X(t). Let. h(t,u ; s;r) stand for the resolvent kernel associ
ated with the integral equation (5). The MGF ill (4) can 
be represented in terrns of the resolvent kernel a.~ [7] 

(6) 

where 

j
·T 

1
.T

1
·T 

F(.s) =8 jY(t)i1dt+82 Y*(t)h(t, u; .s; T)Y(·u)dtdu, 
0 0 0 

(7) 

and D(.s ) , abo called tl1c Frcdliolm deten11i11allt, is givcll 
hy 

D(.s) =exp [L' 1T h(t, t; v: T)dtdv] . (8) 

lll. M01'1P.NT C:P.N P.RATTNC: FUNCTTON 

ln this section, dosed form cxprcssiolls for M,l(s) arc 
presented for three different Gaussian processes. 
Case 1 The Wiener process 

Suppose that r(t) is the (normalized) impulse response of 
a11 intcgrntc-alld-dump filter, thell 

X(t) = 1oc r(t - .,)n(8)d.s, 

r(t - s) = {o+ s < t 
8 > t 

(!)) 

The pron·ss X(t) is the Wiener process whicli has covari
a.11t-c giYt'IJ by 

i'v'.1'1" N I<(t , 11) = T~ 
0 0 

S(t - 11)dtd11 = T~ rnill(t, 11). (10) 

As OllC call observe from the cliaracter of r(t) , the intcgrntc
and-dump filter docs not introduce illtersymbol interfer
ence (ISI). The resulting exp1-cssio11 for the MGF is (sec 

Appclldix A for a. derivation) 

~ - 1 m rn tau( .,JN;;;) 
1\.f7,(s)=cos(v"o-') exp[--+ , ..;N;;S ] (11) 

No !vu Nos 

Case 2 Gaussian process with linear covariance 
Let r(t) be a. finite-time bandpass integrator (moving av
erage) whose i111pulse response is given by 

r(t) = { t O_"Ot_"OT 

otherwise. 
(12) 

·The cm·aria.nce kernel of X ( t) is the triangular function 
(linear covariance [5]) 

{ 
!.'!!.i. (1 l.d) 

I<(r) = ;r - T 

otherwise. 
(13) 

The aualysis for the observation time (0 , T] shows that the 
MGF for A is of the same character as (11). As already re
ported in [.5], it can lw derived from Eq. 11 by substitution 
of .jS by J2;:. The result is 

'I ( ·) _ . ·( ~)-1 , , [ m m tan(.,/'HT,;S)] 
11 7, .s - cos v ~Jv 0 .s exp - - + - ~ . 

No No v2Nos 

In contra.disti111.:tion to the int.cgrntc-a.nd-dump filter the 
finite-duration integrator introduces ISL Communication is 
only possible if the obs1·rvation time is shifted from (0, T] 
t.o [I;, n,:). F'or this type of filter only a single past and 
one ~rn·<.:ecding bit produce lSI 011 the present transmitted 
bit. Hence the bit. sequence of interest is: B = (b _ 1 , b0 , b1 ). 

The expression for F(.s) is given liy 

F(.s) 

with 

Hh) 

111.[bGH1 (8) + (b_, bu +bob1 )H;(s) + (b''._ 1 +bi) Hi (s )] 
4N0 cos ((3) 

sinc((J)(5N0 s+4)-2sinc((.J/2)(N0 .s + 1) 

-2 cos (13/2) 

sinc(fJ)(N0 .s - 4)- sinc(/.J/2)(N0 s - 2) 

+2cos((1/2) 

(14) 

Hi(s) = sim:(13)(N0 .s/2 + 2) - sinc(/3/2) - co:; (fJ/2), 

where fJ = ../2N0 s, and sinc(:r:) = :;in(:t)/x. The Fredholm 
determinant is given by D(s) =co:; ( ../2N0 s). Appendix B 
l~xplains the lkrivation of (15). 
Case 3 The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
If r(t) is the i1npulsc response of the Lorentzian filter: 

t ::'.'. 0 , (15) 

then tlw procrns X(t) is the so called Ornstein-Uhlc11beck 
process with covariance given by 

(16) 

The information signal for t E (0, T] is given by 

The Lorentzian filter is a causal filter; hence when study
ing the effect of ISI only a sequence of previous bits 
with respect to the present transmitted bit b0 is treated: 
B = (- · · b_2, b_ 1, bo). In pra.ctkc only a small 1m1nbcr of 
previous bit is considered [8]. For this case the resolvent. 
kernel is well known e.g. (5, 7). The dosed form expre:;sion 
for Ah(.,) a.nd its detailed derivation ltas been rl'portcd 
in an earlier paper by the (co)author [8]. The resulting 
expressions for D(s) and F(s) a.re presented here: 

where 

F2(.s) = 

4s2a" {2 - [(v + l)e f1T - (v - l)e-lff]) 

v" [(v + l)2eilT - (u - l)"e - ilT] 

(17) 

2_, [1 _ 4 - 2sa"[(v.; 2)e11T - (v-:- 2)e - f1T]] . 
v [(v + l)-,,11T - (v - 1)2c-i1Tj · 

. [~ a".s(ei3T_ci1T)-[(v-l)ei3T+(v+l)e -11T]] 
s 2+ [(u+l)2ei1T _ (v - l) 2e-i1Tj 

in whid1 v = ../1 - 2a2 , fJ = Vfl. 

The mean and the variance of Z can be found from the 
properties of the MGF. Namely, from the first and second 
derivative of the MGF evaluated at .s = 0 [9]. The mean 
and the variance of Z can also be expres:;ed in terms of the 
covariance kernel without the knowledge of the \lGF [8]. 
The validity of the previous derived MGFs hllil been tested 
by confirming that the rnea.n and the variance obtained 
by both methods arc identical. Moreover, if only noise is 
present, then tltc MGF is given only in tern1s of the Fred
holm dl,tenninant D(.,) and their expres:;ions arc in agree
ment with those already known in the literature e.g. , [5, 7]. 

IV. APPT.ICATTONS 

In this section we applied the derived MGFs to dct.cnnine 
the qum1tum limit for optka.lly preamplificd, On-Off keying 
(OOK) direct detection reccivcrn. The sclicmatic diagram 
of such a receiver is illustrated i11 Fig. 2. The preampli
fier i:; an EDFA (erbium-doped fiber ;1111plificr) which is 

modeled as linear optical fide! amplifier with gain G a.ud 
AWGN noise n(t) reprc:;ent.ing the ASE (amplified spon
taneous emission) noise. The spectral parameter of n(t) is 
given by No = ns,,(G - l)hv, where nsp is the a.mplifil,r 
spontaneous cmissi011 factor, h is the Planck's constant , 
and v optical frequency. An optical filter r(t) is used to 
limit the effect of ASE on the sy:;tem pcrfonnance, and in 
the case of \"'DM (wavelength divisiou multiplcxiug) sy:;
tems to select tlte desired d1au11cl. 
By iutroducing a proper norn1aliza.tion (sec [8]) rn repre
sent::; the average nu111bcr of pl10tons couta.incd in an optical 
signal S(t) for a transmitted binary "one" . The :;pectrnl 
parameter of n(t) is then given by N 0 = nsp(G - 1). At 
the output of the photodetcctor the photocurrcnt is directly 
proportional to the square magnitude of the received opti
cal field . Further, the photocurreut is filtered aud :;arnplcd 
to form the decision variable Z. Thus, the analysis of opti
ca.lly prca.mplificd , OOK direct dctccti011 receivers (Fig. 2), 
is au example of tlw classic c0111111u11ication situa.t.io11 of 
square envelope detectors followed by filtering with colored 
Gaussian input. Assuntc that the postdctectiou filter is a.n 
intcgra.tc-and-dmnp filter. The MGF for the receiver deci
sio11 variable Z is then givcu by J\fz(8) = J\1;1(e8- l), where 
,\is the so-called I'oisson parnmeter (c.f (3)) e.g., [8, 10]. 
Assuming independent, equally likely binary syntbols the 
average error probability is gi,·cn by 

Based on the MGF for the decision variable Z , cnor 
probabilities arc expeditiously co1111rntcd by the so-ca.lied 
saddlepoint approximation. For further details on the 
saddlcpoint approximation sec [7 , 11], and [8] for a.n ap
plication to pcrformaucc a11a.lysis of optically prca.mplificd 
i·eccivc1·::1. 

In optical conuuuuicatio118, tltc (standard), quantum 
limit is defi11cd a::; the average 11u111ber of photo11s per bit i11 
the optical sig11al S(t) needed to achieve a. bit-error prob
ability of 10- 0 assuming icka.l detection conditions , which 
for a prca.rnplified receiver means that a large G is a.~surncd. 
Suppose we have optical filters described by the irnpulse re
sponses (equivalent base baud representation) of cases 1-3 
(Eqs. 9,12,15). The above derived MGFs for these cases 
can tlwn be used (substituti11g rn >-l rnG to account for 
amplificatiou, aml with N 0 = 'llsp(G - 1)) to fi11d the cor
rcspo11di11g qua11tun1 limits. lH Table I arc prescuted the 
obtained results. For contpariso11, the quanturn limit for 
the situation whc11 the optical signal is assumed to pass 
the optical filter undist01ted and that X(t) is Gaussian 
ba11dlimitcd (ideal baudpass lilt.er) is also included. When 
the effect of optical filteri11g is ta.keu iuto account penalties 
arc observed compared to the ca.~c a.ssuming ideal band
pass filtering. For the analyzed optical filters this penalty 
iu the qua.utum limit is a.t ka;;t of eight phot.011s per liit. 
It should be 11otcd t.ha.t of the considered optical filters 
only the Lorcnt.zia11 filter (case 3) represents practical in
terest.. \Videly used in optical transmission :;yst.erns Fabry-
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Perot filt.ns arc wel l dcscrilwd by t.hc Lort'11tzia11 i111pulse 
response of Eq . 15. \\'e obsl'rve also t hat thl're exists an 
optimum bandwidth bit-time product BT = pT /rr, the 
rt'<L,011 being a trnde off between !SI and ASE noise (st•c 
Table I). 

V. CONCLUS IONS 

Closed form expressions, bclicvt'd to bl' new, for the 
MGF of the filtered out.put of square envelope receivcrn 
with signal and colored Gaussian noise have been derived. 
The Wiener process , a Gaussian process with linear covari
ance a.nd t.ltc Ornst.cin-Uhle11bcck process a.re considered . 
The i11fom1ativc signal is a binary st•qm•11cc of red.angular 
pulst,s . \Ve present an application of the derived MGFs in 
the perfonnance ana lysis of optically preamplified , dired 
dctedion receivers. 

APPE'.'lfl!CTS 

A. De1·ivation of the MGF: case 1 

For the conufance fum:tion giwn by Eq. 10 the resolvent 
kernel is givl'll by [::i] 

h(I. , 'U; .s; r) = ~ [sin (f3t) cos((J-a) - O(t -v) sin ((:lt.) «os ((fo)] + 

'" "2 •) 

+ q ~ si11(fj t )8i11 (.(fu) + e(t - u) ~; cos(f31) sin ((h1), (20) 

where !7 2 = No/T2
, fj = Va'IS , 

q = tm1((3T), and e(t - u) = { 01 
t < 'll 
t > ·u. 

We perform integration in Eq. i first with respect to to t 
and with respect to ·u. 

j ·T ( T 
I, 

0 
i ··('11) Jo h(t ,'11;.s; T )Y(t )dtdu, 

r, 
T 

f, l"(t)h, + l '(t)h2 ,+Y(t)h:1 dt 
. 0 ..__,,__., ..__,,__., ..__,,__., 

in which l"( I) 
WC get.: 

!*1 = At. Solving the integrals a, b, c 

a 2·u a 2 si11 ((:111) 
- 4-+4----

. (P · {P ws(fff) 

Subsequentl y, 

j
·T . ., 4°' ., 

11 
0 

A11l2dv,= -.42T:1 
;;

2 
+ .. ~~- (taJt(f;IT) - (;IT). 

T 

F(s) s ( l\'(t}l2d + s211, rrnulting in 
.fu 

F(s) 
·111. mt.a.11 (~) 

- - + ---==,.--
Nu Nu ~ · 

Tht• Frcdhollll det.enni11 ant is given by (sec Eq. 8) 

j·s aT 
D(s) =exp{ -C. t.<1n(aT.fii}dv =cos( .jlii;;;). 

o vv2 

(21) 

(22) 

A result already obt.;1 ined in [5] arnl references therein. 

B. Derivation of the MGF: case 2 

For tl1e cova.riam:c kernel giwn in (13) am! a.11 observa
tion int.erva.I [-T /2, T /2], the resolvent kernel is prt,sented 
in [5]. If the observation time is extended to [O, 2T], th c11 
t he resultant resolvent kernels is given by 

No [ /J(t-u) /Jl t -'U[ ] 
h(t , 'U ;s ;T)= {ff ta11 f;lcos[-T-J-sin[-T-J , (23) 

wit h {1 = J2Nus . The i\ lGF is fmmd by pc·rfonning i11-
tegrn.ti011 in (7) and (8) with t he proper iutcgrntion limits 
and the corrcspondi11g expression for l'(t). The algebraic 
procedure is similar to that presented in Appendix A. 
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An Optically Preamplified Receiver with Low Quantum Limit 

Idclfonso Ta fur :\fonroy 

A b.rtracl- An optica lly prearnplified receive r configuration 
resulting in a very low quantum lin1it is presented . 
fndexing t.erms: Optical comrnunications, quantun1 lirnit , 
noise analysis, prearupified receive r , optical a111plifier. 

Introd·uction: Optical amplifiern are provell to efficielltly 
euhance tlw receiver 8ensitivit.y of optical co111111uuicat.iou 
systems. In optical communica.t.ious it is of crn rnnon prac
t ice to cou1pa.re tlw systems ul timate sensitivity iu terms 
of the quaut.um limit . The (stamla.rd) quantum li'lll.it is de
fined as the m-crnp,e nurnbc.T of photolls per bit ill the opti
cal sigual needed to achieve a bit-error probability of 10- u 
assumiug ideal detection couditions, which for a prcarnpli
fied recei ver means that a large amplifier gaiu is assumed. 
Ju this paper we firstly summarize the results ou the quan
tum limit for different optically prearnplified , OOK/DD 
receivern presented iu the litera.tme. Su!Jsequently, we 
present a. receiver sdtt'llll' forescell to outperform previously 
studied collfiguratiolls. 

System model: The sdicmatic diagram of tl1e studied 
receiver is illustrated iu Fig. 1. The preamplifier is au 
EDFA (erbium-doped fiber amplifier) which iH modeled as 
liuear optical field amplifier with gaiu G aud AWG (addi
tive white Gaussiau) uoise n(t) represcutiug the ASE (am
plified spoutaneous emissiou) noise. The spedral param
eter of n(t) is given by No = n 8 p(G - 1 )/w, where 'l/. sp is 
the amplifier spolltalleous e111issioll factm , his the Planck 's 
consta.llt , alld v optical frequellcy. An optical lilt.er r(t) iti 
used to limit the effect of ASE on the systcrn pctfonnallcc, 
and in the case of WDM (wavdcllgt h di visiou mult iplex
ing) systems, to select t he desired channel. T he illcomi11g 
signal is a billary scqucllce of recta11gular pulses S(t). At 
the output of the filter r(t) aml the signal is deuoted by 
l "(t) the resultallt colored Gaussiau lloise by X(t). With 
the above notatiolls the incidellt optical field O il the pho
todct.ector !Jecomes: B(t) = Y(t) + X(t). The optical filter 
is a finite-till1e illtcgrator over the bit dura.tioll tirne [O, T] 
whose impulse rnspollsl' r(t ) is given !Jy 

r(t ) = {,), , 
0, 

O .:; t .:;T 

otherwise. 
(1) 

The postdctedion filter is assull1cd to !Jc all intcgrate-a.lld
durnp lilt.er. The illtegrntioll illt.erval I is choscu t.o be 
[T - dT /2, T + dT /2]. The parn1nctcr d i8 goiug t.o be se
lected so that it yields the lowest bit.-crror probability. 

Perfonnance Analysis: For the performance allalysis we 

need a complete statistical description of the receiver de
cision variable. The mome11t gellerntillg fullction (MGF) 

Eindhoven lJniversiLy of Technology,Telecommun ica Lions Technol 
ogy and Elect.romagneLics, P. 0. I3ox 5·13, 5600 J\ fn Eindhoven The 
Net.herlands,E- mail: i .Lafur«!lele.t.ue.n l 

Fig. I. Optically prea111plified OOK receiver 

provides us with suc:h statistical inforrnatioll. The MGF 
for the receiver decisioll varia!Jle Z is givcll by J\fz(s) = 
J\h (e• - 1), where A is the so-called Poissull parauw
tcr [l]. For a.ll illtegrntc-aud-dulltp pust-detcctio11 filter 
A= & }'1 !Y(t)+X(t)i'1dt. Based Oil the MGF forthcdeci
siou va.ria!Jlc Z , error probabilities a.re expeditiously com
puted by the so-called saddlcpoint approximatio11 [2, 3]. 

The gcll"ral llta.thernatica l form for t he i\lGF of A, 
.~h ( .s) ,,,; E {e"1 }, is well known , e.g. (2] a.lld can be reprc
sclltcd as 

J\/,\(.s) = [D(sW 1 cxp(F(s)], (2) 

where F(s) aml D(s) arc foulld by solvi11g the so-called 
Fredholtu illtcgral equatious, e.g., [2 , 4]. For the present 
case we lia.ve t.hat 

with 

F(s) = 111.G'[btH1(»)+(L1bu+bob1)H,(s) 

+(u:. 1 +bf)Hi(.s)], (3) 

- .
8 

(J[sin :i:(2rl - 4)+siu /3(4-rl2 /2-2rl)] 
(3cos 

2 [ ] cos:i: 
+--:;--/; ,, 8i ll /3-sill (:i:) -d~ 

a- 3 cos rj a- cos ,, 

--
8
-(dsin /3 - dl:lin x - d'J sin /3/2] 

f) cos /) 
C08X 2 . 

+d--- + -,---[s111:1: - si ll fj] 
a 2 ms fJ ac fJ cos (j 
1 ') . 

--f,[sd- sm (i/4 
fj cos t) 

-2,(d(hosx/2+8i11 ()-Bin x)J 
a-

where u1. is t.he number of received photons ill an opti
cal pubc for a tra.nsmit.t.cd symbol "one" . The pa.rnrnctc r 
cr2 = nsp(G - 1) , fj = ./2cr2s , <tlld x = (3(1 - rl/2). The 

Fredholm dcterrnina11t is given by D (s) =cos ( V2a's)d 
\Ve observe that for this receiver collfiguratioll Ollly a single 
past alld olle succccdillg bit (with respect ot the presellt 
observed bit bu) produce illternym bol i11terforcnce 011 the 
prcscllt tra llsmitted bit .. Hcllce t.he bit scqucllcc of iutcrest 
is (L1, bu , b1). 
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A plot of the quantum limit as a fuu ction of t he integra
tion interval dT is presented in Fig. 2. \Ve observe that 
the lowrnt quautum limit is 16.2 photous / bit for a factor 
d = 0.12 aml "· wilu1• of G = 20 dB. If the va lue of G is 
large aud t he integration iuterval dT is made sn1all aud op
timized (yielding the lowest error probability) the propos1'<l 
receiver sd1ernc has a. lower qua.nt.nrn li1nit. compare to the 
previously studied configurations; sec Table I. lu Table I 
is presented t he reported qua.uturn limit for prea111plitied 
receivers with diffcreut optica l tilt.em. The match filter s it
uation is the case wheu the optical signa l is assumed to 
pass the opt ica l fil ter undistorted and that X(t) is Gaus
siau band-limited (ideal bandpass tilter assm11ed ). 

Gaussian apprnxim.ation: The error probabili t ies n rny also 
be eo111putcd by trning the co111mon Gaussim1 approxi111 a
tion for t he stat.ist.irn for the rccein•r derision va ri able. This 
approxi111a.t iou requires the rnca11 E .. , aud Yc1ria11Cl' \ 'ari\ to 
be known. T he mean a.11d va.ria.11cc of A ca11 be fouud either 
by using the propert ies of the lVlGF or by solving a. set of 
integrals inYolving Y(t) a nd the autocorrdatio11 function 
of X(t) [4]. T he resultant expressions a.re : 

E,1 = 111G[b~(2d- 1F + 1fl /6) + (L 1 + b, )d'1 /12 

+(L 1b0 + b1b0 )(1P / 2 - d'l /6)] + a"il (4) 

In Fig. 2 is displayed the rrnult of the Gaussian approx
imation for t.hc quantum limit (dotted lin< '). The mini
n1mn va.lu<' is 24.8 photons/bit for an integration interval 
d = 0.12. 

S'l/.mm.a.ry: We han' shown t.ha.t. if t he opt.irn.I tilter is 
a fi11i te-t.i11 1e integrator and the post.detection filter a ll in
tegrator onT a. :;;nail interva l centered around the cud of 
each bit intcn»tl a quantum limit of 16.2 photons / bit can 
be achieved. Although a finit.e-timL' integrator optirnl filter 
{cutTl'sponding to a. fil ter with a sine shaped transfer func
tion) is probably difficult. to realize, t he presented n 'Cci,·cr 
configuration outperforms previously studi<•d schemes (Ta
ble I). An int.crcst. iH g question, op1·n for stndy, is which 

____ Saddlepoint 

------- Gaussian approx. 

,' 

0 ., 0 .2 0 .3 0.4 0 .5 0 .6 0 .7 0 .8 0 .9 
d 

Pig. 2 . Quant.um limit as a. funr t.ion o f" t.he integration interva l d 

value constitutes the ul t i111 a.te theoretical lowest quantum 
limit for optically prcamplified OOK /DD receivers. 
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Chapter6 

Crosstalk in Optical Networks 

This part of the thesis presents an extensive study of interferometric crosstalk in WDM 
optical networks. A statistical description is given, and ways to reduce its effects on the 
performance of WDM systems are outlined. This chapter is intended as an introduction to 
the general context of the papers included. Firstly, we describe the crosstalk mechanism, 
the characteristics of crosstalk, and the influence on the system performance. Secondly, 
methods to reduce interferometric crosstalk are discussed. Special emphasis is placed on 
phase scrambling; this reduction technique is investigated in detail in paper K. 

6.1 Crosstalk mechanism 

Let us consider a channel at a particular wavelength ,\ 1 at one extreme of an optical trans
parent network: mark "in" in Fig. 6.1. Due Lo performance imperfections of components 
in the optical nodes al the other extreme ("out" in Fig. 6.1 ), the channels will experi
ence crosstalk interference from other channels operating at the same wavelength (inband 
crosstalk). Channels operating at different wavelengths may also fall within the receiver 
bandwidth giving rise to inlerband crosstalk. The effect of interband crosstalk can be re
duced by concatenating narrow-bandwidth optical filters. Inband crosstalk, however, cannot 
be removed as the signal and the crosstalk operate at the same wavelength. The detrimental 
effect of inband crosstalk is further intensified in cascaded optical nodes due to its accumu
lative behavior. 

6.2 Characteristics of crosstalk 

If an optical signal E8 (t) and a crosstalk interferer Ex(t) are present at the input of a pho
todetector, the total optical field is given by their superposition. The output of a photode
tector is a photocurrent proportional to the intensity of the detected optical field. This 
nonlinear operation on the detected field results in a photocurrenl composed of three terms. 
The two first terms are the contribution of the average optical power in the signal and in 
the crosstalk, respectively. The third term is a fluctuating term due to the randomly chang
ing phase difference between the signal and crosstalk. This is the interferometric crosstalk 
noise term. Posldetection filtering is used in optical receivers. The interferometric crosstalk 
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Figure 6.1: Crosstalk in optical cross-connected networks 

contribution to the filtered photocurrent can be mathematically described as (see paper I): 

~s,» = 17,1~"' ( Jgs(t)gx(t - T<1)cos[¢s(t)- ¢ ,(t-Td)]dt 
.J 0 

(6.1) 

if we consider an integrate-and-dump postdetection filter. The bit duration time is denoted 
by T. ¢(t) is the phase, and g(t) > 0 is the optical pulse shape. The interferometric de
lay time is denoted by rd. i s and 1~"' are unit vectors representing the signal and interferer 
polarization state, respectively. Expression (6. l) is difficult to describe statistically. It is 
composed of the cos( ·) operation on the phase difference between the signal and crosstalk. 
The laser phase is modeled as a Wiener process (variables ¢x (t) , <Ps( t )). Based on this as
sumption a statistical description is derived in paper I. It was found that if the bandwidth of 
the laser is of a larger magnitude than the receiver bandwidth, crosstalk can be substantially 
reduced by low-pass filtering. This is the idea behind crosstalk reduction by phase scram
bling. We also observe that crosstalk depends on the interferometric delay time. It is found 
that the most detrimental effect takes place for rd in the order of the coherence time of the 
light source [74]. In several applications of interest the delay time is of a larger magnitude 
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than the coherence time (BL TJ » 1). This situation is called the incoherent interferometric 
noise regime. We can also observe that ifthe delay time is such that the signal and crosstalk 
are in total bit misalignment, the signal-crosstalk beating term will disappear. This fact has 
been employed to demonstrate crosstalk reduction by bit misalignment [75]. 
Another variable present is the polarization state. The study of the effect of polarization 
statistics on the system performance has shown that polarization has a tendency toward its 
worst case alignment. No substantial performance difference was found between a worst 
case polarization matching and a linear polarization state of signal and crosstalk [76] (see 
also paper G). Other characteristics of crosstalk are related to non-perfect extinction ra
tio and optimized detection threshold. It is found that the crosstalk is more detrimental in 
systems with non-perfect extinction ratio. It also found that a proper optimization of the 
detection threshold yields more tolerance toward crosstalk compared to the commonly used 
midway (between digital zero and one) threshold setting [77, 78]. Appendix A gives some 
examples on how the performance of a system is related to the abovementioned character
istics of interferometric crosstalk. 

6.3 Reduction techniques for crosstalk 

As mentioned in the previous section there are some characteristics of crosstalk that can be 
used to reduce its detrimental effect on the systems performance. These techniques include 
phase scrambling, bit misalignment, and polarization scrambling. Crosstalk reduction by 
other techniques like coding [79] and intra-bit modulation [77] have also been proposed. 
Crosstalk reduction by coding will be at the cost of information redundancy and transmit
ter/receiver complexity. Reduction by bit-pattern misalignment is based on the assumption 
that we can manipulate the interferometric delay before crosstalk signals are switched, thus 
before crosstalk is added to the signal. This situation can be a difficult one to implement in 
complex cross-connect nodes. Another assumption of this technique is bit synchronization 
at the entrance of optical switching elements. Synchronization imposes a series of technical 
challenges. Another way to reduce crosstalk is to manipulate the phase of the optical sig
nals. Based on this observation intra-bit modulation of DFB (distributed feedback) lasers 
has been proposed for crosstalk reduction purposes [77]. Alternatively, phase modulation 
may be performed by external modulation of the light source with a noise signal, i.e. phase 
scrambling [80-82]. This technique is explained in the following section. Crosstalk has 
also been considered as a traffic conflict. In this context, different approaches have been 
proposed based on the concept of dilation, both in space and time [83]. Although these 
techniques have not been fully explored yet, their hardware implementation and the finding 
of effective algorithms appear to be challenging. 

6.4 Phase scrambling 

The mechanism behind crosstalk reduction by phase scrambling is the redistribution of 
noise energy into higher frequencies permitting an improved noise rejection by the receiver 
filter. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The schematic diagram of phase scrambling 
implementation in a transmitter is presented in Fig. 6.3. 
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Rx bandwidth With phase scrambling 

Crosstalk 

co co 

Figure 6.2: Redistribution of noise energy by phase scrambling. 

The phase modulation is induced via a noise signal. This is done to assure that crosstalk 
reduction takes place for all possible interferometric delay times and simultaneously for the 
several crosstalk sources present. This is the main reason why phase modulation with a 
deterministic signal is not preferred. 

Benefits of phase scrambling 

WDM systems impose severe requirement on the optical crosstalk isolation of the con
stituent elements. For instance, crosstalk isolation levels better than 35 dB should be used to 
have power penalties smaller that 1 dB when even a moderate number of crosstalk interfer
ers are present [84]. This still is a strict requirement for the performance of integrated opti
cal switches and cross-connects at the current state-of-the-art [85]. Although improvements 
in device performance is foreseen, a substantial relaxation of the crosstalk requirements 
from individual components in an optical network can be achieved by using phase scram
bling. Phase scrambling has been shown to significantly reduce crosstalk (see paper K). It is 
efficient in the presence of multiple crosstalk sources as well as for any interferometric time 
delay. It is possible to share the external phase modulator between several channels. This 
is an advantage of phase scrambling over coding techniques where dedicated equipment is 
required for each channel and receiver. Moreover, phase scrambling may be beneficial in 
preventing nonlinear effects during transmission. Namely, it can assure the required phase 
un-correlation (walk-off) needed to avoid the four-wave mixing effect discussed earlier in 
Sec. 3.4. 

Limitations 

Phase scrambling results in broadening of the signal spectrum. This implies that penalties 
as a result of phase noise to intensity noise conversion due to chromatic dispersion may be 
incurred. In fact, the spectrum can not be made arbitrarily broad as large power penalties 
due to dispersion will then take place. In conclusion, phase scrambling reduces crosstalk but 
introduces limitations with respect to the transmission distance due to dispersion penalties. 
This aspect is investigated in paper K. The main result is that by properly choosing the 
parameters for phase scrambling, crosstalk can be reduced and transmission is possible up 

6.5 Scalability of optical networks 
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Figure 6.3: The signal is phase modulated with noise D (t), centered at an arbitrary fre
quency w f and modulation index a. 

to 100 - 200 km SSMF (standard single mode fiber) with acceptable power penalties. This 
result shows that phase scrambling can be used to reduce crosstalk (allowing for the use of 
today optical integrated technology) in networks covering LAN and MAN distances. 

6.5 Scalability of optical networks 

Consider a network of interconnected cross-connects. Scalability addresses the issues of 
how many cross-connects can be traversed before falling below a certain measure of quality 
service (QoS), for example, a level of bit-error rate (BER). We can distinguish scalability 
with respect to the following: 

• Number of input fibers to a cross-connect node 

• Number of channels per fiber 

• Channel spacing 

• Accumulated ASE and power budgets 

• Optical crosstalk 

• Network topology 

Scalability in WDM networks is strongly limited by interferometric crosstalk. Other limit
ing aspects include accumulated ASE, deterioration of the extinction ratio (contrast between 
power level for a binary "one" and a "zero"), dispersion, and the aspects already mentioned 
in section 3.4 such as the effects of nonlinearities. 
Paper L studies scalability of optical networks with respect to crosstalk and topology. A 
largest shortest transmision path (LSTP) in the network is considered. A LSTP criterion 
means that we consider the set of shortest paths between any pair of nodes in the network. 
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We select from this set the path that traverses the greatest number of cross-connect nodes. 

The study is generalized to a wider class of network topologies in paper M by including 
statistics over all possible connections in a given network. The main conclusion is that the 
performance of networks with respect to crosstalk is closely related to the network topol
ogy. Hence, for a given number of nodes there are ways of connecting them that make them 
less vulnerable to crosstalk. 
The use of optical amplifiers also imposes scalability limitations due to the increase of the 
signal power needed to maintain a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio against accumulated 
ASE. This aspect of scalability of networks is presented in paper N . Scalability of net
works employing phase scrambling is reduced to the study of limitations imposed by fiber 
dispersion. Paper K presents more details and experimental results on this topic. 

Paper G 

PaperG 

Performance Evaluation of Optical Cross-Connects by 
Saddlepoint Approximation 

Idelfonso Tafur Monroy and E. Tangdiongga 
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Performance Evaluation of Optical 
Cross-Connects by Saddlepoint Approximation 

ldelfonso Tafur Monroy and Eduward Tangdiongga 

Abstract-The impact of in-band crosstalk on the transmission 
performance of optical cross-connects, incorporating 
{de)multiplexers and space switches, is studied. A statistical 
description of the receiver decision variable that yields a 
performance analysis in good agreement with experiment is 
given. Bit error rate and power penalties are calculated using 
the so-called saddlepoint approximation which is numerically 
simple and gives accurate results. 

Index Terms- Error analysis, optical communication, optical 
cross-connects, optical crosstalk. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OPTICAL cross-connects are regarded as a promising 
solution to the increasing demand of routing flexibility 

and transport capacity of broadband communication systems. 
An example of the structure of an optical multiwavelength 
cross-connect is presented in Fig. I. 

Linear crosstalk in cross-connects can be classified as in
band or interband crosstalk, according to whether it has the 
same nominal wavelength as the desired signal or not. The 
effect of interband crosstalk can be reduced by concatenating 
narrow-bandwidth optical filters. In-band crosstalk, however, 
cannot be removed as the signal and the crosstalk operates 
at the same wavelength. The deteriorating effect of in-band 
crosstalk is further intensified in cascaded optical nodes due 
to its accumulative behavior. This paper studies the effect of 
in-band crosstalk on the error performance of optical cross
connects. It has been observed that the crosstalk induced noise 
shows a highly non-Gaussian (bounded) statistics [ l ]. The use 
of an approximate Gaussian (nonbounded) distribution results 
in performance analyzes predicting greater penalties than those 
using a bounded distribution [2]; see Fig. 6. 

In this paper, a statistical description of the receiver decision 
variable is given through the moment generating function 
(mgf). The performance evaluation is carried out with the 
help of the so-called saddlepoint approximation, using the 
mgf for the decision variable, that is numerically simple and 
gives accurate results. The analysis takes into consideration 
the effects of linear random polarization, nonideal extinction 
ratio, and receiver thermal noise together with transmitted 
data statistics. Power penalties due to inband crosstalk have 
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been measured in an experimental setup that uses a directly 
modulated light source. Experimental results are in good 
agreement with the theory. 

The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, the model 
of the system under analysis is presented. Section lll presents 
the derivation of the mgf of the decision variable while 
Section JV introduces the saddlepoint approximation for calcu
lating error probabilities. Section V describes the experiments. 
Comparison of experimental results and theory is also pre
sented. Finally, in Section VI, summarizing conclusions are 
drawn. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

We consider an optical signal which has traversed an 
optical cross-connect consisting of (de)multiplexers and space 
switches (Fig. l ). The equivalent baseband form of the total 

0733- 8724/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE 
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optical field is given by 

s,.,,(t) = s, (t ) + s,.(t) (1) 

where, in general, .S(t ) is the envelope (modulation) of the 
input optical signal .5( t ), expressed as the real part of a 
complex field function 

.<i(t) = Re{ .S'( t )exp(.iwnt )} 

S(t) = A(tF'cxp(.i1h(t)) 

(2) 

(3) 

where w0 = 27r f, f is the optical frequency , 1'>(t ) is the phase, 
and A(t ) > 0 is the optical pulse shape. The vector ·? indicates 
the state of linear polarization. S,(t) and .S',.(t) represent the 
optical field , equivalent baseband form , of the desired signal 
and crosstalk interferer, respectively . 

The output of the photodetector 1,1,(t) is a shot noise process 
characterized by a photoelectron intensity .\( t) . The time 
varying intensity of the photoelectron process is proportional 
to the instantaneous optical signal power. The instantaneous 
optical power is proportional to the squared magnitude of 
the electromagnetic field quantity . Hence, the photoelectron 
intensity can be written as 

1 .,, -: 1 
.\(t) = 2 1i /S1o1(t)i photoelectrons/s (4) 

where ·11 is the photodetector quantum efficiency and h is 
Planck's constant. This relation provides a connection between 
the electro-magnetic field model and the photon model of light, 
constituting the so called semiclassical approach of optical 
detection [3] . 

To continue the analysis, we return to the description of the 
optical field of the desired signal and the crosstalk, S, ( t) and 
s,.( t ), respectively 

§,(t) = Jl}f.A,(t);',,,J(,,, .( t)) 

5,.(t) = jJf[AAt)i',eJ (•t•,Ull 

(5) 

(6) 

where 1 is the component power crosstalk parameter: the 
ratio of leakage crosstalk to signal power. The quantity bk 
( /,; = 0. ± 1. ±2 ± · · ·) is introduced to represent the binary 
symbols: b1, E { fl, 1} (0 :::; fl < 1) . For the case of perfect 
extinction ratio we have p = 0. </>,,.,, is the phase of the signal 
and crosstalk, respectively . ,-,, and i',. are real (we consider 
only linear polarization states) unit vectors representing the 
signal and crosstalk polarization state, respectively. 

It is convenient to normalize the optical field (to avoid 
carrying the factor i!J along in further calculations) so that 
the photoelectron intensity can be written as 

It is assumed that the optical pulses are of identical shape, 
A,(t) = / l.,(t) = ;i (t), and confined in the time interval 
[O, '.l '], implying absence of intersymbol interference (JS!). For 
a transmitted binary "one" .,,, photons are contained in an 
optical pulse of duration '.l ' and for a binary "zero" pm photons 
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are in the optical pulse. The amplitude of l l(t), following the 
normalization, is chosen such that 

l [,T 
m = - IA(t)i 2 rlt 

2. I) 

(8) 

where the factor 1/2 comes from the complex notation . 
The receiver thermal noise, denoted by I ,i. (t ), is modeled 

as an additive, zero mean, white Gaussian stochastic process . 
The shot noise and thermal noise current pass the electrical 
postdetector filter. Note that the shot and thermal noise are 
independent stochastic processes . The filtered signal Z(t) is 
further sampled at t = t11 + kT time instants to form the 
decision variable. By comparing the sample value with a 
preselected threshold, the decision circuit provides an estimate 
of a transmitted bit in a particular bit interval. 

Ill. THE MOMENT GENERATING FuNCTION 

The postdetector filter is assumed to be an integrator over 
the time interval [O, '.l'] . With no loss of generality we consider 
the time interval (0, T] (k = 0) and denote the decision 
variable by Z = Zu=n 

er 
z = I [1, i. (t) + Itt, (t) ] dt 

• I) 

= X , i. + X t1, (9) 

Xtt, is a zero mean, Gaussian distributed random variable (r.v.) 
with variance "~" given by 

(10) 

J(8 being the Boltzmann's constant, '.l k· the temperature in 
Kelvin , 11,. the electron charge, and R i the receiver resistance 
load. The mgf of the deci sion variable is 

where J\lu, is the mgf for a zero-mean Gaussian variable with 
. 2 

vanance at.1
1 

(12) 

M,i. (s) is the mgf of X ,i. : the filtered shot noise contribution 
to the decision variable Z . The product of mgf in (11) is a 
consequence of the stochastic independence of the shot and 
thermal noise. 

The filtered shot noise is well modeled by a doubly stochas
tic Poisson process with intensity ,\ (t ). Hence, for the case of 
an integrator postdetection filter, M,i. is given by [7] 

(13) 

where Ai,\(8) = l:::{esA } and A = , (,~ ,\(t) dt is the Poisson 
parameter. 
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A. Single Crosstalk Source 

For the case of a single crosstalk source the parameter A 
has the form 

1 [,T -; ., 
A = 2 IStvi(l)I - dt 

. o 

=m(l'(i + <b0)+2m..jb0b(;o-,, ·17 ,ws(</>,-</>.,.) . (14) 

The bit alignment between the signal and crosstalk interferer 
is assumed to be perfect. Expression (14) is derived under 
the assumption that the relative phase difference is constant 
at least within one bit duration . The phase difference </•, - cf>,. 
is assumed lo be a uniformly distributed random variable .in 
the interval [O, 27r]. The probability distribution function (pdf) 
of the variable ( = cos ( </>,, - ¢1,..) is the so called arcsine 
distribution . The pdf of ( is given by [8] 

J(o= {"k· - l<( < l 
0, elsewhere. ( l 5) 

Experimental measurements have shown that the statistics of 
in-band crosstalk induced noise approaches the form described 
by (15) [l] . 

The signal and crosstalk are assumed to exhibit linear 
polarizations with random, independent orientation angles fl., 
and £/,., respectively. The parameter A takes the form 

A = m (b0 + t b0) + '2m..j"b;)b() (( fl,, (J,)I; (16) 

where the function ((11,, II,) is given by (4] 

<((J,, (J ,) = icos((J, - (J,)I (17) 

fl, - ~" is taken lo be uniformly distributed in (0, 27r]. The pdf 
of ( 1s given by the doubled, nonnegative part of an arcsine 
distribution [8] 

r ( ' ) { }.--:::; ' 0 < ( < l . ~ = r. y 1-(-

0, elsewhere. 
(18) 

The mgf for A is derived from the pdf of the random variables 
involved in iL The result is (see Appendix for a derivation) 

J\!h(s) = cxp [srn. ( u;~ + c b/;)] 1,~(smJb;)b;\<) (19) 

where l o(a:) is the modified Bessel's function of zero order. 
The final expression of the mgf for Z is then 

M z(s) = i\h (c• - l )J\111,(s). (20) 

B. Multiple Crosstalk Sources 

This section treats the case of in-band crosstalk when N 
interfering fields are present We assume that each interferer 
has relative crosstalk power c The expression for the decision 
variable lakes then the following fonn: 

1Y 

Z = 1nbi51 + 2J(.11 1, L btY_,~· 11 17.s · G-,n x co~ (c/>,; - c/>.i:.n) 
n=l 

IV S - 1 

+'l.crn ~ ~ Jur·"'-".' •J . ··( • _ ., ) ~ ~ 0 Uo CO:s q 1,i;. 11 ft-',c, j 
j = n + l n = l 

N 

+Cl// 2= ,,~·" + -"t.1 .. (21) 
11 = 1 

The deci sion variable (21) consists of the signal term, the 
signal-crosstalk beat terms, the crosstalk-crosstalk beat terms 
self crosstalk beat term, and the receiver thermal noise. Th~ 
third terms (crosstalk-crosstalk beat terms) have a variance 
smaller by 0( /<) than the signal-crosstalk beating terms . 
However, in this paper the crosstalk-crosstalk beat terms arc 
not neglected, but considered statistically independent and will 
be included in the performance analysis . 

The error probability analysis is conducted by a weighted 
statistically average of the error probability for each value 
11 of the N crosstalk term being simultaneously "one." This 
probability is given by the binomial distribution 

v• 
71(11 ) = (N 

1 

; , ,
2

v . 
' - JI .JI.. 

(22) 

Hence, the average error probability P, , for a given threshold 
u , is given by 

N 

J:. = L.: 1',.(n, 11)p(1•) . (23) 
11= 0 

The N crosstalk sources are considered statistically indepen
dent. Hence, the mgf for Z is easily derived using (19) due 
to the fact that the mgf of a sum of independent r.v is the 
product of the mgf for each r. v in the sum. Note that the 
effect of nonperfecl extinction ratio is also easily incorporated 
in the analysis by considering the total crosstalk field as the 
sum of Ji field terms of amplitude 1l (t ) and " = N - Ji 

field terms with amplitude JPA(t). The bit-error rate for a 
given I'· is calculated by the saddlcpoint approximation; see 
Section IV-A. 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The question is lo evaluate the average error rate I', of the 
system under discussion. We are going to treat the case of 
amplitude shift keying (ASK) modulation format. The error 
probability, given that a binary "one" is transmitted is 

q_(n) = P,.1(Z < c>) (24) 

where n denotes the deci sion threshold. Similarly, the error 
probability, given a binary "zero" is transmitted is 

'l+(n) = l',.o(Z > n). (25) 

Assuming that the symbols are a priori equally probable, the 
average error probability is 

1 
I', = 2[q_(uJ + 'I+ (n)]. (26) 

A. Analysis by Saddlepoint Approximation 

The saddlepoint approximation (spa) has been proposed 
by Helstrom [9], as an efficient and numerically simple tool 
for analyzing communication systems. The spa has shown a 
reasonably high degree of accuracy in the analysis of optical 
communication systems, e.g., [10]. 
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As shown in [9], the tail probability 'l+(n) is approximately 
equal to 

(27) 

the so-called saddlepoint approximation. The function <t>(.s) is 
related to the mgf for Z. Al ,,(.s) by 

<l> (s) = lu[M,, (s )] - sn - ln l-'1- (28) 

The parameter .s0 is the positive root of the equation 

<l?' (s) = 0 (29) 

and <I>"(s0 ) stands for the second derivative of (28) at s = sn. 
The lower probability tail 

'7- (n ) = L~ yi(z) dz (30) 

is approximated by 

() 
f>X p[<l> (..i) j 

'1 - 0 "" ---;=========== /'2 7r 'l'"(s1) 
(31) 

with s 1 equal to the negative root of (29). See [9] or [3] for 
further details. The error probability is minimized by adjusting 
the detection threshold n . The optimum value of " and the 
parameters -'o, s1 may be found numerically by solving an 
appropriate set of equations [3] . 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND D ISCUSSION 

The experimental arrangement depicted in Fig. 2 has been 
used to model the crosstalk interference in a cross-connect 
system. As transmitter, a DFB laser which has an unmodulated 
linewidth of 50 MHz at center wavelength of 1550 nm is 
directly driven by a pulse pattern generator. The generator 
produces repetitive 27 - 1 PRBS of 2.5 Gb/s electrical signals . 
The extinction ratio is measured to be 8 dB. The laser light 
is divided into two paths. One path is regarded as the desired 
signal and the other the crosstalk. The crosstalk path is further 
divided into N channels by an 1 x N photonic splitter. An 
optical attenuator, and polarization controller are located and 
adjusted to give each crosstalk channel an equal interference 
to the desired signal and obtain matched polarizations at 
the receiver. Fiber delays with different lengths are used to 
decorrelate all crosstalk channels. 

ln the experiment only three fiber delays are used with a 
different length of 500 m which far exceeds the laser coherence 
length. At the end the crosstalk channels are combined by an 
N x 1 photonic coupler, and the desired signal after being 
interfered by the crosstalk is detected and examined using the 
bit error rate tester. As receiver, an InGaAs PIN photodetector 
with a responsitivity of 0.9 AIW followed by a transimpedance 
amplifier has been used. The detector's sensitivity is about - 26 
dBm for a bit error rate of 10 - 9 . The electrical amplifier (EA) 
can give a maximum gain of 32 dB and has a noise figure of 
5 dB. The electrical filter for suppressing the receiver thermal 
noise has a bandwidth of 1.75 GHz. The performance is 
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup used to model I.he crosstalk interference in a 
cross-connect system. PPG: Pulse pattern generator. DC: Directional coupler. 
AU: Attenuator. PC: Polari:1.ation control. PD: Photodctcctor. EA: Elcclrical 
amplifier. 

measured using a fixed decision-threshold at midway between 
"one" and "zero." 

Fig. 3 shows the output of the receiver when there is no 
crosstalk source added in the system. We can see the presence 
of receiver thermal noise in bit "one" and "zero" as well. Next, 
the crosstalk channels are added to the signal channel. As an 
example, Fig. 4 gives a plot of the signal channel contaminated 
by three crosstalk channels of - 20 dB each, relative to the 
signal channel power. The envelope of the interference is 
not constant. At the edges of the pulses where the frequency 
variation due to chirp are maximum, small distortion can be 
observed. The shapes of the envelopes are further varied by 
bit delays as the results of different fiber delay used in the 
experiment setup. 

Measured and theoretical bit-error rate curves for a single 
crosstalk source and different values of c are presented in 
Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 measured results are presented for power 
penalties together with the theoretical curves, calculated by 
the spa using the derived statistics for the receiver decision 
variable (solid lines). The result are in good agreement with 
the theory considering that discrepancies may arise due to 
additional penalties introduced by the signal processing and 
measurement errors. Analysis with linear randomly polarized 
signals resulted in power penalties non substantially different 
from those obtained for the worst case: precisely matched 
signal and crosstalk polarizations. This observation is in good 
agreement with an earlier published result stating that systems 
with randomly polarized fields show a statistical preference 
for near-worst-case operation [4]. ln the experiment the po
larization of signal and crosstalk are matched to simulate the 
worst case situation. 

Measurements of crosstalk-induced power penalties in an 
optical cross-connect switch have been reported in [5] and 
[6]. The experimental setup reported in [5] and [6] uses 
an external modulated light source in contrast to a directly 
modulated source used in our experiment making a direct 
comparison of results difficult. Power penalties measured using 
a directly modulated source are reported in [2] for a single 
crosstalk source and at lower bit rate than that employed in the 
present work. Our result (see Fig. 6) shows the same general 
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Fig. 3. The detected laser pulse pa11ern (a) and eye diagram (b) used in 
thccrossLalk measurement. The laser is directly modulaled with 2.5 Gb/s 2 T - 1 
pscudo·random binary sequences. 

appearance as that in [2]: good agreement with experiment, 
assuming a bounded statistics for crosstalk. 
The results for power penalties yielded by the Gaussian 
approximation are also shown in Fig. 6 (dash-dot lines) . It 
can be observed that the analysis using a Gaussian distribution 
yields considerably greater power penalties than the bounded 
statistics approach, and than the measurement results. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Performance analysis of in-band crosstalk in an optical 
cross-connect has been studied using a comprehensive sta
tistical approach. Supporting measurements, using a directly 

500rnV 
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Fig. 4. Optical pulses after interference by lhrcc crosstalk channels. The 
power of each crosstalk interferer is 20 dB under the signal power. 

modulated light source, appear to confirm the theoretical anal
ysis with reasonably accuracy. The saddlepoint approximation 
yields results in good agreement with the experimental data 
while the Gaussian approximation predicts greater penalties . 
Furthermore, the spa is numerically simple. lt is shown that at 
a bit-error rate of 10- 9 component crosstalk levels less than 
- 24 dB yield power penalties lower than 1 dB for a single 
crosstalk source; while for three interferers crosstalk levels 
less than - 30 dB result in power penalties of below I dB. 

APPENDIX 

This appendix gives a short derivation of the mgf for the 
signal-crosstalk term of the receiver decision variable in (16). 
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solid lines arc the theoretical curves calculated by the spausing the bounded 
statistics approach. The dash-dot lines arc I.he results when the crosstalk 
induced noise is assumed to be Gaussian dislribulcd. 

The r.v in consideration, simplified in notation, is of the type 
y = ((. Conditioning on the value of ( the mgf for !I is 

(32) 

or in terms of the pdf of (, expression ( 15), 

/

.1 {c'C< } 
}\!fy1((8) = ~d(-

- -1 7r v 1 - ~-
(33) 

An analytical solution to the integral (33) is given by (9.6.18) 
in [I I] 

(34) 

where 10 ( :, :) is the modified Bessel's function of zero order. 
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As we know the pdf of(, cf (18), the unconditioned mgf 
Aly(s) can be written as 

[,

1 21o(s() 
My(s) = ~d(_ 

.I) 7ryl-(-
(35) 

An analytical expression for (35) can be found by using [12, 
eq . (6.567)]. Finally, the result, which is used in the derivation 
of (19), is 

(36) 
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Statistical analysis of interferometric noise in optical 
ASK/ direct detection systems 
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P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Ei11dhove11 , T he l\etherlamls. 

ABSTRACT 

An effi cient method fo r evaluating t he error probability of optical ASK / DD systems subject to in terferometric noise 
is presented. T he receiver decision variable is statistically described by its moment generat ing funct ion (mg!'). T he 
t heoretical results, obtained with the a id of t he new derived rngf, a re in good agreement wi th experiment, employing 
directly modulated light sources, while the common used Gaussian statistics for t he photocurrent yields larger power 
penalties . The analysis takes into considerat ion polarizat ion statistics , photodetector sho t noise, non-ideal extinct ion 
ratio, and receiver thermal noise. E rror probabilities a re calculated using the saddlepoint approximation which is 
numerically simple and gives accurate results . 

Keywords: Optical noise, interferometric noise, opt ica l communication, error ana lys is , bit-erro r rate. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Interferometri c noise has been reported to degrade the performance, int roducing la rge power pena lt ies and bit
error rate floors, of a variety of optical networks, e .g. , all-optical t runk networks; see 1 and references t herein. 
Although for a proper performance ana lysis the statistical modeling of t he noise is important , in t he literature 
it has been of comrnon pract ice to considered t he interferomet ri c noise to be Gaussian distribu ted , e.g./· 1 in the 
analysis of ASK / DD optical system corrupted by a multiple number of in te rferers. For a very large number of 
interferers, according to the Central Limi t T heorem, t he Gaussian approximat ion may be invoked, but for a small 
and medium number of interferers t he Gauss ian approximation yields larger power penalt ies t han those obtained 
by the exact analysis. A recursive convolu tion method for t he analysis of interferometri c noise is presented in ,3 

but convolving a large number of probability density functions is numerically complex. In t his paper , an effecti ve 
and numerical simple method for t he perfo rmance ana lysis of optica l systems disturbed by interfe rometric noise is 
presented. T he decision variable is statistically described by its moment generat ing fun ction (mgf) . T he mgf is 
then used to calculate bit-error probabili t ies by t he so called saddlepoint approximation. T he ana.lysis takes into 
consideration polarization statistics, photodetector shot noise, non-ideal extinction ratio, and receiver t hermal noise 
together with t ransmi t ted data statistics . Experimental results of power pena lties clue to interfe rometric induced 
noise, meas ured in an experimental setup t hat uses a direct.ly modulated light source, a re in good agreement with 
t he theory. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

\Ve consider the case of an opt ical informative signal disturbed by a number N of in terferers operating at t he same 
nomin a.l wavelength . The optical fi eld of the info rmation signal s.(t) a.nd t he in terferers Sx(t) is given by t heir 
complex ampli t ude vectors 

s.(tJ 

s., (t ) 

JbfA
8
(t)fs e j¢, (I ), 

N 

"" r;:;::;;bx, n ·' (t )r7 eJ</>,,,, ( I) L.- V E·nU1.; ~"1. x , 11 x .n - , 

11.= l 

(1) 

(2) 

where t is the crosstalk parameter : t he ratio of leaka.ge crossta.lk to signa l power. T he indicator bk is introduced to 
represent the binary symbols: bk E {p , l} ( 0 ::; p < 1). For the case of perfect extinction the ratio p = 0. tPs,x is the 
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pha1;e of the signal and interferer, respectively. r5 and i~ .. are real unit vectors represent ing the signal and interferer 
linear polarization state, respectively. 
T he output of the photodetector , l sh (t), is a shot noise process character ized by a photoelectron intensity A(t ), which 
normalized ran be written as 

1 - - •) 
A(t) = 2f S.(t) + S, (t)f-, (3) 

where the factor l / 2 comes from the complex notation. 
The receiver thermal noise, denoted by lu1 (t) , is modeled as an additive, zero mean, white Gaussian stochastic 
process. It is assumed that t he optical pulses are of ident ical shape and confined in the time interval [O , T], i.e. no 
intersymbol in terference (ISI) is assumed. For a transmitted binary "one" 

1 f,T () ., m = 2 [A t [- dt 
.o 

photons are contained in an optical pulse of duration T a.nd for a binary "zero" pm photons a.re in the optical pulse. 

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

T he postdetedor til te r is assumed to be an in tegrator over t he t ime interval [O, T] . Wi th no loss of generali ty we 
consider t he time in terval [O , T] (!.; = 0) and denote the decision variable by Z = Z(f= T ) . 

z !
·T 

[I.,, (t) + 11,, (t )] dt = X ,,, +Xu,. 
·O 

(4) 

Xu, is a zero meltn , Gaussian distribu ted random rnriable (r.v) with variatKe a;,, given by 

., 2J<aTkT 
<7f1i = --:;-R , 

q;; ·L 
(5) 

{( B being t he Boltzmann 's constant , r .. the temperature in Kelvin , q, the electron cha rge, and RL \Ve a.re going to 
treat t he case of amplitude shift keying (ASK) modulation form at. T he error probability, assuming that t he binary 
symbols a.re a priori equiproba.ble, is 

(6) 

where a denotes the decision threshold . q_(a) , q+(a ) is the error probability, given a. binary "one" and a. "zero" is 
transmitted , respectively. 

3.1. Analysis by saddlepoint approximation 

As it is shown in4 the ta.ii probabilities q+(ct) and q_(ct) are approximately equal to 

a.nd ( ) 
exp[il>(si)] 

q_ (\ ~ ' 
/2 rril>"ist ) 

(7) 

the so called saddlepoint a]Jproxirnation. T lw fun ction <P (s) is related to the mgf for Z, lilz(s) = E{e52 }, by 

iP (s) = ln[ltlz(s)] - set - In [sf . (8) 

The parameter s0 .1 is the positive and negative root of the equation il>'(s) = 0, respectively. il>"(s0 .1 ) sta.ncb for the 
second cleri»ative of (8) at s = s0 .1. See4 or'; for furth er details. The error probabili ty is minimized by adjusting t he 
detect.ion threshold er. The optimum value of a and the para.meters so, s1 may be found numerically by solving an 
appropriate s~t of equa t iolls.5 

4. THE MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTION 
The mgf of the decision variable is given by 

Mz (s) = Ms,,(s) !tlu,(s), (9) 

where . IIIu, i_s the mgf for a zero mean Gaussian variable with variance a2 : 11{ 1 (s) = exp (sa"- / 2) ' [ ( ) · . 
1 mgf of the tilt,. cl J t · 'b · th 1 ' th · 11 s/J s JS t 1e 

. . . . . . . :.te s 10 norne contn ut1on to the decision variable Z. The shot noise is well modeled as a cloubl , 
~~~chasttc Poisson process with mtens1ty A(t ). Hence, for t he case of and in tegrator postdetection tilter, 11!

8
,, is give;1 

where A= J~T A(t)dt is t he Poisson parameter. 

4.1. Single interferer source 

Ms1i (s) = Ah(e5 - 1), (IO) 

Th~ bit a lignment between the information signal a.nd t he interferer is assumed to be perf t T l . I· · , I . , 
difference 6,. 1p = q, _ -p · . . . . cl 1 . . . . . ec · 1e t e atl\ e p rnse 
. " s .' .r is assume _to >e. constant at least w1tl11n one bit duration , and uniformly distributed in the 
lllten a.I _[O, 2rr] . The signal and the lllterferer are assumed to exhibit linear pola rizations with random indei>endent 
on entatwn angles () and () respe ·t' · I ' \'T"t] t i I · · ' 

s x , c Ive ) . ., 1 1 te a.>ove mentioned assumptions t he parameter J\ takes the form 

(11) 
Int.erfernmet.ric noise 

where t he function ((05 ,0x) and ((¢5 , ¢_,,) a re given by 

(12) 

with 6..0 = () - 0. being unif · · I r t ··1 I · [O ? ] T · · · · f . . ( .5) . ·' · on.n Y c is 11 >utec Ill , - 7r · . he mg! for A is denved from the probability density 
unction pelt of the random variables 111volved in it . T he resul t is (see Appendix A for a derivation) 

llh(s) = exp[sm(bg+ebJ)Jld(.sm~) , 

where lo (x) is the modified Bessel's function of zero order. T he final expression for the mgf of z is then 

l\lz(s) = l\JA(e 5 
- l )l\Ju, (s). 

4.2. Multiple interfering sources 

(13) 

(14) 

\Ve assume that ea.ch interferer has relative interferin O' power c. The expression for the decision variab le takes tllei·i 
t he following form b 

N 

z mb~ + 2mJcl:: Vb~bi • "((O. , O.,, . ,,) x ((t/>s,</>x,n) + 
n= l 

N N-1 

2mi L L b~·nb~.j((Ox, 11 , 0x.j) X ((</>x.n , </>x,j) + 
j = n+ l n = l 

N 

flJl '\"' bX,ll + ' ' ~ 0 ,, \_ th· (15) 
11 = 1 

The_ error proba.bil.ity analysis is conducted by a weighted statist ically average of the error probability for ea.ch value 
It of the N mtetfeung terms bemg sunultaneously "one". T his probability is given by the binomial distribution 

N ' p(p) 
(16) 



Hence, the average error probabili ty, for a given t hreshold o, is given by 

N 

Pe L I'e(Cl , Jt )JJ(Jt ). (17) 
11.= 0 

T he N interfering somu•s a re considered stat.istiral independent. Hence, mgf for Z is easily derived using (13) due 
to t he fact t hat the mgf of a sum of independent r.v is the product of t he mgf for each r. v in t he sum. Note that the 
effect of non-perfect extinction ratio is also eas ily incorporated in the analysis by considering t he total interfering 
field as t he sum of /t fi eld terms of amplitude A(t) and 11 = N - JI· fi eld terms with amplitude JPA.(t). The bit-error 
rate for a given/tis calculated by t he saddlepoint approximation; see Sect. 3.1. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In Fig. 1 a re presented the resul ts for power penalties, calculated by the spa using the derived mgf for t he reeeiver 
decis ion variable (solid lines) . T he system parameters are those of the system presented in 7 employing a directly 
modulated light source with 2.5 Gb/s 27 - 1 PR BS. The system operates at a central wavelength of 1550 nm. The 
extinction ratio is measured to be 8 dB , and t he receiver resistance load is equa l to 2501!. The power penal t ies a.re 
related to a bit-error rate of 10-9 . T he result s yielded by t he Gaussian approximat ion a re also shown (dashed lines). 
As it can be observed in F ig. 1 good agreement between theory and experimental results exists . It is also observed 
t ha t t he analysis using a Gaussian distribu tion results in considerable greater power penalties for small number of 
interferes. However , as t he number of interferers increases t he Gaussian approximation performs better. 

6 ,• 
spa 

I 
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Figure 1. Power penalties for a single, th ree, and eight in terfering sources . The solid lines are the power penalties , 
calculated by t he spa using the exact statistics approach. The dashed lines are t he results when the interferometric 
noise is assumed to be Gaussian dist ributed. T he * * points are the experimental data. for a single, and three 
interferers (data from Ref. / . A directly modulated light source is used). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

An analytical expression fo r t he mgf of the decision variable of an optical ASK / DD system disturbed by interfero
metric noise is presented. The mgf is t hen us<"d to calcul at<" bit-error probabilities by the saddlepoint approximation, 

whic'.~ is numerically .sim.ple. T.he ~nalys is accounts for the Poisson nature of the problem (shot noise) as well as for 
~;1e ca~e 0.f lu~e,a1_ pola1 '.zat1.0 1.~ ~tat1st 1cs of t he 111terferometric noise, non-ideal extinction ratio and the thermal noise 
0~ t e tece1.' et .e.lectrnn'.c. u1 cu1try. The t.heory 1s 111 good agreement with experiment , considering differences clue 

to :;'.;.et unenta.I e.110,1 » I~ is a lso ~hown that for a. small and medium number of interferers the Gaussian approximation 
pre i .ts more sevete restnct10ns on t he system crosstalk parameter than t hose yielded by t he exact analysis. 

APPENDIX A 

This appei~dix gives a short deri vation of the mgf for t he signal-interferer term of the receiver decision variable in 
(11). The l.V 111 cons1derat1on , simplified 111 notation, is of t he type y = ci;. In terms of the pelf of b.il a nd ~ ... t l 
mgf of y 1s ' '!', 1e 

My(s) = ~ {
2

rr/ ·":xp [sl cos b.il / cos b. <fa)dild,P. 
(27r) .fo . o 

Integration over~¢, using the standard defin ition of the modified Bessel fun ction Io(:c), gives 

2~ ( rri o(s/ cos M /) dil = IJ(s/2), .f o 

with the a id of (6.6.681:3) in. 8 The result in (19) is used for the deriva tion of (13). 
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On the Distribution and Performance 
Implications of Filtered Interferometric 
Crosstalk in Optical WDM Networks 

Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, Eduward Tangdiongga, and Huig de Waardt 

Abstract- The distribution and performance implications of 
filtered interferometric crosstalk in optical networks is theo
retically and experimentally studied. The probability density 
function is estimated hy using a maximum entropy approach 
based on analytically derived statistical moments. The theoretical 
results are confirmed by relevant experimental data obtained 
from an amplitude shift keying direct detection (ASK/DD) system 
using directly, and externally modulated light sources. Power 
penalties are measured for both types of source modulation. The 
experimental results are in good agreement with theory. 

Index Terms-Error analysis, optical crosstalk, optical commu
nication, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I NTERFEROMETRIC crosstalk has been reported to de
grade the performance, introducing large power penalties 

and bit error rate floors , of a variety of optical networks, 
e.g. all-optical trunk networks and wavelength division mul
tiplexing (WDM) systems; see, e.g., [l]- [5]. For a reliable 
performance analysis of a communication system an accurate 
statistical description of the noise is required. Although the 
impact of interferometric noise on the performance of optical 
networks has been widely studied, the performance evaluation 
is commonly based on weakly crosstalk statistical assumptions. 
For instance, crosstalk has been assumed to be either arc-sine 
or Gaussian distributed, e.g., [2]- [7] . Performance analyzes 
assuming a two pronged arc-sine distribution for interfero
metric crosstalk have shown good agreement with experiment 
when the system uses a directly modulated light source, e.g., 
[4]- [7], while the Gaussian approximation gives pessimistic 
results. For systems employing externally modulated sources 
analyzes using the arc-sine distribution assumption appear to 
be too optimistic, while analyzes assuming Gaussian statistics 
have shown good agreement with experiment, e.g., [2]- [4] , 
[8]. Furthermore, it has been observed that systems employing 
a directly modulated light source incurred smaller power 
penalties due to interferometric crosstalk than systems using 
external light source modulation [4], [8]. 

Manuscripl received July 23, 1998; revised February 23 , 1999. This work 
was supported in part by the European Commission ACTS project AC332 
APEX. 

The authors arc with lhc COBRA Inst.itulc, Tclccommunicalions Technology 
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It is of relevant interest to accurately describe the statistics 
of filtered interferometric crosstalk for both types of source 
modulation in order to efficiently predict its impact on the 
performance of optical networks. In this paper, we present a 
statistical analysis of filtered interferometric crosstalk which is 
valid for arbitrary values of the laser 3-dB linewidth, interfero
metric delay, and electrical filter bandwidth. or special interest 
is the dependence of the filtered interferometric crosstalk 
statistics on the value of the 3-dB laser bandwidth due to 
the fact that its value can differ significantly depending on the 
light source modulation type. 

A maximum entropy approach is used to estimate the prob
ability density function (pdf) of interferometric noise based on 
derived moments. The study shows that the statistics of filtered 
interferometric crosstalk (and the system performance) is 
strongly dependent on the product of the laser 3-dB linewidth 
and the electrical filter bandwidth. Namely, for filters with a 
large bandwidth the statistics of crosstalk shows a two pronged 
character, while for a narrower filter bandwidth the statistics 
reverts to a Gaussian-like type. Measured probability density 
functions and computer simulations confirm the theoretical 
pdrs. It is also observed that the interferometric crosstalk 
is substantially reduced (filtered out), resulting in a better 
system performance, when the 3-dB laser linewidth exceeds 
the filter bandwidth. This fact indicates that one can reduce 
interferometric crosstalk in optical networks by broadening 
(phase dithering) the laser spectrum as already pointed out in 
[9]- [11]. 

Power penalties due to interferometric crosstalk are mea
sured for an amplitude shift keying direct detection (ASK/DD) 
system using directly, and externally modulated light sources. 
The experimental results are in good agreement with theoret
ical predictions. Based on the knowledge of the variance of 
filtered crosstalk a simple Gaussian approximation is proposed 
for computing power penalties. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section n 
presents the system model under investigation. In Section m 
the derivation of moments of filtered crosstalk is given. In 
Section IV, based on the derived moments pdf s are estimated 
using a maximum entropy approach. A comparison of theoreti
cal pdfs with simulated and measured pdrs is also presented. 
Section V is devoted to the performance analysis of optical 
systems disturbed by interferometric crosstalk. Power penalties 
are computed using the estimated pdf for filtered interferomet
ric crosstalk. Experimental details are presented in Section VI. 

0733- 8724/99$ 10.00 © 1999 IEEE 
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Photodetec.tor Sampling 

S,(t) +S,(t) ti 
O T 

Postdetector fitter Decision circuit 

Fig. l. Schcmalic diagram of an ASK/DD receiver. At the receiver input S.~ ( 1) represents the optical signal while interferometric crosstalk is denoted by S.y·{ t ). 

Experimental results, their discussion and comparison with 
theory are the topics of Section VIL Finally, in Section Vlil 
summarizing conclusions are presented. 

Il. SYSTEM MODEL 

We consider the case of an optical signal disturbed by a 
crosstalk interfering source operating at the s3me nominal 
wavelength. The optical field of the signal S,(t) and the 
crosstalk i'Jx( t) is given by their complex amplitude vectors 

S,(t ) = /i1A,(t)·l'x< :J•o.(tl (I) 

S,,.(t) = VJj[A,,.(t )i',ei•,;, i t ) (2) 

where ( is the crosstalk parameter: the ratio of leakage 
crosstalk to signal power. The indicator b1, is introduced to 
represent the binary symbols: /,,,, E {u, 1} (0 :S I!< 1),_ For 
the case of perfect extinction the ratio I! = 0. The vanable 

1b_,,.,, is the phase of the signal and interferer, respectively. The 
vectors i', and 1

7
, are unit vectors representing the signal and 

interferer polarization state, respectively. 
We consider an ASK/DD receiver whose schematic diagram 

is depicted in Fig. 1. The output of the photodetector _I,,1, ( t )_is 
a shot noise process characterized by a photoelectron mtens1ty 
,\(t) , which normalized can be written as [5] 

,\ (t) = ~ j.S',(t) + $,.(t)l2 (3) 

where the factor "1/2" comes from the complex notation. 
The receiver thermal noise, denoted by l ,.1, ( t), is modeled 

as an additive, zero mean, white Gaussian stochastic process. 
It is assumed that the optical pulses are of identical shape 
and confined in the time interval (0, '.L '], i.e., no intersymbol 
interference (ISI) is assumed. For a transmitted binary "one" 

'/II, = 1 ;·T IA(t)i2 dt 
') 

photons are contained in an optical pulse of duration T and 
for a binary "zero" r!'rn photons are in the optical pul_se. . 

The postdetection filter is assumed to be a finite time 
integrator over the interval (0. '.L']. With no loss of generality 
we consider the time interval (0 , T] (k = 0) and denote the 
decision variable by Z = Z(t=T) 

·T 

Z = .l [l,1r(t) + l 1 1r (t) ] dt = X ,1r + X ,1r. (4) 

Xu, is a zero mean, Gaussian distributed random variable (RV) 
with variance 0-;1, given by [ 15] 

., 2I<aT,T 
a;h = <1!R1. (5) 

J( /J being the Boltzmann's constant, Ti,. denotes absolute 
temperature, IJ, the electron charge, and RL the receiver 
resistance load. 

The moment generating function (MGF) of the decision 
variable is given by 

Mz(8) = E{c'z} = M,1r( s)Mt1, (8) (6) 

where A1t1, is the MGF for a zero-mean Gaussian variable 
with variance o-f1r 

A111r (-') = e·'"~i.1 2 . (7) 

M,i. (s) is the MGF of X,1r: the filtered shot noise contribution 
to the decision variable Z. The product of MGF in (6) is a 
consequence of the stochastic independence of the shot and 
thermal noise. 

The filtered shot noise is well modeled by a doubly stochas
tic Poisson process with intensity .\ (t) . Hence, for the case of 
an integrator postdetection filter, A1, 1i is given by 

M, 1r (s) = 1\h (e' - 1) (8) 

where 1\h(-') = E{e'A} and A= JJ' ,\(t)dt is the Poisson 
parameter [12]. 

The signal and the interferer are assumed to exhibit aligned 
state of polarization (worst case) and perfect bit alignment. 
With the above mentioned assumptions the parameter A takes 
the form 

(9) 

where the function [,(t) is given by 

Wl =cos [,~,( t) - ,~,.(t - Tr1)) (10) 

in which Tr1 is the interferometric delay time. 
Conditioning on the value of 1 the MGF for A is given by 

MA11(s, '!)=exp [.sm(/10 +Eb())] exp [2smJb0b0q ]. (11) 

The variable 1 takes values in the interval [ - 1, 1]. Denoting 
the pdf of 1 by f -,.(·) the unconditioned MGF for A can be 
written as 

Ah(s) = ,{
1 

Ah11(s ,"f)f-,("t)ili . (12) 

The pdf function / -,(-) can be estimated from the moments of 
'! by using a maximum entropy approach [13]. Based on the 
knowledge of the MGF we can compute error probabilities 
by the so-called saddlepoint approximation as outlined in 
Section V. 
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HI. MOMENT CHARACTERIZATION OF 

FILTERED INTERFEROMETRIC CROSSTALK 

The laser phase [function 16,,,(t) in (1) and (2)] is modeled 
as Wiener (Brownian motion) process whose autocorrelation 
is given by 

R(t1 , t2) = 27ril.1nuin(t1 ,t2 ) = (J min (t1 ,t2 ) (13) 

where il.u equals the 3-dB bandwidth of the Lorentzian shaped 
laser power spectrum [14]. 

The phase difference il. tj>(t) = '';,( t) - tj>,.(t - Tr1) is also 
a Wiener process, Gaussian distributed with zero mean and 
autocorrelation function given by 

n ·(T)- { (J(Tr1-ITI) , .-:o.,, - 0, 
ITI :::; T<( 

ITI >rr1. (14) 

The autocorrelation function of the process ~(t) is related to 
the autocorrelation of the process il. tj>(t) in the following way 
([15], Section Vli1-C2) 

R, (T) = ~ e(-[ f(;.;.(O)+ R,, ,;.(r)]) + 1,,(-[R_; .; (0 )-R_v (T)j ) ' 

{15) 

Substitution of (14) in (15) yields 

{ 
4 e-cljT j[l + f<-2 :l(T,,-[T j) ] , 

R,(T) = ;,-;l[ T[ ' 
, ' 

ITI :::; Tr1 
ITI >rd· 

(16) 

The autocorrelation functions (14) and (16) are used to derive 
the moments of filtered interferometric crosstalk. 

A The Moments 

The filtered crosstalk [cf, (9)] is denoted by 

l 1·1' l 1·/. 1 = -T ((t) 1.lt = -T i;(t1 ) dt1 . 
• 0 , t - T 

(17) 

The mean, first moment, of the variable 1 is easily derived 

J1.-1=Eb}=r./i E {eos[il.1/>(t))}t.it=P.xp _ o-~,, . 
l ·1' ( '} ) 

(18) 

By observing (18) and (16) we find that the process (,(t) is 
a wide-sense stationary stochastic (WSS) process. Thus, the 
second moment for 1 can be found by [16] 

? ·'1' 

J1.2 =E{ /} = ;.2 j ('.L'-T)n<(T)dT. (19) 
'0 

Inserting {16) in (19) it turns out that 

E{1
2

} = (11~)2 [e-Z/h,,(ei31' - 1 - (IT)+ ;3T- l + e-il'l'J,. 

A plot of the variance of 1, Var{/'}= E{1 2} - (E{l-}) 2 , for 
different values of (1 and T<f is presented in Fig. 2, keeping a 
fixed value for T. For comparison reasons we use as reference 
an integrator filter with equivalent bandwidth defined as B e = 
(1/'.L'). In the sequel, all considered filters are assumed to 
have the same noise equivalent bandwidth. As we can observe 
from Fig. 2 the variance of filtered interferometric crosstalk is 

Fig. 2. Variance of filtered intcrfcromeUic crosstalk. 

strongly dependent on the relation between the values of fl, T<1, 

and '.L '. For instance, if we consider the situation for /J'.L ' __, O 
(negligible filtering), we have that the variance of 1 increases 
with /h.i from its minimum value zero to its maximum value 
of one-half for fh.i » L For the case of T d = 0 the process 
il.1/J( t) is an standard Brownian motion in contradistinction to 
a stationary Gaussian process when T.i > 0. For this particular 
case the variance of 1· is an increasing function of /J'J'. 

We are interested in the regime when the interferometric 
noise is less damaging, i.e., when it has a small variance. 
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that this occurs when the values 
of T.i/'.L ' and /J'.L ' are large. It corresponds to the case of 
incoherent interferometric noise (interferometric delay time 
much larger than the light source coherence time) and a 
laser linewidth larger than the filter bandwidth. The fact 
that the variance decreases for large values of fJ'.L' is an 
important characteristic of filtered interferometric crosstalk. 
It indicates that one can reduce interferometric crosstalk in 
optical networks by assuring a high value of (1'.L' = /1 /De. As 
the value of the postdetection filter bandwidth is governed by 
the system bit rate, a high value /1/ He can be achieved, for 
instance, by broadening (phase dithering) the laser spectrum. 

The higher moments of /' can be found by the following 
relation [17]: 

in which 

/,;' 
I t• - __ ._ '\"" J(kll '1 ' 

·, · - zk-1'.L'k L_,. a t= 
Va 

j
·t 

j (n) - e ·''b,,t..,, j (n-!) ·'t 
a - -' a (/, n 

0 

(20) 

(21) 

with the initial condition If,Ol = ' fd r,,. The parameters b,,. , 
and care given by (33) and (34), respectively. See Appendix 
A for a derivation. 
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The third moment is found to be equal to 

. = _:3_ [ (1+ 11r) e-C9/2l•h,, 
113 S(/JT):i 1 , 

+ ( 1 + ~ (fi'.L')" - '2(!'.l' + 2((1'1')2) 

·C- (1/2) d•" + (/l'.f' _ l )c213T-(D/ 2 ).•fr,, 

_,, - (1 / 2 ) •fr,, - 2(3T] . 

The analytical expressions for higher moments become com
plex as the order increases. However, the recursion (21) 
is expeditiously solved by computer programs supporting 
symbolic integration. We have computed moments up to the 
twelve order. 

In several applications of interest, for instance in WDM 
networks, the interferometric delay is of a larger magnitude 
than the laser coherence time (/hJ » 1). This situation is 
called the incoherent interferometric noise regime. For this 
case we notice that the terms containing exponentials of 
- ( ITJ may be neglected and consequently the odd moments 
of the filtered interferometric crosstalk vanish and the even 
moments are function of the parameter (IT alone . The resulting 
expression for even moments up to order four are given below 

! 1 - 'ff l 1'2 =\<ir{I} = - . - . [e ' + /ff-1 
(;ff)2 

= __ 1
_[ ., - 4 "1' + ~s3 + 144(fJ'1') 2 - 540 11'1' I 14 48((3T) l ( I I 

(22) 

- (240/3T + 784)e-iff ]. (23) 

IV. PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF 

FILTERED INTERFEROMETRIC CROSSTALK 

A. Maximum Entropy Approach 

The probability density of a random variable can be esti
mated by a maximum entropy approach based on its known 
moments [13]. Using this approach we have estimated the pdf 
of filtered interferometric crosstalk considering a laser source 
with a 3-dB linewidth of 45 MHz. If we use a filter with 
an equivalent bandwidth of 34, 14L3, 565 .2 MHz, then the 
corresponding parameter / IT is equal to 83, 2.0, and 0.5, 
respectively. Jn Fig. 3 is presented a plot of the estimated 
pdf for the three different values of fiT We observe that as 
the product /1'1' increases the shape of the pdf changes from a 
two pronged one to a Gaussian like function shape for large 
values of (1'1'. 

The maximum entropy approach can be arbitrarily used 
for estimating an unknown pdf based on a finite number of 
moments. We performed computer simulations and experimen
tal measurements to justify the use of the maximun entropy 
criterion in the performance evaluation of optical systems 
disturbed by filtered interferometric crosstalk. 

R Computer Simulation 

The statistics of filtered crosstalk 1 has also been studied 
with the aid of computer simulations. The simulations are 
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Fig. 3. Probability density function of filtered crosstalk as a function of 13T. 
The pdf is estimated using a maximum entropy approach. 
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Fig. 4. Statistics of filtered interferometric crosstalk as a function of i3T. 
Simulations results for a seventh-order Butterworth digital filter, using 106 

samples. 

performed in the following way . A process i:l.ef1(t) is generated 
with a corresponding variance fh d. Then the functional (( t ) is 
formed. Further, the process ( is passed through a filter. The 
filter used is a seventh-order Butterworth digital filter. The 
filtered samples are then analyzed in a frequency histogram 
yielding an estimate of the probability density function of 
the filtered crosstalk. The simulated pdf of filtered crosstalk 
for the values of ( IT = O.S, 2.0, and 8.;! with a fixed value 
(hJ = 50.0 is displayed in Fig. 4. It is observed again that the 
statistics changes from a two-pronged shape for small values 
of (IT (wide bandwidth filter) to a Gaussian-like shape for 
larger values of /1'1' (narrower bandwidth filter) . This agrees 
well with the simulation results in [18) . 
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Filtered interferometric crosstalk, ; 

Fig. 5. Statistics of filtered interferometric crosstalk. Measured results for the 
incoherent regime. The 3-dB laser lincwidth is 45 MHz. The filter bandwidth 
is (a) 2500 MHz (11T = U. 11 ) and (b) 34 MHz (,IT = 8 .3 ). 

C. Measured pdf 

Measured probability density functions of filtered interfer
?metric crosstalk are shown in Fig. 5. Details of the exper
imental setup are presented in Section VI. The incoherent 
regime (fhd ~ 1) is assured in the experiment. The laser 3-
dB linewidth, conrtinuous-wave (CW) operation, is measured 
to be 45 MHz. Two filters are used: I) a filter with a 3-dB 
bandwidth of2500 MHz. This case correspond, approximately, 
to havmg a value j JT = 0.11 and 2) a filter with 34 MHz 3-
dB bandwidth (/1'1' = 8.3). The measured pdf's confirm the 
theoretical results (incoherent regime) on the reshaping of the 
statistics from a two pronged function to a Gaussian like shape 
as the filter bandwidth becomes smaller than the light source 
3-dB linewidth; as (JT increases. This result is in agreement 
with measurements reported by others workers in the field [l], 
[18], [19] . 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The question is to evaluate the average error probability for 
an ASK/DD system. The error probability, given that a binary 
"one" is transmitted is 

q_(cr) = P, 1(Z < o) 

where n denotes the decision threshold. Similarly, the error 
probability, given a binary "zero" is transmitted is 

1+(n) = P.o(Z > n) . 

Assuming that the symbols are a priori equally probable, the 
average error probability is 

I',, =~ ['J- (n) + 'l+(n)J. (24) 

A. Analysis by Saddlepoint Approximation 

The saddlepoint approximation (SPA) has been proposed 
by Helstrom [20], as an efficient and numerically simple tool 
for analyzing communication systems. The SPA has shown a 
reasonably high degree of accuracy in the analysis of optical 
communication systems, e.g., [21]. 

As shown in [20] the tail probability q+(n), and q_ (n), are 
approximately equal to 

and (
. ) exp [<J>(s 1 )] 

q_ " ;:::: ---,======= 
J27r<J\" (8 i) 

(25) 

respectively, the so-called saddlepoint approximation . The 
function <J>(.s) is related to the MGF for Z, J\dz( 8) by 

<l>(s) = 111 [Mz(s)] - w - Ju is l. (26) 

The parameters ""' and s 1 are the positive and negative root, 
respectively, of the equation 

<J>' (s) = 0 (27) 

and <J>"(so,t) stands for the second derivative of (26) at 
" = -'0 ,1 . (See (20] or [15] for further details.) The error 
probability is minimized by adjusting the detection threshold 
er. The optimum value of n and the parameters s0 , .s 1 may be 
found numerically by solving an appropriate set of equations 
[15]. 

B. Gaussian Approximation 

For simplicity reasons, in the performance analysis of a 
variety of communications systems, it is often assumed that 
the interfering noises are Gaussian distributed. We proposed 
to consider the filtered interferometric noise to be Gaussian 
distributed with mean zero and variance given by (22) in
stead of having a variance equal to one-half as assumed in 
previous analyzes, e.g., [2], [3]. This assumption simplifies 
the performance evaluation. It is found that the proposed 
Gaussian approximation yields reasonable good results for 
(small) crosstalk values ( that does not result in large power 
penalties (less than 2 dBm); see Figs. 7 and 8. 

Until now we have considered the case of interferometric 
noise arising from a single interferer. In many applications, 
as in multichannel WDM networks, there will be a multiple 
number of interferers . Although in this work we do not 
present experimental results for the case of multiple interferers, 
in Appendix B we show how to include N sources of 
interferometric noise in the performance analysis. 

VI. EXPERIMENT 

The measurement setup to verify the theory is schematically 
given in Fig. 6. At the transmitter side, two light sources 
modulation schemes are used, namely, direct modulation in 
Fig. 6(a) and external modulation in Fig. 6(b) . In Fig. 6(a) a 
distributed feedback (DFB) laser which has a CW-linewidth 
of 45 MHz is modulated directly by an electrical pulse pattern 
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Fig. 6. Experimental sclup used to measure power penalties due to fihcrcd interferometric crosstalk. Two light source modulation schemes arc used: 
(a) direct modulation and (h) external modulation. 

generator with nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) signals. The generated 
pseudorandom binary signals have a bit-rate of 622 Mb/s 
and their pattern is repeated after 27 

- l bits. By this direct 
modulation scheme we have obtained optical signals of an 
average extinction ratio of 15 dB. 

In the external modulation scheme, Fig. 6(b), lightwaves 
coming from the DFB laser are coupled into a lithium niobate 
(LiNb03 ) modulator. The modulator is driven by the 622 Mb/s 
27 

- 1 pseudorandom electrical signals. The resulting optical 
signals have an improved extinction ratio of 20 dB. Besides 
that, the spectral broadening or chirp which is very common 
in directly modulated laser is reduced. We have observed that 
the spectral width of external modulation is determined mainly 
by the modulation speed, i.e., 622 MHz whereas in direct 
modulation the combined effect of adiabatic and transient chirp 
makes the spectrum wider than that of external modulation. 
Measurements of the spectrum for the direct modulated light 
source case yielded values in the range from 1.9 to 2.4 GHz. 

After the transmitter, the lightwaves are splitted to form a 
signal and a crosstalk path by a Mach- Zehnder structure with 
one of its arm 7 km longer than the other. The difference in 
the arm-length is intended to decorrelate information signals 
from crosstalk. The state of polarization of the information 
signal with respect to the crosstalk is matched to produce a 
worst case condition at the detection. In the crosstalk path 
a variable optical attenuator is located for crosstalk power 
adjustment relative to the signal power. Another attenuator is 
placed after the Mach- Zehnder structure to vary optical signal 
powers coupled to an optical detector for bit error rate (BER) 
evaluation. 

As detector, a broad-band optical-to-electrical (O/E) con
verter followed by electrical filtering is used for studying the 
statistics of filtered signal-to-crosstalk beating noise. But for 
BER-evaluation and power penalty analyzes a receiver module 
with a more sensitive InGaAs p-i-n photodetector incorpo
rating also a high-gain electrical transimpedance amplifier is 
employed. The detector's sensitivity is around -30 dBm for 
a BER of 10-9. The BER and power penalties measurements 
are performed using an optimized decision-threshold. The 
resulting BER values are lower than those obtained with a 
fixed threshold. 

Ex1t:ma.l Modulation 
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Fig. 7. Measured power penalties for the external light source modulation 
case (marks). The sol id line represents the lhcorctical result (rnomcnl based) 
while the dolled line is the Gaussian approx.imation result. 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. External Modulation 

Measured power penalties for an externally modulated light 
source, at a BER of I 0- 9 , as a function of the crosstalk power 
f is presented in Fig. 7 (marks). The 3-dB laser linewidth is 
found to be mainly determined by the modulation rate. In 
Fig. 7 the solid line represents the theoretical result while 
the dotted line is the result by the Gaussian approximation. 
We can observe in Fig. 7 good agreement between theory 
and experiment. The Gaussian approximation gives reasonable 
good result for small values of c that result in small power 
penalties while for large values of c this approximation yields 
too pessimistic results. 

B. Direct Modulation 

The spectral line of light sources like a DFB laser is consid
erably broadened under direct modulation, e.g., [22] and [23]. 
This is due to the laser dynamics during the transitions from 
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one power ~eve! to another. This spectral broadening, "chirp," 
is a key differencing property of directly modulated lasers 
from externally modulated lasers that experience negligible 
or smaller spectral broadening. 

. Interferometric noise arising from directly modulated DFB 
light sou.rces has been shown to be bit-sequence dependent 
[24]. This fact together with the (dynamics) transient and 
adiabatic chirp properties of directly modulated sources make 
the a.nalysis of interferometric noise a more complex task 

than m the case of externally modulated light sources. In the 
performance analysis, we proceed by assigning to the 3-dB 
laser linewidth the average measured value c,,, , = 2.2 GHz. 

The spectral broadening by the direct modulation results in 
a larger value /1'1' than in the case of an externally modulated 
source. Hence the resultant reduction in variance of Ihe filtered 
interferometric ems.stalk [cf., (22)] suggest that lower power 
penalues .will be mcurred. This is actually confirmed by 
the expenment. In Fig. 8 is displayed the measured power 
penalties for a directly modulated source (marks). Comparing 
with the results for the external modulated source (Fig. 7) 
the system with a dtrectly modulated source experiences less 
power penalties due to filtered interferometric crosstalk. These 
results are in good agreement with previous observations 
by othe'. authors [4] , [8]. Interferometric noise reduction by 
broadenmg the spectrum (by, e.g., phase dithering or phase 
n01se modulation) has already being proposed and exploited 
[9]- [11). 

In Fig. 8 are also displayed the theoretical, moments based 
~esul.ts (solid line) and the results by the Gaussian approx~ 
1mat1on (dotted line). Good agreement between theory and 
expenment 1s also observed. As in the previous case (Fig. 7), 
the Gaussian approximation gives a reasonable good result 
for small values of c The experimental results show that 
power penalties are kept less than I dBm if the crosstalk 
parameter t: is better than - 23 dB for a directly modulated 
source, and better than -26 dB for an externally modulated 

source. The theoretical, simulations and experimental results 
clearly indicate that significant interferometric noise reduction 
is possible if the laser 3-dB bandwidth is larger than the 
postdetection filter bandwidth. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a statistical analysis for filtered interfer
ometric noise which takes into account the relation between the 
laser (signal and crosstalk) 3-dB bandwidth and the postdetec
t1on filter bandwidth. The impact of interferometric crosstalk 
on the performance of optical networks turns out to be 
~trongly dependent on this relation, for instance, significant 
mterferometric noise reduction is possible if the laser 3-dB 
bandwidth is larger than the postdetection filter bandwidth 
T.his operating situation can be achieved by broadening (phas~ 
dJthenng) the laser spectrum. Research on the topic is in 
progress. 

This paper also gives insights, both by an accurate sta
tistical. analysis aod experiment, on why ASK/DD systems 
with directly modulated light sources incurred less power 
penall!es due to interferometric noise than systems using 
externally modulated sources. The reason being the different 
resulting relation between the laser 3-dB bandwidth and the 
posldetection filter bandwidth. 

The presented theoretical analysis has shown good consis
tency with experimental results from an ASK/DD system using 
externally, and directly modulated light sources. 

APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF MOMENTS 

In this Appendix a derivation for the moments of the 
variable "! is given . We follow closely the presentation by 
Roudas [17). The moment of order k,E{-/} , is given by 

/lk· = ;, /" _ ;·• , ··· ; ·• E{cos.6.r,0(t1) x (·os D.</>( t1) 
· 1. - T . 1.- 1 . t -- T 

X · · · x r:os D.cp( th) } dt 1 dt 2 · · · dt,.. (28) 

Using trigonometric identities and the representation for cos ( .) 
as the real part of an exponential function we have 

l 
l'k· = 2k - l'j 'k 

[Re{[1J~1 .. [
1

E{ <>xp(j[D.</>(ti) 

+ .. . + .6.1/>(t2) + D.</>(tk)])} dt1 dt2 ... tit,-} 

+ Re {[1. L1· ... L1 E{cxp(j[D.1fa(t1) 

+ D.1i(t2) - .. . + D. </>(tk)])} dt, dt2 ... tltk} 

+···+ He { f' /" · · · /'' E{cxp (j(D.r/,( ti) 
. t - 1', t - T , t - T 

- .6.1/i(t2) - · · · + D.r/>( t,.)])} dt1 dt2 · · ·dtk}]. 

(29) 
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We observe that the integrands are the characteristic func
tion of a sum of zero mean Gaussian variables i:>.f/>( ti) , 
D.¢(12). · · · , D. </>( tk ) which is given by [25] 

E{exp c~nkM(td)} 

= exp [-1 t ·11.,"n1R.:,. ,;(lk , t1)]. 
k,l=l 

(30) 

Arranging the integration variables in increasing 
t1 < t2 < · · · < t,. it can be shown that 

order, i.e, 

k' 
11

•· = 2k-l]'k 

[Re{{J' (
1 

··· .tr E{ exp (j[D.</>( ti) 

+ .. + D.1~(t 2 ) + D.~l( t,)])}dt1ill2. -<Lt,} 

+ Re {j~T {'
1

. · · f~1 . Elcxp (j[D.</>(t1) 

+ i::.J>(t2 ) - ·. · + il</>( t,.)])} dt1 dt2 · · · dt,} 

+ ... + Re { /,'' ;,·" · · · ;,·'" E{cxp (j[il</>(t1 ) 
. t-T· t-T . t -T 

D.1/1( tl) - . .. - D.t/>( t,)])} dt l dt2 ... 1ltk}]. 
(31) 

Let denote by a = ( a1, 112. · · · , a,.) the set of signs + 1 or 
- I in front of the variables D.J,( t1 ). 6.</>(t2) - · · ·. i::.9)(/ 1. ). We 
consider the general case, t 1 < t 2 < < 1,,. . for which we get 

E{t/ J[a1 ~r/>(1.1 ) +a'..!~ ;;...,(f. ·!)+···+a i.. ~ r,.'">(t,~ )]) } 

(32) 

in which 

{

- 1 + tll.l - t "' l < I/. < k - l 
b" = l=l I; l= n+l 

-l+nk L"-1 u=k 
l=l 

(33) 

and the term c is given by 

k· 11 

/ · 
1'= i-L""L(l1· 

n;::;l l= l 

(34) 

Considering a particular set a and substituting (32) in (31 ), 

we have that 

I - /,' ' [,'' · · · _;,·~
2

TE{cxp (j[rt1 il1h(t i) 
a - , f - T , t -T 

+ · · · + a 2 il</,(t 2 ) + ak il116(tk)])} dt i 1lt2 · · · dtk 

=c(l~T J' e! ~bJ,. t ~ f'' e 'i;, _ ,1, _ , ... [' ' _,.JJb ,t, dt1 
. t - T -T .11.-1 

. dt2 . .. dt,, . 
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The integrals in (35) obey the following recursive relation: 

j~") = 1·t (: 1)b,, I ,, j~n - l) dt,, 
. I) 

with the initial condition 1i"l = c"µr, . 
Finally, the I'·• moment can be expressed as 

k! '\' (k ) 
/l k = z•·- lTk ~la l1=T· 

Va 

APPENDIX B 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR 

MULTIPLE CROSSTALK INTERFERERS 

(35) 

(36) 

This Appendix shows how to extend the performance anal
ysis in order to include N sources of interferometric crosstalk. 
We proceed by following [5) in which we have that the average 
error probability, J->,., given a detection threshold u. is given by 
a weighted statistical average of the error probability I',.(n. 11.) 
for each value 11 , binomially distributed, of interferers being 
simultaneously a digital "one" (see [5, eq. (22))). Given a value 
p, the MGF for A, Ah(s) , consists of the product of the MGF 
for all the resultant signal and crosstalk beat terms; see (2 I) in 
[5]. The MGF JVh (s) is evaluated in a similar way as in (12) 
observing that we need now to determine the pdf for a sum 
of independent identically distributed (i .i.d) random variables 
(RV) of the type in (17). The performance analysis comprises 

the following steps. 
1) Given a value I'· determine the number of terms signal

to-crosstalk, crosstalk-to-crosstalk, beating terms in A; 
taking into account the extinction ratio (! . 

2) For each resulting sum of RV of type ( l 7) compute its 
pdf. This is done in the following way: compute the 
moments for each RV in the sum as shown in Section Ill
A (eventually for different values of iJT). Compute the 
cumulants by the standard relations between moments 
and cumulants [26]. The cumulants for a sum of i.i.d 
random variables is given by the sum of the cumulants 
of each RV in the sum. Compute the moments of the 
sum from the cumulants [26). Based on the moments 
estimate the pdf by the maximum entropy approach. 

3) Evaluate the error probability by the SPA (see 
Section V-A) based on the MGF J\!h(s) (using the 
estimated pdf computed in step 2). 

4) Finally, the average error probability, P, .. is evaluated. 

Using the above procedure the performance analysis accounts 
for data statistics, interferometric crosstalk statistics, extinction 
ratio, shot noise and thermal noise. The Gaussian approxi
mation, proposed in Section V-B, will simplify the analysis, 
requiring less computing time. lt is expected that for a large 
number of interferers the Gaussian approximation, via the 
Central Limit Theorem, will yield results closed to those 
obtained by the accurate statistical approach. 
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Abstract. Interferometric crosstalk is a performance limiting factor of major concern in all-optical WDM trans
mission networks. Interferometric crosstalk arising from performance imperfections in optical components may 
introduce large power penalties and bit-error rate floors. Optical amplifiers are often used to increase the signal 
level incident on a detector so that high receiver sensitivity can be obtained. We investigate theoretically and ex
perimentally the performance of optically preamplified, direct detection receivers in the presence of interferometric 
crosstalk. The model includes an accurate description of filtered interferometric crosstalk by using a maximum 
entropy approach. Experimental results, using both directly and externally modulated light sources, are found to 
be in good agreement with theory. 

Keywords: Optical crosstalk, wavelength division multiplexing networks, error analysis, optical communication, 
optical amplifiers. 

1. Introduction 

All-optical WDM networks, compnsmg optical 
add/drop modules and/or optical crossconnects will 
employ optical components that may introduce 
crosstalk. Interferometric crosstalk arising from per
formance imperfections in (de)multiplexer and optical 
switches may result in large power penalties and bit
error rate floors, e.g., [l-4). In Figure la is shown 
an example of a crossconnected optical network. Let 
us considered a channel at a certain wavelength A1 at 
one extreme of the network (mark "in" in Fig. 1 a) . 
Due to performance imperfections of components in 
the optical nodes at the other extreme ("out" in Fig. 1 a) 
the channel will experience crosstalk interference from 

' This work was supported in part by the European Commission 
ACTS project AC332 APEX. 

other channels operating at the same wavelength; in
band crosstalk. Channels operating at different wave
lengths may also fall within the receiver bandwidth 
producing interband crosstalk. State-of-the-art inte
grated optical crossconnects show a typical value of 
-20 dB of inband crosstalk and a value of interband 
crosstalk less than -40 dB [5] . Power loss of integrated 
cossconnects is still high due to the high refractive 
index of lnP-based material. A loss of 13 dB was re
ported in [5] . When dilated optical switches are used 
to improve further the crosstalk performance, the loss 
will be even higher. All-optical networks employing 
the advanced integrated crossconnects are likely to in
corporate optical amplifiers to compensate for power 
losses, and also for sensitivity enhancement resulting 
in a larger power budget. 

Hence, it is of importance to study the performance 
of optically preamplifed receivers in the presence of in-
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terferometric crosstalk. The main contribution of this 
paper is the accurate theoretical model for the receiver 
performance and the validation of its results by relevant 
experiments. The receiver model includes an accurate 
statistical description of noise. The statistics of filtered 

interferometric noise is determined by using a maxi
mum entropy approach. The non-Gaussian statistics. of 
detected amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) nmse 
is also included. We present experimental results for 
power penalties, due to interferometric crosstalk, for 
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Fig. 2. Optical preamplified ASK/DD receiver 

a system using directly and externally modulated light 
sources. We found that, regardless of the light source 
modulation type, optical preamplification does not im
prove the receiver's tolerance toward crosstalk. Ad
ditional power penalties with respect to the case of 
no-preamplification are observed. This is attributed to 
ASE-crosstalk beat noise contributions. The experi
mental results are found to be in good agreement with 
theory. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. 
The system model under investigation is presented in 
Sect. 2. The experimental setup is described in Sect. 3. 
Experimental results, their discussion and comparison 
with theory are the topic of Sect. 4. Finally, in Sect. 5 
summarizing conclusions are presented. 

2. System Model 

A signal traversing an optical crossconnected 
network will accumulate crosstalk due lo perfor
mance imperfections of the wavelength selective 
(de)multiplexers and space switches. Fig. 1 b shows 
as an example the crosstalk mechanism in an inte
grated crossconnect that can switch signals at two 
wavelength channels, independently, from two inputs 
to two outputs. The crossconnect is based on an 
arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG) multiplexer, and 
implemented by connecting the demultiplexer outputs 
to multiplexer inputs through the space switches. A 
certain wavelength channel can be passed to an de
sired output by activating the switch either in cross or 
in bar state. Both inband and interband crosstalk will 
take place in the crossconnecl due to power leakage 
in the optical devices. Interband crosstalk arises from 
inadequately suppressed wavelengths in the demulti
plexers (mark "WDDMl" and "WDDM2" in Fig. I b). 
In the inband crosstalk case, the desired signal and 
the leakage signal have the same nominal wavelength. 

For example, the signal at wavelength .X. 1 from input 1 
(.X. 1 ,1 ) of the first space switch suffers inband crosstalk 
(mark "SSl ")from .X. 1 ,2 . At the end of the crosscon
nect, the multiplexers collect all wavelength channels 
together and the resulting output channels suffer from 
accumulated crosstalk (mark "WDDM, SS 1, SS2"). 
The detrimental effects of WDDM, SS 1, and SS2 on a 
desired channel is enhanced by the fact that they have 
the same nominal wavelength and the resulting beat
ing terms fall within the receiver bandwidth. This kind 
of crosstalk (inband crosstalk) once being added to a 
desired signal cannot be removed by signal processing 
(optical filtering), and therefore it will accumulate as 
signals traverse several nodes in a crossconnected net
work. 

Optical amplifiers are commonly used as preampli
fiers (before detection) to enhance the system sensitiv
ity. Hence it of importance to assess the performance 
of optically preamplified receiver in the presence of 
crosstalk. We will consider an ASK/DD (amplitude 
shift keying/direct detection), optically preamplified 
receiver whose schematic diagram is depicted in Fig. 2. 
The incoming optical signal Y (t ) (informative signal 
and crosstalk), after traversing one or several optical 
crossconnects, is amplified and subsequently filtered 
in order to reduce the effect of the ASE noise. The 
photodetector output is passed through an integrate
and-dump filter and sampled to form the decision vari
able Z . The decision device derives an estimate of 
a transmitted binary symbol by comparing the value 
of the decision variable with a preselected detection 
threshold. 

We are interested in assessing the error performance 
of the system. To accomplish this goal we use an sta
tistical method for evaluating the error probabilities: 
the so called saddlepoint approximation which makes 
use of the moment generating function (MGF) for the 



receiver decision variable [6]. So, for the performance 
analysis we need to determine the MGF (which pro
vides a complete statistical description) of the receiver 
decision variable. We proceed by following [7] where 
a detailed presentation of the performance analysis for 
ASK/DD systems subject to interferometric crosstalk 
is given. We have that the decision variable is com
posed of the contribution of the shot noise (including 
crosstalk and ASE) and the receiver thermal nmse. The 
MGF of the decision variable Z is then given by [7] 

Mz(s) == Msh(s) l\1u,(s), (1) 

where 1111,, is the MGF for a zero mean Ga~ssian 
variable with variance u?,, : M1h (s) == exp (s u1,, / 2). 
Msh(s) is the MGF of the filtered shot noise (photocur
rent) contribution to the decision variable Z. The shot 
noise is well modeled as a doubly stochastic Poisson 
process with intensity .\ (t ) . Hence, for the case ofand 
integrate-and-dump postdetection filter, lllsh is given 

by [11] 

Msh(s) == MA(e8 
- 1), (2) 

where A == .f
0
T >- (t) clt is the Poisson parameter. The 

photoelectron intensity .\ (1.), in a normalized way can 

be written as: 

1 2 
>- (t) == 2IB (t)i , (3) 

in which B (t ) represents the optical field, equivalent 
baseband form, falling upon the photodetector. 

2.1. Optical preamplification 

Consider an optical signal Y (t ) at the input of the 
EDFA preamplifier which is modeled as an optical field 
amplifier with power gain G, an additive noise source 
X (t), representing the ASE noise and an optical filter 
with complex equivalent baseband impulse response 
r( t ) ; see Fig. 2. The optical field at the output of the 

amplifier is 

B (t) == vGY (t) + X (t ). (4) 

The density of X (t) expressed in photons per second 

is given by [9] : 

N o == n sp(G - 1), 

in which nsp represents the spontaneous emission pa
rameter. For the further analysis, we assume that Y ( t) 
is confined in the bit interval and that the impulse re
sponse r( t ) is limited to the same time interval. We 

can therefore expanded B ( t ) in a Fourier series. Sub
sequently, the optical field B (t) can be written as: 

k=L 

B (t ) == L (Yk + X k)ejrrkt/T, (5) 

k=-L 

where f3 == 2L + 1 (the number of temporal modes) 
equals the the ratio of the bandwidth Bo of the optical 

filter and the data rate B == 1/T: 

(3 == Bo/B . 

The ASE noise is considered to be a white Gaus
sian noise, hence the real and imaginary part of 
Xk == X ck + )Xsk are Gaussian independent vari
ables with equal variances for all - L < k < L : 

Var{X«k} == Var{Xs.r } == NoB. 

We can now express A as: 

k=L 

A == ~( L .[Ykv'G + Xck]
2 + x;x)· (6) 

k=-L 

We focus now on the derivation of the MGF for Z, 
accounting for crosstalk and optical preamplification. 
Our first step towards the derivation of this MGF is 
to condition on the value of Yk and observe that A 
is the sum of 2(3 independent Gaussian variables with 
variance equal to N0 / 2 of which f3 have mean YkJG· 
From the orthogonality of the base functions eirrkt/ T 

we have that 

T k=L 1 1Y(t)i
2

clt == T k~L 1Yki
2

. (7) 

The conditional (on Yd MGF for Z is given by a 
noncentral chi square distribution function [8]: 

!. T"' k.=L I 'GY.12 1 ( o s Dk=-L V LT k ) 
ll! Ap·(s) == (1 - Nos)'3 exp - 1 - Nos . 

(8) 

The second step is to average over all possibles values 

of Vi, from which we obtain: 

MA(s) == (1- ~os)P MAu (i _sNoJ ' (9) 

where Ao is given by 

Expression (10) is (except for the amplification factor 
G ) the Poisson parameter for a receiver without optical 
amplification [7]. The MGF (9) agrees well with the 
derived results in [9- 11]. 

The MGF for the decision variable for a receiver sub
ject to interferometric crosstalk arising from a single 
interferer source (operating at the same nominal wave
length as the informative signal), without any pream
plification is given by [7] 

(11) 

in which 

MAuh•(s, /') ==exp [sm(bg + tb3)J exp [2m/b&b6 q] . 
(12) 

and f , ( ·) is the probability density function (PDF) for 
the filtered interferometric crosstalk /' which is given 
by 

11T ~/' == T 
0 

COS [¢,(t) - .Px(t - Td )]dt, 

where Td is interferometric delay, and c/>s,x(t ) is the 
phase of the signal and crosstalk, respectively. 

Some explanation on the symbols used in ( 12). The 
number of photons contained in an optical pulse for a 
transmitted binary "one" is denoted by m while (}m 

photons are contained in an optical pulse for a trans
mitted binary "zero" . The variable b~· x represents the 
binary symbols for signal and crosstalk, respectively, 
in a certain bit interval k. The ratio of leakage crosstalk 
to signal power is denoted by t. 
The PDF of ')' is evaluated using a maximum entropy 
approach based on a finite number of computed sta
tistical moments. In Appendix A is presented a short 
derivation for the moments of r. In [7] a more detailed 
derivation is given. 
Substituting (I I) into (8) we obtain an expression for 
the MGF of the decision variable Z for a receiver 
subject to interferometric crosstalk and using optical 
preamplification. 

2.2. Performance analysis 

Based on the knowledge of the MGF, J\.lz(s) , the per
formance analysis is carried out with the help of the 

so-called saddlepoint approximation [6] . We follow 
closely the performance analysis approach of [7]. See 
also Appendix B for a presentation of the procedure 
for the computation of error probabilities. The de
rived MGF in ( 11) accounts for the statistics of filtered 
interferometric crosstalk, and noncentral chi squared 
statistics due to preamplification [10] . The analysis 
also accounts for the data statistics, all possible com
binations of the interfering bit and the signal bit, and 
non-perfect extinction ratio. In many practical appli
cations the delay time Td is much larger than the laser 
coherence time; the so-called incoherence interfero
metric noise. This type of (incoherent) interferometric 
crosstalk will be generated in the experimental setup. 

3. Experimental setup 

The measurement setup to verify the theory is 
schematically given in Fig. 3. At the transmitter side, 
two light sources modulation schemes are used, namely 
direct modulation (a) and external modulation (b). In 
Fig. 3(a) a distributed feedback (DFB) laser which 
has a CW-linewidth of 45 MHz is modulated directly 
by an electrical generator of non-return-Lo-zero (NRZ) 
signals. The generated pseudo-random binary signals 
have a bit-rate of 622 Mbit/s and their pattern is re
peated after 27 

- 1 bits. Using this direct modulation 
scheme we have obtained optical signals of an average 
extinction ratio of 15 dB. 
In the external modulation scheme, Fig. 3(b), light
waves coming from the DFB laser are coupled into 
a lithium niobate (LiNb03) modulator. The modula
tor is driven by the 622 Mbit/s 27 - 1 pseudo-random 
electrical signals. The resulting optical signals have 
an improved extinction ratio of 20 dB . It should be 
noticed that due to practical limitations a short binary 
sequence is used. This is to avoid the possible baseline 
wandering effect at the receiver circuit in case of a long 
sequence of binary "ones" and "zeros". We have ob
served that the spectral width of external modulation is 
determined mainly by the modulation speed, i.e. 622 
MHz whereas in direct modulation the combined ef
fect of adiabatic and transient chirp makes the spectrum 
wider than that of external modulation. Measurements 
of the spectrum for the direct modulated light source 
case yielded values in the range of 1.9-2.4 GHz. 

After the transmitter, the light waves are split to form 
a signal and a crosstalk path by a Mach-Zehnder struc-
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup used lo measure power penalties due lo filtered interferometric crosstalk. Two light source modulation schemes 
are used: (a) direct modulation, and (b) external modulation. 

ture with one of its ann 7 km longer than the other. 
The difference in the arm-length is intended to decor
relate information signals from crosstalk. The state of 
polarization of the information signal with respect to 
the crosstalk is matched to produce a worst case con
dition at the detection. In the crosstalk path a variable 
optical attenuator is located for crosstalk power adjust
ment relative to the signal power. Another attenuator 
is placed after the Mach-Zehnder structure to vary op
tical signal powers coupled to an optical detector for 
bit error rate (BER) evaluation. 
An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) followed by 
a 1.8 nm bandwidth optical filter is used to pream
plify the signal before detection. The receiver has an 
electrical bandwidth of 1.8 GHz with is sufficient to 
ensure that the signal, crosstalk and ASE noise beating 
at 622 Mbit/s are detected. The power penalties mea
surements at a BER of 10- 9 are performed using an 
optimized decision threshold. 

4. Results and discussion 

The experimental and theoretical results for power 
penalties as a function of the crosstalk parameter E: 
the ratio of leakage crosstalk to signal power, are pre
sented in Fig. 4. As we can see from Fig. 4 the system 
employing an externally modulated laser source in
curred larger power penalties than the system using a 
directly modulated laser. This difference is attributed 
to the fact that the spectrum of the directly modulated 
laser source is broader (due to chirp) than in the ex
ternal modulation case and after postdetection filtering 

the interferometric crosstalk is strongly filtered out [7]. 
We can also observe that the measurements and theory 
are in relatively good agreement; within a margin of 
0.5 dB discrepancy for power penalties less than 2.5 
dB. This discrepancy is attributed to measurement er
ror and eventually additionally power penalties due to 
postdetection electrical signal processing. 
Figure 5 presents a comparison of power penalties be
tween the preamplified system and the case without 
preamplification. As we can observe in Fig. 5 the case 
with preamplification results in larger power penal
ties than the system without preamplification, for both 
types of light source modulation. This is attributed to 
additional penalties due to crosstalk-ASE beat noise 
contributions as already pointed out in [12]. The same 
tendency can also be seen from theoretical results for 
the crosstalk levels used in the experiment. From our 
theoretical and experimental study we have observed 
that optical preampli fication does not enhance the sys
tem tolerance toward inband crosstalk. 

5. Conclusions 

We have reported a theoretical and experimental study 
of the performance of optically preamplified receivers 
subject to interferometric crosstalk. Systems using di
rectly and externally modulated light source has been 
used in the experiment. We found that optical pream
plification, apart from improving the receiver's sensi
tivity, does not enhance the systems tolerance toward 
interferometric crosstalk. Moreover, additional power 
penalties are observed due to crosstalk-ASE beat noise 
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flg. 4-_ Crosstalk power penalties for optical prearnplified systems 
with directly and externally modulated laser sources. The solid lines 
represent the theory while the dash-dotted lines are the measure
ments. 

contributions. The theoretical model yields results in 
good agreement with experiment. 

Appendix A: Moments of 'Y 

This appendix is intended to present a recursive ex
pression for the moments of filtered interferometric 
crosstalk. 

The moment of order k of the variable 1' can be found 
by the following relation [13] 

kl 
P.k = E{l .} = --·- """'J(k)l t T 

2 k- 1Tk L a = , (I) 
Va 

in which 

J (n ) =;·I e/] b,. t ,. I (n- 1) it 
a a C n, 

0 
(2) 

with the initial condition I~o ) = e c/3rd . The parameters 
b,,, and c are given by (3) and (4), respectively. 

{
-1 + "" " a. - '\'k b = L...t= l I L...l=n+ l 0./ 

n k 
-1 + ak L1=1 a, 

and the term c is given by 

k k n 

c= 2- Lan La1. 
n= l l= l 

l <n< k-l 
n = k 

(3) 

(4) 
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flg. 5. Measured crosstalk power penalties of systems with and 
wllhout prearnplification using directly and externally modulated 
light sources. 

In (1) by a is denoted a set (a1, a.2 , · , ak) of signs + 1 
or-1; see for details [7, 13] . 

Appendix B: Error probabilities 

This Appendix presents the procedure to compute the 
error probability for the ASK/DD system under investi
gation. The error probability, given that a binary "one" 
is transmitted is 

where a: denotes the decision threshold. Similarly, the 
error probability, given a binary "zero" is transmitted 
IS 

Assuming that the symbols are a priori equally prob
able, the average error probability is 

1 
Pe = 2fq_ (a:) + q+(a:)J . (I) 

Analysis by Saddlepoint Approximation 

The saddlepoint approximation (SPA) has been pro
posed by Helstrom [14], as an efficient and numer
ically simple tool for analyzing communication sys
tems. The SPA has shown a reasonably high degree 



of accuracy in the analysis of optical communication 
systems, e.g, [6). 
As shown in [14) the tail probability Q+ (o:) , and q_ (o:), 
are approximately equal to 

( ) 
exp[<I>(so)] 

1 q+ o: :::,:: anc J2 n<l>"( so) ' 
( ) 

exp[<I>(s1)] 
q_ o: ""' -J-;2==n==<I>=,,=( s=1=) ' 

(2) 

respectively, the so-called saddlepoint approximation. 
The function <I>(s) is related to the MGF for Z, Mz(s) 
by 

<I> (s) = ln[Afz(s)] - so: - In Isl- (3) 

The parameters s0 , and s1 are the positive and negative 
root, respectively, of the equation 

<I>'(s) = 0 (4) 

and <I>" (s0 ,1) stands for the second derivative of (3) at 
s = s0 ,1 . See [14) or [9) for further details. The er
ror probability is minimized by adjusting the detection 
threshold o:. The optimum value of o: and the param
eters s0 , s1 may be found numerically by solving an 
appropriate set of equations (9). 
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Interferometric Crosstalk Reduction in Optical 
WDM Networks by Phase Scrambling 

Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, Eduward Tangdiongga, Rene Jonker, and Huig de Waardt 

Abstract-lnt.crfcromctric crosstalk, arising from the detection of unde
sired signals at the same nominal wavelength, may introduce large power 
penalties and bit-error rate floor significantly restricting the scalability of 
optical networks. In this paper, interferometric crosstalk reduction in opti
cal WDM networks by phase scrambling is theoreticaUy and experimentally 
investigated. Enhancement of 7-dB and 5-dB tolerance toward crosstalk is 
measured in a 2.5 GbiUs transmission link of 100 km and 200 km of SSMF, 
respectively. This result proves the feasibility of optical networking in the 
LAN/MAN domain while tolerating the relatively high crosstalk levels of 
present integrated optical switching and cross-connect technology. Exper
iment is in good agreement with theory. Recommendations on the use of 
phase scrambling lo reduce crosstalk in WDM systems are given. 

Keywords- Interferometric noise, optical crosstalk, phase scrambling, 
optical communication, wavelength division multiplexing networks, error 
analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Performance imperfections of optical components (e.g. , 
optical switches, (de)multiplexer and routers) are sources of 
interferometric crosstalk which constitutes a major limiting 
factor for the scalability of optical networks, e.g., [1 - 4). WDM 
systems impose strict requirements on the optical crosstalk iso
lation within the comprising elements. For instance, crosstalk 
isolation levels better than 35 dB should be used to have power 
penalties smaller that I dB when even a moderated small 
number of crosstalk interferers are present [2] . This is still 
a high requirement for the performance of integrated optical 
switches and cross-connects at the current state-of the-art [5]. 
Although improvements in device performance are foreseen, 
a substantial relaxation of the crosstalk requirements from 
individual components in optical networks can be achieved 
by using phase scrambling. In this way, the gap between the 
stringent crosstalk isolation requirements and the current, still 
unsatisfactory, achievable values is closed. In this paper we 
report that power penalties smaller than 1 dB for crosstalk 
values up to -18 dB are measured in a 2.5 Gbit/s link of 100 
km of standard single mode fiber (SSMF). Power penalties 
smaller than 2 dB for crosstalk values up to - 15 dB and -16 
dB are measured after transmission over 100 km and 200 km 
of SSM fiber. This corresponds to an enhancement of the 
system tolerance to crosstalk of 7 c.IB and 5.3 dB, respectively. 
This result demonstrates the feasibility of optical networking 
in a LAN/MAN domain with the current state-of-the-art in 
integrated optical technology. 

The main contribution of this paper is a complete assessment, 
experimentally and theoretically, of interferometric crosstalk re
duction by phase scrambling in WDM networks. This paper 
is organized as follows. The phase scrambling principle is de
scribed in section II. Implications for transmission over disper
sive fibers are studied at Sect. Ill. Section IV covers the perfor-

Eindhovcn University of Technology, TclccommunicaLions Technology and 
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mance analysis. The experimental details are given in section V. 
Experimental and theoretical results are presented and discussed 
in Sect. VI. Finally, summarizing conclusions and recommen
dations are outlined in section VII. 

II. PHASE SCRAMBLING PRINCIPLE 

This section presents the theoretical framework of phase 
scrambling. Firstly, the receiver model under consideration is 
introduced. Secondly, the model for interferometric crosstalk 
is explained. The influence of filtered interferometric crosstalk 
is quantified by its variance which is mainly determined by the 
relation between the spectrum of the interferometric crosstalk 
noise and the post-detection filler bandwidth. Thirdly, the phase 
scrambling technique to reduce the influence of filtered interfer
ometric crosstalk is introduced. 

A. Receiver Model 

Lets consider the case of an optical signal disturbed by a num
ber N of interferers operating at the same nominal wavelength. 
The optical field of the information signal E,( t ) and the inter
ferers E_, ( t) are given by their complex amplitude vectors 

E.(t ) (1) 

N 

E,(t ) L f,,bZ"' I'u.'lx,n( t )"i',,.11e.i <P,, .. (t) (2) 
n.= 1 

where f is the crosstalk parameter: the ratio of leakage crosstalk 
to signal power. The indicator b;. is introduced to represent the 
binary symbols: bk E ( (! , l} ( 0 '.S !! < 1) at time slot k. For 
the case of perfect extinction the ratio p = 0. ,~ •. ,. is the phase 
of the signal and interferer, respectively. i's and ?, are unit 
vectors representing the signal and interferer polarization state, 
respectively. The optical peak power is denoted by I'u and y(t ) 
is the pulse shape. 

We consider an ASK direct detection system whose schematic 
diagram is given in Fig. 1. The photocurrent at the output of 
the photodetector, I.,, (t ), is a shot noise process which can be 
written as 

1,,, (t) = R IE,(t) + E,.(t }l2, (3) 

where R is the detector responsivity. 

The receiver thermal noise, denoted by 1111 (t ), is modeled as 
an additive, zero mean, white Gaussian stochastic process. It is 
assumed that the optical pulses are of identical shape and con
fined in the time interval (0, T], i.e. no intersymbol interfer
ence (IS!). The signal and the interferers are assumed to exhibit 
matched polarizations (worst case), and perfect bit alignment. 



Photodetcctor Sampling 
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Postdclector Ii 1 tcr Decision circuit 

Fig. l. Schematic diagram or an ASK/DD receiver. Al lhe receiver inpul F:, (1.) represents lhe optical signal while interferometric crosslalk is denoted by E,(t) . 

With the above mentioned assumptions the photocurrent can be The autocorrelation function of the process t; (t) is related to 
written as the autocorrelation function of the process D.rf>( t) in the follow

ing way ( [7], Sect. 8.3.2) 

I , ,, ( t l = I'o!1U )bu + 
N 

2I'0g(t) I:,_Jb0b6r,, cos [rf>, (1) -q\ .. ,, (1 - rd .,,)] 
n= l 

N N - 1 

+ 2I'ug(tl I:.. I:.. b~ " b~ 1 r,,< 1 x 
n= f-f- 1 /.= I 

cos [r/>.,,,, (t - rd .n ) - rf>x.1(1 - rd ,1)] 
N 

+ I'o!1 (t) L b~" r ,, , 
n= I 

(4) 

where rd is the interferometric delay time. The first term is 
the signal, the second the signal-crosstalk beating, the third the 
secondary crosstalk-crosstalk beating and the last term is the 
crosstalk beating with itself. 
The photocurrent and thermal noise pass the postdetection fil
ter h(t) whose output is sampled to form the decision variable 
Z. By comparing the sample value with a preselected threshold 
n 1,., the decision circuit provides an estimate of a transmitted bit 
in a particular bit interval. 

B. Interferometric Crosstalk 

The interferometric crosstalk contributions to the photocur
rent are of the type 

Wl = C08[¢, (t) -¢,( l - T>1)] . (5) 

The laser phase (variables ch.1 (t) ,¢, (I) in (1)), is modeled as a 
Wiener process [6] . Then the phase difference 

6. rf>(t) = q,,(t)-rf>At - rd ) (6) 

is also a Wiener process, Gaussian distributed with zero mean 
and variance given by 

(7) 

where D.v equals the 3-dB bandwidth of the Lorentzian shaped 
laser power spectrum (6). 

1 2 l'Xp (- [Rn,:1(0) + Rn ,,; (r)]) + 
1 2 exp (-[Rn,, (0) - Rn,h)]) 

where Rn ,,(r ) is found to be 

Substitution of (9) in (8) yields 

Incoherent interferometric noise 

lrl :S rc1 

lrl > rd 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

In most of the application of interest the delay time is of a 
larger magnitude than the laser coherence time (81,rd » 1). 
This situation is called the incoherent interferometric noise 
regime. In integrated optical cross-connects the circuit config
uration can be chosen such that the amount of crosstalk is min
imized and that the dominant crosstalk contributions are in the 
incoherent regime [5). For this case the autocorrelation is given 
by 

(II) 

Filtered interferometric crosstalk 

At the output of the postdetection filter, h(t ), the filtered in
terferometric noise is denoted by 

'tU) = t;(t) * h(1) , (12) 

where* represents the convolution operation. 
If we consider an integrate-and-dump postdetection filter, then 
the variance for filtered crosstalk is given by [8] 

" e- n1.T + 81,T - 1 
a~ = (Br,T )2 

(13) 

In the incoherent regime the mean of filtered interferometric 
cr~sstalk approaches the value zero. We may also consider a 
wider class of postdetection filters. In that case the variance for 
filtered interferometric crosstalk can be found by using the fol
lowing relation 

,,.,,.....-----
-l---~-iAmplitude 

Modulator 

a~ = 2 [
0 

Sr.(f)IHU)l'ilf, (14) D(l) = an(l ) cos w1t 

Nb 

where H(f) is the transfer function of the postdetection filter 
a~d Sc. (!) is the interferometric crosstalk power spectrum ob
tained by Fourier transforming ( J J ). 
For comparison reasons we introduce an effective electrical filter 
bandwidth BF = 1 /T. In Fig. 2 is shown the variance of filtered 
interferometric crosstalk using two different filters : an integrate
and-~ump, and a full raised cosine filter. We observe that by in
creasing the value of Br) BF a significant reduction of the noise 
variance is achieved. This is an important characteristic of fil
tered interferometric crosstalk . It indicates that we can reduce 
interferometri.c crosstalk by strong filtering or by dithering the 
phase of the ltght source. As the postdetection filler bandwidth 
is governed hy the operating data rate, we propose to exploit the 
second fact to reduce the effect of interferometric crosstalk in 
WDM networks. Namely, we will, intentionally, perform phase 
modulauon of the signals with noise: phase scrambling. 

Postdetection Filter 

--- ln1egrate- and- dump 

_ Ra11e<1 casino 
0.3 
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Fig. 2. Variance of filtered imcrfcromelric crosstalk as a function of Rt~/ n,_ .. 

C Phase scrambling 

Fig. 3. The signal is phase modulated wilh noise TJ (l), cenlercd at an arbitrary 
frequency 0 . .J 1 . 

and the interferometric crosstalk contributions to the photocur
rent are then of the type 

(16) 

in which D.<f,(t ) and o 'lj! (t ) are the phase difference (cf. (6)) of 
the laser. ph~se and.the imposed phase modulation, respectively. 
By cons1denng 6. 9)(t) and D. 'l/i(t) to be independent stochastic 
processes, it can be shown that the autocorrelation function of 
( (I ) is given by 

l 
2 exp (- [RM(O) + RM(r)]) + 
l 
2 exp (-(R M(O) - R M(r)J), (17) 

in which R i\1(0) = R_; J, (U)+R_; ,. (O) and RM (r) = Rn,;(r)+ 
_R_-. ,;.( r ). We proceed, similarly as in [9], by assuming that 1/1(t ) 
ts of the form 

(18) 

where a is the modulation index and 'II ( t ) is a bandpass Gaussian 
n01se centered at a frequency w 1. The autocorrelation function 
for tl·1/! (t ) is given by 

(l.'2 (l.:2 

2R,,(r)cosw1r+ 2R,,(r<1) rn~wfrd 
•) ,,-

- 2R,, ( r - rd) co~w1 (r - rd) 

where R ,,( I) is the autocorrelation function of the Gaussian 
noise n(t) . We also define by r,, the autocorrelation time of 
the noise ·11 (I ). Further, we assume that the time delay exceeds 
the n01sc correlauon time: rd » r,, . This incoherent regime, as 
akeady mentioned above, is applicable in WDM networking. In 
this case, the calculations for R_; ,. ( r ) are simplified. The terms 
in ( 19) involving rd can be neglected and we get 

a°!. 
Rn ¢· (r ) = 2Rn(r )cosw1r. (20) 

Interferometric noise reduction by broadening the spectrum 
(by e.g. phase dithering or phase noise modulation) has al
ready being proposed [9- 1 lj. However, as to our knowledge, 
a complete a.ssessment of crosstalk reduction by phase scram
blmg, tncludmg transmission, in WDM networks has not been 
reported yet. This section introduces the theoretical framework 
of interferometric crosstalk reduction by phase scrambling. The 
schematic diagram of phase scrambling is presented in Fig. 3. 
Consider that the optical signals are phase modulated with noise 
·tf; (t). The optical field can be, generally, written as 

Subsequently, we arrive at 

E (t ) = JbkI'o(t )y(t )i"ei f,;(l)HUJI, (15) 



Fig. 4. Variance of filtered interferometric crosstalk as function of the pararne· 
Lcrs n N and (l for a fixed va1uc of w I I n,.. = 2. 

Let us analyze the dependence of the variance of crosstalk on 
the parameters of the phase scrambling signal such as the cen
tral frequency w 1, modulation index "· and the equivalent noise 
bandwidth B N of the modulating noise. The spectral shape of 
n (t ) is taken to be of a Lorentzian shape. It has been shown that 
the shape of the power spectral density of the modulating noise 
11(t ) is irrelevant for the crosstalk noise reduction [9]. A plot of 
the variance, given a value for w f, as a function of a and B N 

is presented in Fig. 4. We observe that the variance decreases 
substantially as the modulation index increases. The same ten
dency is observed for the other studied values of w f . We also 
performed similar computations as in Fig. 4 for other combina
tions of parameters. From our study, we observe that the param
eter of major influence is the modulation index"· Moreover, we 
also observe that for relative large values of E N/ Br the value 
of the central frequency has title or insignificant influence on 
the crosstalk reduction. However, the central frequency should 
amount some hundreds of MHz to enhance the crosstalk reduc
tion when fiber dispersion restricts the use of a wide bandwidth 
modulating noise. 
In general, we can conclude that phase scrambling with a Gaus
sian noise source reduces effectively the variance of interfero
metric crosstalk. The parameter of major influence on the re
duction of crosstalk is the modulation index n. The modulating 
noise source can be centered at an arbitrary frequency w f and 
its equivalent noise bandwidth can be smaller than the bit rate 
(see Fig. 4). This agrees well with previous results [9) and it is 
confirmed in our experimental setup. 

Ill . TRANSMISSION OVER DISPERSIVE FIBERS 

In this section, the spectral broadening caused by the imposed 
phase modulation is determined. Subsequently, a model for the 
relative noise due to phase-to-intensity noise conversion caused 
by chromatic dispersion is presented. 

A. Spectrum of phase modulated signal with Gaussian noise 

Determining the spectrum of a phase modulated signal 
with a Gaussian noise is a topic widely studied in references 
like e.g. [12, 13]. It is of common practice to specialize the 

analysis to certain cases. For instance, to the case of large 
or small modulation index. As we already observed in the 
previous section we are interested in a phase modulation with 
a large modulation index to effectively reduce interferometric 
crosstalk. Therefore we will consider a large index phase 
modulation with a Gaussian noise. The spectrum shape of the 
modulating noise is assumed to be a Lorentzian function. This 
type of noise may be obtained by low bandpass filtering a white 
Gaussian noise; say by an RC-circuit. 

From ( 15) we have that the phase modulating signal is given 
by 

The autocorrelation function of the phase modulated signal 
E ef,(t) is given by [13] 

(23) 

where 

k(T) = R~. (O) - R,;.(T) , 

with Ru.(T) the autocorrelation function of the modulating 
Gaussian noise. 
The spectral density S r:J f) of Eu,(t ) is given by the Fourier 
transform of (23). For the case of large modulation index this 
spectral density can be approximated by a Lorentzian spectrum 
with a 3-dB bandwidth b.1Ju· = BNa~ [13]. The spectrum of 
the phase scrambled signal is given by the convolution of the 
spectrum due to the laser phase noise and the imposed phase 
modulation: 

(24) 

The spectrum due to the phase noise is known to be given by 
the Lorentzian shape with a 3-dB bandwidth .6.v [6] . The con
volution of two Lorentzian shaped spectra is again a Lorentzian 
spectrum with a 3-dB bandwidth given by the sum of their 3-dB 
bandwidth. So, we have that the (normalized) spectrum of the 
phase modulated signal is given by 

(25) 

From this result we may conclude that the effect of phase scram
bling on the signal spectrum is to cause spectral broadening 
yielding a resultant 3-dB bandwidth 

B. Propagation in dispersive fibers 

Phase scrambling, as shown in the preceding section, reduces 
interferometric crosstalk, but at the same time the broadening of 
the laser spectrum may have detrimental effects on the system 
performance. Namely, laser phase-to-intensity noise conversion 
by chromatic dispersion may lead to power penalties in optical 
fiber transmission systems, e.g ., (14, 15]. This section presents 
the analysis of phase-to-intensity noise conversion during 

transmission by determining the relative intensity noise (RJN) 
at the fiber output. 

Propagation in a fiber of length L is described by the propa
gallon term e- 11n where the phase function /1 can be expanded 
ma Taylor series and keeping only the first terms 

f:i(w) = (Jo+ /J, (w - Wu)+ ~fh(w - wu)" , (27) 

with the group delay per unit length fJ1 and the group velocity 
dispersion 

-D >.2 
fh = -.--. 

2m: (28) 

in which >. is :he wavelength and c the velocity of light, and D 
the common dispersion parameter. 

We aim to determine the variance due to RIN. The variance of 
the RIN contribution to the photocurrent, after postdetection fil
tering, can be found by 

a~IN = l X) RIN(f)I H (f) l"df, (29) 

where RI N (.f) is the normalized RfN power spectral density at 
the d1sper~1ve fiber output. The transfer function the postdetec
llon filter 1s denoted by H(f). 

C. RIN Model 

. This section presents the model of the RIN for a systems us
mg e~ternally modulated light sources . This type of light source 
exh1b1ts a low .magnitude of chirp (spectral broadening) which 
means that insignificant .crosstalk noise filtering will take place 
at the receiver end. In this case phase scrambling will assure the 
needed spectral broadening for substantial crosstalk filtering by 
the electrical postdetection filter. However, spectral broadening 
may introduce penalties due to dispersion. Yamamoto et al. (15] 
have stu?1ed the effect of phase-to-intensity noise conversion by 
chromallc d1spers1on m intensity modulated and direct detected 
syst~ms. The normalized RfN power spectral density at the dis
p~rs1ve. fiber output is related to the laser phase noise and fiber 
d1spers1on as follows: [15] 

[ ~ 1 " RI N (f ) = 8 L, .J,,(nulJ,,+ ,(nu) sin { - (211. + l )n 1 J] , 
n=U 2 

(30) 

where J,, (-) is the Bessel function of the first kind, and 

n o !_{?-
f 1r , (31) 

0:1 (2ir fl" fJ2L. (32) 

When phase scrambli?g is employed we proceed by assuming 
that the effect is eqmvalent to a laser source with a broader 
hnew1dth, namely the resultant 3-dB bandwidth .6.v,; Af . This 
can be deduced from the analysis in Sec. lll-A. This fact has 
also been pointed out in (16]. 

. Systems using directly modulated lasers experience substan
tial spectral broadening due to chirp which is intrinsic to this 
type of modulation. Although thi s spectral broadening results in 
crosstalk noise filtering at the receiver end, this filtering is not 
assured for all detection situations because of the bit pattern de
pende?ce of chirp . In these systems phase scrambling will also 
result m crosstalk mitigation. However, the enhancement of the 
tolerance to crosstalk is expected to be smaller than in the case 
of systems using externally modulated lasers, for the reason of 
the already present spectral broadening in directly modulated 
lasers. 

IV. P ERFORMANCE ANALYS IS 

This section presents the performance evaluation for 
ASK/DD receivers using phase scrambling to reduce interfer
ometric crosstalk. The question is to evaluate the average error 
rate I',. of the system under discussion (see Fig. 1). To account 
for all possible combination of beat terms between the signal 
and crosstalk we proceed by assuming that Ji sources are si
multaneously a binary symbol "one", thus N - µ sources are 
"zero" . The e~or probability analysis is then conducted by 
a weighted sta11st1cal average of the error probability for each 
value Jt. This probability is given by the binomial distribution 
function . Hence, the average error probability I',. or bit-error 
rate (BER), for a given threshold n 1,. , using the Gaussian ap
prox1mat1on and assuming !hat the symbols are a priori equally 
probably P,.(11) can be written as 

I',=~ f (N){!_q(E1(11)-n,,. ) +!_q ( n1,.-Eu(11) )} 

2 i•=U I' 2 a , (11) 2 au(1t) ' 

(33) 

where E1 ,u is the mean value of the receiver decision variable 
when a ''.one", and a "zc,ro" is transmitted, respectively. The 
vanan~e is denoted by UJ.u· The function (JC) is the standard 
Gaussian probability tail function. In the presence of interfero
metnc crosstalk. and RIN due to chromatic dispersion after prop
~gat10n, the vanance of the receiver decision variable is approx
nnately given by 

N 

~ + 2qR.Pu L b~·"f,,Br l" + 
s igna l sho l noise n:::: I 

xl<d k sho t noise 

N 

( 7?2 n )" "°' b' b·'•" ., </ \, r o L- 0 () fu a :;.,. , r! + 
11 = 1 

signal - xu..lk beat 

N N - 1 

lhC'rm . noise 

(qR2Pu )
2 L L 1ii · "bi ' 1f,,fW~,· ' + 

n=l + I l = l 

xta lk - xla lk b eat 

+ 

N 

(qR2I'u)" b~a°h 1 N + (qR2I'u )' "°' V"'f a" ~ L 0 II RT N,,., ,,, 
s ig na l RI N n= I 

xta lk RI N 

(34) 
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where q is the electron charge, and I 2 is the Personick param
eter [ 17]. Given a number N of crosstalk sources, the error 
probability is expeditiously evaluated by (33) accounting for 
data statistics, and non-perfect extinction ratio. The analysis, 
however, assumes that RIN contributions due to the beating 
terms of signal and crosstalk are neglected. 

Some words on the use of the Gaussian approximation. As 
the signal is phase modulation with a Gaussian noise process 
the RIN due to phase to intensity noise conversion after propaga
tion can also be considered to have a Gaussian distribution. The 
distribution of filtered interferometric crosstalk may differ from 
Gaussian statistics , e.g., 18, 18]. However, a Gaussian approxi
mation (using the effective variance given by (14)) works well 
for crosstalk values resulting in relatively small power penalties. 
Moreover, the statistics of filtered interferometric noise tends to 
a Gaussian shape if the signal bandwidth exceeds the electrical 
filter bandwidth (as in the case of phase scrambling) [8]. We 
have adopted the Gaussian approximation for assessing the sys
tem performance considering the above mentioned features and 
also on view of its numerical simplicity. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiment setup for measuring the interferometric 
crosstalk reduction by using phase scrambling is shown in 
Fig. 5. The setup works as follows. A commercial available 

DFB laser with a measured linewidth of 45 MHz operating at 
a wavelength 1544.5 nm is the CW source for the system. The 
CW light wave is injected to a LiNb0:1 external modulator which 
is driven by a pseudo-random binary signal generator (PRBS) 
producing an encoded repetitive sequence of non-return-to-zero 
(NRZ) pulses. The sequence length is 22:i - 1 and the bit-rate 
is 2.5 Gbit/s. In this experiment, we have intentionally used an 
external modulator because of its low-chirp characteristic. In 
this way, the spectral broadening is determined mainly by the 
driving current of the phase scrambler. The generated PRBS 
NRZ format has a measurable 20 dB extinction ratio and the 
receiver sensitivity has been measured to lie around -27 dBm. 

The phase scrambler consists of a commercially available 
phase modulator, which is driven electrically by a high fre
quency modulated noise source. In Fig. 6 is shown the spectrum 
of the phase modulator driving signal with a modulation index 
equal to rr and with a bandpass filtered noise source centered at 
a frequency of 2.5 GHz. On the spectrum, the high frequency 
sinewave signal is clearly observed as a sharp peak surrounded 
by the bandpass filtered noise. The modulating noise bandwidth 
is measured to be around 200 MHz and the ratio between peak 
power of the sinewave and the noise amounts approximately 
35 dB. The spectrum of the resulting phase scrambled (using 
a driving signal whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 6) optical 
signal is given in Fig. 7. In comparison with the original 
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spectrum (curve a in Fig. 7), we measured an increase in 
spectral bandwidth after phase scrambling of approximately 74 
picometers (curve b in Fig. 7). Moreover, the top is flattened 
by the phase scrambling. We observed also that this flattening 
is largely affected by the noise source parameter than by the 
sinewave. Furthermore, increasing the noise level does not 
show any significant change of the spectrum shape. The signal 
bandwidth varies significantly if the modulation index is varied 
to values up to approximately 2. This phenomenon has also 
been observed early in the theory section. After the phase 
scrambler, the 2.5-Gbit/s modulated signal is coupled into an 
unbalanced Mach-Zehnder structure in which the signal is split 
into two paths. One path is 7 km longer than the other. This 
length difference largely surpass the coherence length of a 

45-MHz linewidth laser. Then, the two signals are mixed to 
produce interferometric beating noise at the incoherent regime. 
Polarization alignment between the signal and interferer, to 
create a worst-case condition, is done by adjusting the polariza
tion controller. Two optical variable attenuators are used. One 
attenuator adjusts the level of the interferometric crosstalk and 
the other varies the level of received signal power. 

The receiver section consists of an InGaAs PIN photodiode 
module followed by a variable gain GaAs electrical amplifier 
to boost received photocurrent. The electrical bandwidth 
of the receiver circuit is approximately 1.85 GHz, which is 
suitable to detect signals at a bit-rate of 2.5 Gbit/s without any 
distortion. The system performance is evaluated by using a 
BER analyzer. During the BER measurements the decision 
threshold is automatically optimized, taking a value somewhere 
between the level for the received binary "one" and "zero", to 
result in the lowest error probability. 

The performance assessment of the system using phase 
scrambling is summarized in the power penalty curves shown 
in Fig. 9. The power penalties are related to a BER level of 
10- u. As reference we use a back-to-back measurement (no 
fiber transmission between the MZ and receiver section). In 
the back-to-back situation (curve a in Fig 9), crosstalk levels 
less than -23 dB result in a penalty less than I dB. Using the 
phase scrambling technique, the crosstalk level causing the same 
penalty can be lowered to around - 16 dB. With a transmission 
span of 100 km SSMF and using an optical amplifier to com
pensate for the fiber-induced loss, we still obtained a good per
formance even for crosstalk levels up to - 18 dB. This means a 
crosstalk relaxation of 5 dB. Increasing the transmission span 
to 200 km and using a second amplifier, resulted in a tolera
ble crosstalk level of -21 dB. However, even for small values 
of the crosstalk the power penalty is relatively high, approxi
mately 0.7 dB. This is due to the dispersion as a consequence 
of the spectrum broadening. We also observe that if we relate 
to a power penalty level of 2 dB, crosstalk values up to -15 dB 
and -16 dB are tolerable after transmission over 100 km and 200 
km of SSM fiber. This corresponds to an enhancement of the 
system tolerance to crosstalk of 7dB and 5.3 dB, respectively. 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated in a simple experimental 
setup that significant mitigation of interferometric crosstalk can 
be achieved using a phase scrambling technique, even for high 
levels of crosstalk. Transmission with satisfactory BER perfor
mance in a link of 100 km and 200 km of SSM fiber has been 
demonstrated. These transmission spans represent the situation 
in a LAN/MAN network. The power penalty due to dispersion 
was measured to be 0.4 dB and 0.7 dB for JOO km and 200 km 
transmission, respectively. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Phase scrambling - no transmission 

In Fig. 8 is displayed how power penalties due to interfero
metric crosstalk are reduced by using phase scrambling. These 
theoretically obtained curves for a fixed value of B NT and w 1 T 
assume no transmission over dispersive fibers. The dotted line 
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represents the power penalties without phase scrambling, As the 
modulation index increases we can observed that system toler
ance towards interferometric crosstalk is substantially enhanced. 

Phase scrambling and transmission 

We examine power penalties after 100 km and 200 km 
transmission over SSM fiber with D = 1 i p~/ 11111 km. Phase 
scrambling is applied with a modulation index a = 1r. In 
Fig, 10 are presented the power penalties as function of the 
crosstalk parameter L The modulating noise bandwidth is 
E N = 200 MHz, The parameters used in the theoretical 
computations are in correspondence with the experimental 
set-up to simulate the measurements. We observe in Fig. 10 
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Fig. 9. Measured power penalties. (a) Back-to-back siluation, and with phase 
scrambling (b). Results with phase scrambling and transmission over (c) 
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that phase scrambling effectively enhance the tolerance towards 
crosstalk, However, additional power penalties associated with 
RIN due to dispersion are incurred. We can conclude that phase 
scrambling mitigates crosstalk penalties at expenses of network 
reach, We may compare the theoretical results shown in Fig. 10 
with the measurements presented in Fig. 9. We observe good 
agreement between theory and experiment The theoretical 
model predicts well the performance tendency of the system 
and can therefore be used to determine the proper parameters 
for phase scrambling in WDM networks, 

The scalability of optical networks using phase scrambling 
is strongly governed by the limitations imposed by fiber 
dispersion. However, selecting appropriate parameters for 
the phase scrambling dispersion penalties can be kept small 
while crosstalk is still significantly filtered out at the receiver 
end. Limitations caused by the spectral broadening are further 
reduced in optical networks using dispersion compensating 
strategies. From our study, significant enhancement of the 
tolerance to crosstalk and transmission over 200 km SSMF are 
proven feasible for a system operating at 2.5 Gbit/s, 

Besides phase scrambling other methods of crosstalk suppres
sion have been proposed [3, 19], These include bit pattern mis
alignment, error correcting codes, among others; see Table III 
in [3]. Among these methods phase scrambling is a proven 
crosstalk mitigating technique, but at expenses of network reach 
due to dispersion penalties. 

VIL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A complete assessment, theoretical and experimental, of 
crosstalk reduction by phase scrambling in WDM systems 
is presented. It is experimentally demonstrated that phase 
scrambling substantially reduces interferometric crosstalk, 
enhancing the system tolerance to crosstalk, For instance, 
crosstalk values of -16 dB results in power penalty less than 2 
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Fig. 10. Theoretical results for power penalties. (a) Back-to-back situation, (b) 
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dB after transmission over 200 km SSM fiber. Such crosstalk 
values when no phase scrambling is applied would make 
impossible any transmission of information. Hence, phase 
scrambling has been proven to effectively mitigate crosstalk 
extending the scalability properties of WDM optical networks. 
It is also shown that by properly choosing the noise source for 
the phase scrambling power penalties due to phase to intensity 
noise conversion can be kept small. For instance, transmission 
over 200 km of SSM fiber is successfully demonstrated. This 
results indicates that phase scrambling make feasible WDM 
networking in a LAN/MAN environment while making use of 
the current integrated switching and cross-connect technology, 

Phase scrambling mitigates the limitations imposed by inter
ferometric crosstalk at expenses of network reach, Care should 
be taken lo assure that small power penalties due to disper
sion are incurred. The presented theoretical model can be used 
to compute the optimal parameters for phase scrambling, The 
modulation index a is the parameter of major influence on the 
crosstalk mitigation. A fast crosstalk reduction is observed for 
values of a up to ir. Larger values of a show an slow rate of 
reduction of crosstalk variance (see Fig, 4). The modulating 
noise source can be centered at an arbitrary frequency w f and 
its equivalent noise bandwidth can amount some hundreds of 
MHz. 
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ABSTRACT 

The influence of in-band crosstalk on the error performance of a ll optical networks with different topologies is studied. 
A statistical crosstalk model is used for evaluating the bit-error rate. The model accounts for optical prea.mplification. 
We present a network topology having the best performance while using the largest transmission path. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

All-optical networks offering a large transport capacity, are regarded as a promising solution to the increasing 
demand of bandwidth in future telecommunication systems. Tn these networks routing, switching and amplification 
is performed in the optical domain. In Fig.I , a sdiemati t; representation of an optical multi-wavelength cross-connect 
is presented . 
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:------------s-pace·--------
i Switches 

Local Area Network 

Figure 1. Optical Cross Connect 

Suppose we consider a signal at wavelength ,\0 which is switched from input 1 to output 2. It is well-known that 
due to an imperfect switch ing array, the output signal is corrupted with contamination of other input signals. T his 
phenomena is called crosstalk. Transparent optical networks impose strict requirements on the crosstalk performance 
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of the network elements involved. 1 \:r e restrict ourselves to considering the sit uation t hat the contamination has the 
same wavelength as the signal (in-ba.nd crosstalk). T his type of crosstalk can not be removed by using optical filters 
and it is therefore necessary to design optical networks with an optimum crosstalk performance. In this paper we focus 
on crosstalk accumu lation which takes place when a signa l passes through different nodes in a network. An example 
is given in Fig.2. Suppose we have a fi xed distribution of nodes which are connected to each other by four different 
configurations. It is d ear t hat t he crosstalk performance is related to the topology involved. \Ve aim to investigate 
which of t he topologies has t he best performance with respect to crossta lk accumulation. " ·"<e approach the problem 
by using numerical simul ation techniques. T he model accounts fo r data-statistics , linear random polarization and a 
non-perfect ext inct.ion ratio. The receiver model also counts for opt ical preamplification by an erbium-doped fibre 
amplifier (EDFA). T he main result of the paper is that we show that introducing additional links in a network leads 
to a decreased crosstalk performance. \Ve will consider two situat ions. In t he first case we corrnider ideal networks , 
wh ile in the second case we assume that link failures take place. 

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces four different network topologies. Section 3 describes the 
receiver model and explains how the performance analysis is conducted. T he mathematical model which used to 
compute t he crosstalk is explained in Sec t. 4. T he simulation results are presented in Sect .. 5. T he paper is concluded 
with a short discussion. 

2. ANALYSIS 

T he considered networks consist of a core- network which is connected to a number of sub-networks (Fig. 2). We 
assume that every node in a sub-network is connected to an access network. \¥e search for t he largest transmission 
path in t hese networks. \Vi th t his we mean t hat we compute the set of shortest paths between a.II poss ible pa irs of 
nodes in the network. From this set of shortest paths we select the path with the maximum length. F\·om a physical 
point of view this means that we have selected t he largest possible connection between two nodes in the network. 

T he next step is to calculate the total number of crosstalk sources. \Ve will use this number as a measure for 
comparing the four studied topologies. The number of crosstalk sources is determined by counting the number of 
interfering channels. In t he following we a.~sume that th is number equals the number of fibers connected to the node 
minus one (which represents the incom ing signal). 

The first network of Fig. 2 we discus in detail is Topology 1 which represents five interconnected ring networks . 
This implies t hat every node has a connection to its left-hand-side neighbour and to t he right-hand-side neighbour . 
Rings are commonly used because of t he possible alternative routing (self-healing) when a failure occurs. T he number 
of needed con nections (fibres) is equa l to t he number of nodes. Ea.ch sub-network has only one connection to t he 
core-network. This can be an unwanted situation because of t he absence of a backup route. F\·om this topology, it 
follows that the nodes in t he core-network have two sources of crosstalk. Since it is a.5sumed that the sub-networks 
are connected to access networks , it follows that every node in the sub-network ha.5 two possibl e sources of crosstalk, 
except the node with t he connec tion to the core-network. The latter has three sources of crosstalk. 

Topology 2 is similar to Topology 1, but in the core- network two extra links are introduced (Fig.2b). With 
these extra links the core-network is fully connected . \\!it h t his we mean that every node in t he core-network is 
interconnected to every other node. This implies that by pa.5sing t he core-network only two nodes have to be visited . 
On the other hand the number of crosstalk sources in each node of t he core-network is increased from two to t hree. 

We proceed by considering Topology 8. In this topology the sub-net.works are interconnected to each other. This 
implies that only Topology 8 ha.5 an alternative for re-routing between two sub-networks. T he largest path consists 
of six nodes. However there a re two possible routes , one using the core-network and one using the outer-ring. The 
difference between these t,wo routes is t hat the route t hrough the core has fou rteen crosstalk sources, while t he route 
using the outer ring has nineteen sources of crosstalk. 

The last network of Fig. 2 we consider is Topology 4. This network consists of a fully connected core-network and 
fully connected sub-networks. The la rgest route in this network consists of six nodes, but t he number of crosstalk 
sources has increa.5ed to twenty. 

(a) Topology 1 (b) Topo logy :l ( c) To1>ology :J (d) Topology 1 

Figure 2. T he topologies studied in this paper 

3. RECEIVER MODEL 

We consider an ASK/DD (direct detection) , optically preamplified receiver whose schemat ic diagram is depicted in 
F ig. 3. The mcommg optical signal Y (t) (in formative signal and crosstalk), a fter traversing one or several optical 
cro.ss-.conne\ts , ts ampl~tied and subsequently filtered in order to reduce t he effect of the amplified spontaneous 
emtsston (ASE) norse ,:\ (t). T he photodetector output is passed through an integrate-and-dump til ter and sampled 
to fo1:m the .deCLston .van able .z. The dec ision device derives an est imate of a transmitted binary symbol by comparing 
the \·a lue of the decision vanable with a preselected detection threshold a. 

\Ve are interested in evaluati ng t he error perfo rmance of the system. To accomplish this goal we use an statist ical 
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method for evalua ting the error-probabilities : the so called sadd lepoint approximation which makes use of t he 
moment generating function (mgf) for the receiver decision variable. We present here only some key results on t he 
performance analysis for ASK/DD systems subject to crossta lk . For a detailed presentat ion we refer to.2 
The mgf of t he decision variab le Z is given by 

Mz(.s) = !1Ish(.s)M111(.s) , (1) 

whereAlth is the mgf for .a zero mean Gaussian variable with variance af1i= 11,£11,(.s) =exp (.saf1i/2). fl.J
5
1i(.s) is t he 

mgf of the filtered shot noise (photornrrent) cont ribu t ion to the decision variable Z. T he shot noise is well modeled 
a~ a doubly stochastic Poisson process with intensity ,\(t). Hence, for the case of and integrator postdetection tilter , 
flfsh is given by:J 

Ms1i(s) = !1/,\(e8 -1) , (2) 

where A = J~T ,\(t) dt is t he Poisson parameter. The photoelectron intensity ,\(t) , in a normalized way is given by:J: 

.\ (t) = ~IB(t)l2 , (3) 



in which B(t) represents the optical field, equi valent baseband form , fall ing upon the photodetector. In Sect. 4 we 
present an explicit expression for the mgf Ah(.s). 

3.1. Optical preamplification 

Consider an optical signal Y(t) at the input of the EDFA preamplifier which is modeled as an optical fi eld amplifier 
with power gain G, an additive noise source X(t) , representing the spontaneous emission and an optical filter with 
complex equivalent baseband impulse response r(t). The optical fi eld at the output of the amplifier is 

B(t) = JGY(t) + X(t ), (4) 

where X (t) is a white Gaussian stodiastic process representing the spontaneous emiss ion noise. The density of X (t) 
expressed in photons per second is given by4

: 

No= n sp(G - 1) , 

in which nsv represents the spontaneous emission parameter. For the further analysis, following Ref. 4, we assume 
that Y (t) is confined in the bit interval and that the impulse response r(t) is limited to the same time interval. We 
can therefore expanded B(t) in a Fourier seri es. Subsequently, the optical fi eld B(t) can be written as: 

k= L 

B(t) = L (1!, + Xi-)ei"kf /T , (5) 
k= -L 

where (:J = 2L + 1 (the number of temporal modes ) equals the the ratio of the bandwidth 8 0 of the optical filter 
and t he data rate B = 1/ T: 

/3 = 8 0 /B. 

The real and imaginary part of Xk = X ,k + )Xsk are Gaussian independent variables with equal va riances for all 
-L ~ k ~ L: Var{Xci-} = Var{Xsx} = NoB. 

\Ve can now express A as: 

k= L 

A= ~ ( L [Vi v0 + X ckf + x;,.). (6) 
k=- L 

\Ve focus now on the derivation of the rngf for Z , accounting for crosstalk and optical preamplificat ion. Our first step 
towards the derivation of this rngf is to condition on the value of Yi, and observe that A is the sum of 2,6 independent 
Gaussian variables with variance equa l to N o/2 of which /:J have mean Yk JG. From the orthogonality of the base 
functions eirrkt /T we have that 

T k= L 

[, IY(t)i2dt = T L IYif 
· O k=-L 

(7) 

The conditional (on l'i,.) mgf for Z is given by a noncentral chi-1iquare distribution function 5 : 

(8) 

The second step is to awra.ge over all possibles values of l ~' from which we obtain: 

(9) 

where A0 is given by 

1 [,T 
Au= 2 iJGY(t)i"· 

·O 
(10) 

Expression (10) is (except for the amplification factor G) the Poisson parameter for a receiver without optical 
amphfi~at1on (see_ Eq. 2). The_ mgf in Eq. 9 is the principal result oft.his section. As we ca.n see from Eq. 9 it is easy 
to obtam t he mg! _o_t the decrn1on variable for a preamplified receiver once we know the respective ni gf for a receiver 
without any amphficat1on; see Eq. 13. Subsequently, based on the knowledge of the mgf, t he performance ana lysis 
1s earned out with t he help of the saddlepoint approximation. 

4. CROSSTALK MODEL 

We assume that N sources of cross talk a.re present and that p(11 ) is the probability of II crosstalk sources being 
simultaneous~y a. "digita l one". Furthermore, the average error probability Pe, bit-error rate (BER), given a detection 
threshold o, JS given by a weighted statistical average of the error probability I',.(o, 11) for each value If.' 

N 

I'e = L p(µ)I',.(o, µ). (11) 
p = O 

In Eq.(11) we assume that p(p.) is a binomial distribution 

JV! 
p(µ) = • • I 

(N - 11) !11!2'' (12) 

We proceed by making the following assumptions: 

• Perfect signal and crosstalk bit-alignment. 

• It is assumed that m photons per bi t are received for a transmitted logical "one" while pm photons are 
transmitted for a logical "zero" . 

• The ratio of leakage crosstalk to signal power is denoted by E. 

• We assume that each interferer has the same relat ive crosstalk power€. 

• The crosstalk stat istics is assumed to be of the arc-s ine type. u 

• The signa l and crosstalk polarisation a re linearly random with independent ,uniformly distributed, orientation 
angles. 

• The post-detection fil ter is of the "integrate-and-dump type". 

• The detection threshold is optimized to yield the lowest error-probability. 

• The receiver thermal-noise is considered to be Gaussian distributed zero-mean and with variance u 2 
' th· 

We proceed by followin g Ref. 2. In this reference we have that the mgf for A ( c.f. Eq. 2), given a value 11 , for a 
transmitted logical "one" is given by 

l sm [l+d11+ ( N-p)p)I J~ ( r: ) 1., ( r;;-;, ) (1 _ Nos) i3e o smvcJI 0 smyEp(N - µ) x 

IJ ( sm .fiitp(N - 11) )1J ( snup(N - Jt)(N - p. - 1)/2 )IJ ( smc11(11 - 1) / 2) , (13) 

where Io (x) is the modified Bessel's function of zero order. Similar express ion for the case of transmitted "zero" 
is a lso easily obtained. The evaluation of bit-error probabilities Pe is further performed according to the method 
explained in Ref. 2. 



In Fig.4 the bit-error rate as a function of the number of crosstalk sources for different values .of € is presented. 
The extinction ratio is p = 8 dB while m = 325 photons/s. T his corresponds to a signal power .of -39.82 dBm for 
a receiver with responsit ivity equal to 1 A/W, operating at a wavelength of 1.55 ttm , a nd at a bit-rate of 2. 5. Gb/s. 
The amplifier Ga.in is 20 dB and t he spont.a.1wous noise parameter nsp a.nd ,8 a.re set. to unity. The receiver resistance 

load is equal to 50 n. 
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Figure 4. BER dependence on the number of crosstalk som ces for values f = -32 dB (dotted line) a nd €= -37 
dB (solid line) . The extinction ratio p = 8 dB. G = 20 dB , ll sp = 1, and 1'l = l. 

5. RESULTS 

As mentioned in Sect. 1, we consider two sit uations. In t he first situation t he case without li_nk failures is co.nsidered. 
In t he second rnse we a~snme that link failures in the network a.re present. The place of the hnk failures a.re md1cated 
by t he .t. in Fig. 2. We firstly di scuss t he case without link fa ilures. 

5.1. Without link failures 

Table 1 presents the performance results for network operat ing without link failures. The first column in Table 1 
represents the topology as inclica.tecl in Fig.2. As discussed in Sect. 2, Topology 3 ha.s two alternative routes , 111d1cate~ 
by the upper-index I and IL Column 2 gives the number of nodes in the largest.rou_te, wlnle m column 3 the number 
of crosstalk sources a re presented . F inally in column 4 the corresponclmg BER 1s given for a crosstalk value f = -32 

dB. 

topology nodes sources BER 

l 9 20 3.l . 10 

2 8 20 3.1. 10-7 

31 6 14 3.0. 10- 8 

3" 6 19 2.2. 10- 7 

4 6 20 3.1. 10-7 

Table 1. Characteristics of the largest routes. 1 route using the core-network. 11 route using the new links. 

It can be concluded from Table 1 t hat Topology S' has th e best error performance . This is related to the fact tha.t 

this topology ha~ t he lowest number of interfering crosstalk sources. 

topology nodes sources BER 
11 9 19 2.2 · 10 I 

1" 10 20 3.1-10- 7 

2 9 21 4.3. 10- 7 

3 6 19 2.2. 10- 7 

4'" 7 21 4.3. 10-i 
41v 7 22 5.9 10- 7 

Table 2. Characteristics of the la rgest routes. 1 using the same mute. 11 using a new longest route . 111 removed link 
in the core-network. " removed link in a sub-net . 

5.2. With link failure 

In the second case we consider the situation that link failures take place . As refl ected in Table 2, link failures will 
a ffect the la rgest route. Similarly as in Table 1, t he first colum n in Table 2 describes the topology discussed. 

In Topology 1 t he link failure will not introduce an extra node in the route, but one source of crosstalk is removed. 
T his situation is indicated in Table 2 by the upper-index L Additionally, another route has become t he la rgest path. 
This "new largest path" starts in t he node marked as "in" and ends in the node marked as "out II". T his situation 
is indicated in Table 2 by t he upper-index II. It follows from Table 2 that th is route has one add it iona l node. The 
BER-performance of both cases are presented in Table 2. 

In Topology 4 there a re two places where a link failure can occur without blocking the route. The situat ion 
marked with upper-index III indicates a link failure in the core-network, while in situation IV t he failure occurs in 
a sub-network. The BER-performa nce of both situations are given in Table 2. 

The second column of Table 2 contains the number of nodes in the la rgest routes. If we compare this result to 
the result presented in Table 1, we can conclude that "in average" the number of nodes has increased. As a resul t 
of this the number of crosstalk sources has also increa>ecl . T his resul ts is presented in t he t hird column of Table 2. 
Finally, in column 4 the resulting BER is given. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

\Ve can conclude that inserting just a few , wisely placed, extra connections in the ring-only network (Topology 3) 
improves t he operation reliability with respect to crosstalk. Introducing more links will make t he route even shorter, 
but more sources of crosstalk can conta minate the signal. 

In general these results indicate that a balance between the number of links and t he error-performance with 
respect to crosstalk exists. It should be noted that it is crucial in the design of fu t ure a ll -optical networks to find an 
optimum topology with respect to in-band cross talk. 
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How does cross-talk accumulate in 
WDM-networks? 

H.J.S. Dorrcn, H. de Waardt and I. Tafur i\fonroy 

Abslrnct,- Accumulation o f inband crosstalk in all-optical 
networks is studied. By a pplying statistical tnethods, we 
have investigated how inband crosstalk accun1ulation influ
ences the perforrnauce of optical ne tworks o f diffe re nt con
ftgu1·ations. Our study shows that there exists a delicate 
depend e nce between network topology and robustness with 
respect to accun1ulation of inband cross-talk. A rnethod is 
proposed to design optical networks with optical p a t.hes sat
isfying a certain level of inband crosstalk p e 1·forrnance. 

J. I NTROflUC:TlO:'>I 

Optical WDM-networks offer a large trnnsport capacity 
and are regarded as a pro1nisi11g solution to the increas
ing demand of bandwidth in futmc tclcco11nmmicatio11 sys
tems. I11 all optical \\IDM-nctworks , routing, switclti11g 
mid amplification is performed i11 the optical do111ai11. An 
important co111po11l'11t i11 the WDM-11ctwork is the 111ul t i
wavdcngth optical eross-co1n1Cct which is sd1e11iatirally 
prcsl'nted in F igure 1. Suppose we consider a sig1ml at 
wavelength A:J which propagates from input 1 to output 2. 
It is well-known that due to an imperfect switching array, 
the output signal is corrupted with leakage of other input 
signals . This pheno111c11a is called cross-talk. If the contam
ination has the same 110111i11a l wavelength as the signal, we 
speak a bout i11-ba11d cross-ta.lk. This type of uoss-ta.lk can 
not be rcrnovcd by optical filtern a11d it is therefore 1wccs
sary to desig11 optical 11etworks wit h an optimu111 cross-ta lk 
performance. Transparent optical 11etworks impose strict 
requirements on the cross-ta lk performance of thl' network 
clements involved [l , 2). 
Up until now considerable dfort is invested in developing 

an adequate umlerntai1ding of cross-ta lk in optical switd1es 
(See ref. [2] and the references therein) as well as i1nprnving 
the l:ross-talk perform ance of optical switchrn. Neverthe
less, the applicability of cross-con11ccts in optical nl'twmks 
depe11ds 011 the cross-talk properties of the device. Mod
ern i11tcgrntcd optical switdJes introd uce lToss-ta.lk which 
is in the order of -35 dB. A signa l propagating t hrough 
an optical network i11 general passes through more tha.11 
one switd1. As a result of this the overall cross-talk on 
the signal is larger than -35 dB. It is therefore important 
to design the optical network in such a way that the ef
fects of cross-talk arc rninirnized. fo this paper we deal 
with the question whether we can red uce t he cross-talk ac
cun1ulation uy usi11g a good network dl'sig11. T his will UC 
done uy sdcdi11g four 11ctwork dl'Signs a nd invt'::<t.igate, UY 
usi11g statistical rnctl1ods , what dfocts <ll'C i1nportant 011 
the cross-talk accumulatio11. The results arc dl'rived tak-

Ei ndhoven Un iversiLy of Technology, Telecomrnu nication Technol
ogy and Electromagnet ics, P.O. nox 51:3, 5600 Mn Eindhoven, The 
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Figure l. SchemaLic example of an opt ical cross-connect. 

ing i11to account that rea listic nctworb arc always subject 
to upgrades. \\Ti th thi s we mean that we have assumed 
that duri11g the course of ti111l' more nodes arc added i11 the 
network. We ask ourselves the question whether particu
lar 11etwork desig11s have a better cross-talk perfonna11cc 
with respect to upgrndes, and which parameters play au 
importa11t role in this. 

\Ve invest igate the prolJlcm presc11tcd above by usi11g sta
tistical rnethods. This will be done 011 two levels. Firstly, 
we desc ribe the cross-talk in every node by a. statistical 
111odcl in which is accou nted for the data-statistics , li11ear 
ra11do111 polarization and a 11011-pcrfoct cxti11ctio11 ratio. 011 
the other lwml Wl' also i11troducc statistiu; to cover t.hc 
properties of the complete 11ctwork lay-out. The latter has 
been done to make the results obtai11 cd in tbis paper as i11-
depc11dcnt as possiulc for a particular network design. We 
airn to formulate general criteria that cover large generic 
classes of optical networks. \Ve will show that there is a 
delicate relationship between the 11urnhcr of optical linb 
i11 a network and t he sig11 a l qua li ty with respect to cross
talk. Iutroduci11g more li11k8 leads t.o a shorter com1cction , 
but on the other hand the 1mmbcr of cross-talk sources 
itHTcascs lead ing to a. wmse cross- talk prefro1na11ce. 

T his paper is strnctured as follows: In Sec. 2 the i11-
vcstigated networks a re discussed a~ wel l as the numerica l 
sdtl'Hle to obtain a Probability Density Function (PDF) 
which represents thl' cross-talk perforrna11n' of the nctwmk 
design. In Scc.3 we discuss how t he l:ross-talk accumulates 



through opt ica l 11ct.works1 and ,,- !wt. p<trarnct.cn; art' g,oYl'l"ll

inµ; this procl'SS. Thl' paper is cu11dmkd with a dbcussion. 
1'<.:chnind matt.em with 1-espect tu t he cross-talk model are 
added as a comprehensive append ix. 

II. CONCEPTS 

Sincl' realistic optica l lll'tworks arc rn 11t.im1ously subject. 
to upgrades , it is inadequate to i11vestiga.t.c l:ross-talk an:u
mulatiun in one particular network am] extrapolate t he re
su lts to arbitrary networks. We app ly statistical ted1n iques 
tu obtain generic results about large cl;isses of networks. To 
do this w~ invcstiga.te fonr diffpn•11t network dl'signs which 
arc presented in F'igure 2. \Ve do not have the intention to 
present an optimurn network design. The networks wh ich 
are presl'11ted in t.hl' following have to he regarded a.~ ex
amples to illu,t.rate am! u11derstaml the effects wh ich play 
a. role in t.he lToss-ta.lk perforrnance of optical networks. 
The particular networks have bl'cn d1o:;c11 as prl'sented be
low, bcca.u:;c in agrccu1ent with rca.li:;tic 11 ctlvorks, they in
clude examples with rings , grids, am! combinations of both. 
The first network design (:ktwork l) is presented in Figure 

<=) 
··-..... ,.. ........ 

····•::" ·······<-
... ) 

(o) Net.work I (b) Net.work 2 

{c) Network 3 (d) Network 4 

P igu re 2. The network ron figurat. ions as invrst. igat.~d i~ t.his paper: 
a): K et.work 1, consist.ing of an inner core ,.,: h1ch 1s ~.onnec.t.ed 
wiLh subnc-tworks on ~very node of thl? rore. b): :\etwork 2, 
similar as Nf't.work 1, e.xcPin 1.he nodf's in the con:• are int.ercon
nect.ed. c): Net.wnrk 3, similar as !\el.work 1 1 except an outer 
core on 1,he sub-net.works is implPment.ed d): Ket.work 4, si111i lar 
as Net.v·mrk ·1, w it.h all nodes inter-connert.ed. 

2a. T he network consists of intercon11ccted ring networks. 
The nodl's in F'igurc 2 represent. cross-connects of the type 
'"~ presented in .Figure l. Nct\York 1 represents a central 
core uc.•twork which is c01rncctf•d to scYeral regioual ri11g
n.,tworks. T he S<'co11d net.work lksig11 (Network 2) which 
is investigated in this paper is prl·sen.t.l'd in Figure 2b. Net
work 2 only diffl'rs from Nctwmk 1 by the fact that all 

t l1 l' 110dcs i11 t.l1c n·11tral corc-11etwork arc i11tcrcon11cctcd. 
In the third network (:'<ctwork 3) , \\·hich is presented in 
Figure 2c, a large outer-ring is implemented to intercon
nect the sub-networks of Network l. Finally, in the last 
11etwork dcsig11 (Network 4), which is presented in Figure 
2d, a ll the nodes in t he core-network and sub-networks are 
int.l'!TOll!ll'Ctl'd. 

lf we corn pa.re for instance Network 1 and Network 3, we 
can com:ludc that. the distam-c between two nodes in a.dja
Cl'nt sul.md.works is sl1ort.er in 'Jct.work 3. T hroughout this 
papl'r, we define the "distance" as the 1rnmbcr of nodes 
which are passed by a11 optical signal. The path-length 
t han equals the number of nodes crossed by an optical sig
nal while trawling t hough the network. In Network 3, the 
signal can use the outer-ring, while in 'Jetwork 1, the signal 
has to take a path which indudl'S rnore nodes through the 
inner cml'. As a result of this 011c ca.11 expect. that the signal 
in Network 1 is subject t.o rnuch more cross-talk contami
nation t han a signa.1 in Network 3. Making the path-length 
betwcl'n two nodl'S shmter rl'quires that thl' remaining opti
c<il cross-co1mccts can handle 111orc couticctiuns which also 
introduces new sources of cross-talk. T his makes dear that 
t here is a delicate balance between the path-length and the 
nnl!lber of i11tcrforing noss-talk somccs. Before we proceed 
describing the l!ll'thod "·hid1 is used to colllp1.1tc cross-talk 
acnnnulat.ion in thes<' nctworb , WL' want to rl'lllark that 
in Figure 2 only only the lay-out of t.he network-design is 
presented. For inn•stigating the cross-talk perfontm11ce, we 
hm-c developed a recipe consisting of four steps which are 
described below. 
Step 1: We generate for each of the network design pre
sented in Fig~irc 2, 25 different samples with a size of t he 
inner-core between 5 and 30 11odcs. Every node is c011-
nectcd to a ring-shaped sub-network. The number of nodes 
in the subtH' twor k is chosen rnndomly with a uniforlll dis
t.ributio11 . but it. has <'- rnini11111rn of three nodes and the 
111axinnn;1 11u1nber of nodes equals half t.hc nun1bl'r of nodes 
in the core. Network 2, can be rnnst.ructed form Network 
1, by rnnncrt.i11g a ll t he nodes in t he core. For Network 3 , 
the nodes which determine the outer ring arc a lso chosen 
randomly. These networks can be formu lated as a directed 
µ;raph which is represented as a matrix. Nt'twork 4, follows 
iwm network 2, by simply connecting all the nodes in the 
sub-networks to eadt other. 
Step 2: As a first step Floyd 's pat.h-sl'arch algorithm is 
used to crnnputc the shortest. paths between two nodes in 
the network [3]. \Vith thl' shortest path Wl' llll'>UI the short.
l>S t cm11icction (mewmred in nodes) betwcl'n two points 
in t he network. If the optical network is presented as a 
graph , F loyd's algoritlnn pro,·idcs an efficient tool to com
pute these paths. \\ilten the shortest paths arc ident ified, 
we can also compute the mllliiJer of cross-talk interferers. It 
follows from Figure 2 that the number of cross-talk sources 
in every node l<tua ls the 1mmber of neighbors of every node; 
i.e: it is ass1.n11ed t hat t he signal is co11tallli11ated in ev
ery node with corruption frorn onl y t he nl'ighboring nodes. 
Because of reasons of lilllitcd computat.ion ti1ne, higher or
der cross-talk acnnnula.t ion is not taken into account. \Ve 

cornpute the 11un1ber of cross-ta.lk >ouree> for a ll shortest 
connect ions between a ll pairs of nodes in the graph. 
Step 3: The procedme described in Step 1 a.nd Step 2 is 
repeated 80 times am! an ensemble average is taken. An ex
ample is given in Figure 3, where t he non11alizcd ensemble 
averages for the number of cross-talk interferers is plotted 
for all the network designs at a core-size of 30 nodes. Sim
ilar histograms arc generated for every core-size between 
5 and 30 nodes. T he normalized histogram has the inter
pretation of a Probability Density Function (PDF) for t he 
number of cross-talk interferers of a particular network de
sign. Taking ensemble averages is important to make t he 
results indcpcmlcnt for particular network configurations, 
and to obtain generic results. 
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Pigure 3. Ex ample of a PDF !'or the interfering cross-talk sou rces at. 
a core-si;,,e of 30 nod es. It. can be shown 1,hat. all t.li e nel. works 
have a characLeri st. ic behavior. 

Step 4: By using t he mathematical ll!odcl presented in Ap
pendix A, we relate the mnnbcr of interferers to t he Bit.
Error-Rate (BER). T he nicthod i> dcsnibcd in more detail 
in the next section, but the results a re a lready presented in 
Figure 4. This also implies that we can co111pnte thl' PDF 
for the BER for a certain network design. An example is 
shown in Figure 4 for a core-size of 30 1;odes. 

T he recipe described above helps us to compute generic 
results . The fact that we take averngl's onT large c11sc111blcs 
of networks guarantees that the results arc indcpcndeut for 
specific real izations. Once we have determined the PDFs 
for the HER, we can formulate a criterion on what ton
ditio11s a µa.rtieular cnsc1nblc of 11 ctworks cau guarantee a 
satisfactory QoS (Quality of Service). A criterion could be 
for instance t hat the BER should be below a 10 -~ level. 
By repeating this procedure for an increasing number of 
nodes in t he core, one can crnnpote how sensiti ve a par
ticular network design is for cross-talk accumulation after 
upgrades. In t he next section, it wi ll be shown t hat the 
network desigus which arc presented in Figmc 2, all have 
d1aractcri:;tic properties with 1-cspcct to cross-t.alk accnrnn
latiou , and a.n optinmm design ran be chosen. 

-10 ·• -6 
l<Jg(BERJ 

-- Nelworkl 
-- Network2 

· Network 3 
------· Network 4 

,4 ·2 

Figure 4. Example of a PDF for the BER at a core-si:;r,e of :JO nodes. 
IL can be shown t.hat. all t.he net.works have a charact.eri st. ic be
havior. 

Ill. R F.SU I.TS 

In this section, we present the rrnults with respect to 
l:ross-talk accu111ulation in t he network designs as presented 
in Figmc 2, following t he rccipl> described in t he previous 
section. ln Figure 5, t he BER is plotted as a function 
of the number of interfering cross-talk sources for -33 dB, 
-37 dB , -50 dB arn l -80 dB of cross-talk isolation. The 
BER is computed by using Eq.(A-6). We have d10sc11 the 
para111ctcrs so that if no cross-talk is present a BER of 
10- t" is obtained. His witnessed frout Figm e 5 that in t he 
case of -80 dB noss-talk isolation , nearly no degradation 
for the BER ta.kcs place. However , in t he case of -33 dB 
cross-talk isola.tio11 (this corresponds to presl'11tly available 
optical switches) less t han 10 interforing cross-talk sources 
can be handled. T his resu lt implies that t he cross-talk per 
optical switd1 has to be improved to -50 dB or preferable 
-80 dB, before this kind of switches can be used in realistic 
opt icall y transparent networks. 

., 

,..,_..,,.,,.~--.-:: ':'_-_- --- -- - . -------. -- --------------------- ----------

~---------:~~ ~~ ----------·SO dB 
·BO dB 
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Fi gu re 5. T he DER as a fun ct. ion of Lhe number of' i111,erfering 
rross-t.a lk sources rornpmed according Eq.(A-G) for -3:lcJn , 
-:37dn ,-r.Odb and -80<ln cross- t.a lk respec1.ively. 



In Figure 3, as an example, t.h<' PDF oft.he fom net work 
designs is co111put.ed for a core-size of 30 nodes . T he resu lts 
a.re obtained a fter a11 ensemble averaging of 80 realizations , 
following the recipe as presented in the previous sedion. 
A similar behavior a lso takes place for differeut. mnnlJl'r of 
uodes iu the core. It can be concluded that Network 3 
ha.~ thr.• best t-ross-talk pcrfonna nce sincu tht• probability 
to find paths having more that 12 cross-talk sources is neg
ligible . Network 4 has the poorest cross-t.alk perfortna11cc 
sine" it. h ;~5 a large 11mnber of paths with more tlrnn 40 
noss-talk somTrn (this result is not visible in Figure 3, but. 
is follows frmn t.ht• raw dat.a and nH111ifest.s it.sdf as a. large 
BER in Figure 4). The perfortnanee with n·spe(·t. t.o the 
nun1b(•r of cross- ta lk soun·t·s of Network l am! Network 2 
is slightly worst' than the perfonnanct' of Network 3. One 
may rondudt' from the results presented in Figure 3 that 
by counting the number of interfering cross-talk somTcs 
(i.e. the nmnbcr of neighboring 110des} insight can be ob
tained about the relationship between the network lay-out 
and the a nd the cross-talk performann•. It is rlrnrl y visible 
in Figure .3 t. ha.t. t.he the net.work designs of Figure 2 have 
a charncterist.ic cross-t.alk pcrforn1ant:t'. 

By using the results present.eel in Figure 5 , we ca.n also 
eon1put.e the perfonna.nt:e with respect. t.o the BER. In Fig
Urt' 4 the probability of the BER is prcst•nted for the same 
network as presented in Figure 3. We haw assumt•d that 
the cross-talk is -37 dB. Due to the no11li11car relation be
tween the nu1nber of interferers aml the BER, our conclu
sions dcriwd from Figure 3 haYc to be changed. If we relate 
the tToss-ta lk perforn1m1cc to the dl'i:ay of tlu ' BER-tail in 
Figure .,I. : W(' would dra.w a ~imii<1r crn1du~ion~ as drawn i11 
the previous pa.ragra.ph. On the otht'r hand if we irnpk
mt•nt. a. criterion t.hat only paths wit.Ii a BER )Jl'rforn1;1 11ct' 
bdow 10- " arc satisfoctorv, it. a.ppt•a.rs that )Jet.work l has 
the best performance. To distinguish this, we have com
puted the surface underneath the curves: 

S; = 1'"""' f;( :t)d:t 
X,n i n 

(1) 

where S; dett•rn1ines the surface underm·at. 11 the PDF f ;(J·) 
for nt'twmk-design i bet.ween the under-limi t. :i:...,;,, and the 
uutcr-li111it. :1· 1110 .1.. \Ve can <:OlH.: ludc that i11 orc.kr to e:;

t.irna.t.c the (Toss-talk perforrnan(·c of a nt't.work , it is not 
sufficit'nt to rnunt t he number of cross-talk interfcrern be
cause the latter represents a property which is not linearly 
rcla.tt'd to the BER. 

If we plot the surface S; for va.ria.bil' n1.1111 bc'r of nodes 
in the core, we obtai n Figure 6. Tt follows dearly from 
Figure 6 tha.t. every network design has its dmrncterist.ic 
properties wit.h rt•spt•ct t.o an inrrcasing mnnber of nodes. 
Clearly Network 1 has the best properties. This is rda.t.t'd 
t.o the fart. t.ha.t t.hc nmnl><•r of int.etfrring tToss-talk sOll!Tcs 
is low as wdl as t he number of paths which nossc·s a large 
1rnmber of nodes. The othl'r extreme is network 4 in \\·hid1 
a.II the rings arc rnmpletdy connected. As a. result of this 
in e\U"Y node a. large amount of cross-talk contmnination 
takes place. It is also int.t·resting to n•mark that up to 15 
11odcs, Network 2 and Net.work 3 hm·e a rnmparabk cross-

talk pt•rfornli1nrc. 

Nu.m!H.r of nodu in lhe car~ 

l"igure 6. The <iveraged nER as a function of the core-size. 

IV. CONCLUSIO NS 

\Ve have introduced a method to determine the robust
ness of optic:a.I nl'tworks with respect to cross-talk accumu
lation. An underlying consideration for the work conducted 
in t hi s paper is t hat int(•gra.ted optical switches a lways in
troduce a rt'rt.ain level of CToss-talk. It is therefore nec
essary to identify network r011figurations which rninirnize 
cross-talk acnnnulat.ion. \\'e have approached the problem 
sketched above by i1nplcmt•nt.ing statistical methods. By 
taking a.wrage:; O\"CI" large c11sembles of networks with a 
similar topoloµ,y, we obtain results which arc generic a nd 
representative for lm·gc cl a.~scs of 11 etworks. 

\Ve can rnndude that. for cross- t.alk atTt111mlation in op
tical networks two "para1nl'tcrs" arc ilnportant. The first 
parameter is the 111.11nber of nodes in a network. This can 
be understood easily since mou~ nodes means more sources 
of cross-talk. One want.s to design a network tha.t mini
mizes the mnnber of nodes to be crossed from an arbitrary 
signal traveling through the net.work. Minimizing the mun
ber of nodt•s can be done by introducing rnort' connections. 
The se('ond par;11neter is t he 11un1U('r of (Toss-ta lk interfor
t'l"S per ('01111ect.ion. This implies t hat after enlarging the 
network the 11ut11bl'r of (TOt:;s-t.alk interferers increases , a 11d 
henct' a poorer cross-ta lk performa nce takes place. It is 
therefore crucia l to fiml the optimum number of connec
tions per node. 

The work conducted is far from complete am! the net
work t.opologics only form an illustration for the effect we 
describe. An in1port.ant. issue which is not ('.onsidercd in 
this pa.per, is the impact of fiber-cuts. As broken fiber im
plies that the trnffic has to be n.•-routecl , in genera.I more 
nodes have to be c:rossed. In Ref. [4], it is shown th;tt the 
impact of brok1•n fibers dot's not affect the resu lts drawn in 
this paper. 
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APPF:NDIX A 

Cross-talk model 

This Appendix presents the cross-talk model used in 
the performance ana lys is . The re('eiver considered is a.11 
ASK/DD receiver whose schematic diagram is presented 
in Figure 7. 

Pholodcleclor Sampling 

-{f] ti 
" ' 

Pholocurrcnt 

Elcclricalfiltcr Decision circuit 

Ji'igure 7. Schematic. diag ram or an ASK/ DD receiver. 

T he proposed cross-talk model is a balance bctwec11 ac
curacy and complex ity. We want the model to be a'l accu
rate as possible, but it n1ust be not prohibitive in tt·rn 1::; of 
computing tin1c needed to nm the simulation for the set. 
of network8 U11dcr investigation. \Ve choose the co111111only 
used Gauso;ian a.pprnxima.t.ion for the bit-error probability 
evaluation. Althougl1 cross-talk lrns been sl10w11 to exhibit 
11011-Ga.u:;siau 8tatistics, i.e. [5], the Gaussiau approxima
tion, which is nunw rically simple, gives us in part icular a 
good indication of how cross-talk affects the system perfor
mance if the m11nber of noss-talk sources is large [l]. We 
proceed by maki 11g the following &~sumption s a nd dcfini
tion8: 

• Perfect signal a nd cross-talk bit-aligrnnent (worse case 
scenario}. 

• Extinction ratio is denoted by cp. 
• It is &~surncd t hat rrt photons per bit a rc received for a 
transn1ittcd "011 e" whi le <prn arc for a tra11s111ittcd "zcroll. 

• The ratio of lea kage cro:;s-talk to ::;ignal power is dc11otcd 
by f. 

• There arc N cross-talk sourccs operati11g a.t. the sanw 
nornina.I wavelength a;; the inforn1a.tivc signal 
• We assu111c tha.t ea.ch i11t.erfon'l" has the sa nic relative 
(_:ro:;s-talk power e (worse <:a.8c 8Ce11<:1.riu) . 
• The cros:;-ta.lk statistics is a..":lsurncd tu be Gaussian ha.Y
ing zero-mean with a 11onnalized variance which is equal 
to 1/2. 
• The signal and cross-talk polarization arc linearly ran
dom and its induced ii1te11sity noi::;c is assumed to be Gaus
sian with zero-mean and with a nornialized varia11ce which 
is equal to 1 /2. 
• A post-detection filter which is of the "iutegrntc-aud
dump" type. 

• The detect.ion threshold is fixed to be a midway point 
between the signal level fur a tra11s1nittcd "zcron a11d "c..mc''. 
• The receiver thermal-noise is a.<:;su1ncd to be Gaussia.11 
distributed, zero-mean a.nd with variance afh. 
The photo-currt~ut at the output of the pl1oto-dl'tl'ct.or , 
shut noisl', a.nd tl1e t.l1ermal noise cmTent. pass the electri
cal post-detector filter. The filtered s ig11al Z(t) is furtlwr 
8amplcd at t = t0 + kT time instant8 to forrn the dt'ci
sion vari a ble. Tlw post-detector filtcr is assmncd to be a n 
integrator over the time interval [O, T). With no loss of 

generality we consider t he time in terval [O, T) (k = O) and 
denote the decision variable by Z = Z(t = T). By com
panng the sa1nplc ,·a.Im• with a. presd t'ct.cd t.hreslwld , the 
decision rirrnit dcriws an estimate of a transmitted bit in 
a particular bit in terval. 
T he expression for the decision variab le takes the following 
form [6]: 

N 

Z=n1.b~ + 2../fm L b~ b~ ·".,-', ·f, ,,, x cos(¢>s - ¢.,,n) 
n = I 

N N~I 

+ 2m1 L:.: L:.: b~ · "1i~-J cos(¢,.,,, - ¢,,J) 
J=n+ I n=I 

N 

+ fl/! ""' b'·" + \' L- u ~ th 
-n = I 

(A- 1) 

where bk rnprescnts the bi11ary symbols . The variables ¢, 
aml ¢" arc the ph;c~c of tl1c sigual and (Toss-talk rcspcc
t.i vcly. The unit. vectors ·1'; aml 1':;. represent. tl1c o;ignal and 
the cross-talk st.ate of polarization. The tlwnnal noise con
tribution, ~\111 , is a zero rncau , Gaussian distributed vari
able with variance afh given by 

(A-2} 

l\ B being the Boltzma nn 's constant, Tk t he temperature 
in Kdvin , q the electron cha rge, a.ml R is the receiver re
sistance load. 

A. Pe·1fonwmte 1maly.s£.s 

The question i::; to evaluate the a.vernge error rate I', of 
t.lu.' system under disctrnsion. " 'c' a.re goillg to treat the ca,-;e 
of amplitude shift keying (AS!\) modulation format. To ac
count for all possible combinations of signal and cross-talk 
interfering bits we proceed hy a;;stnning that Jl interferers 
a.re si rnultaneously a logica l "one" , thus N - Jt interferers 
arc "zero". The error probability ana lysis is conducted by 
a. weighted statistical average of t he error prnba.bilitY for 
each rnluc JL. This probabili ty is given by the bin; mial 
distri bu tiou: 

(A.-,3) 

Hem:c, the average error probability I',., for a given thresh
old u, i:-; givcu by 

(A-..J) 

Using the Gaus::;ian approxi111ation P, !J.t can be written as 

(A-5) 

where Eo,1 is the 1nc;u1 of the received signal when a " 
:; i11gle zero" 1 and a. "8i11gle u11 c" is :;c11t, re:;pectiYelv. Tlie 
variance is denoted by aJ, 1, a nd t he decision thresl;old by 



a. The fu11et.io11 Q(-) is t.he st.a uda rd Gmissia.11 pruhahilit.y 
tail fu11d.ioll . 

With (A-3) , a ud assmnillg t hat the syn1bo'8 arc a p1iuri 
equally probable, t he avcrnge BER (A-4) call be writ tcll as 

[I ] 

flF.PP.RP. NCP.S 

E. Goldslein and l.. Eskildsen, Sea.Lina limitations i n lmnspar
enl oplie<il nel.w01·ks due. lo low level cross-l<ilk, IEEE PhoLon. 
Technol. Lett. 1 1 93-95 ) 1995. 
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(2] E. Goldstein , I,. Eskildsen, and A. F. Elref'a.ie Petjonnance im
plicuJion.s of component cm ss-1,a.IJ.: in f.mn:·qXl.ffnl lighltvnve net.
works , TEEE Photon. Technol. Leu . 6 1 657-61)0, 1994. 
fl. Gould, Gmph Theory, nenjarnin/Cummings, Amsterdam , 
1988. 

(A-6) 14) J. Siffels, f. Tafur i'vlonroy, Tl. de \Vaardt and JT..J.S. Darren, 
flow does oplfr;al cross-talk depend on the nelwor·k topology?, In 

If Wl' cousidcr t he e<1se for a trallsrnittcd svmbol "olle" 
(b& = 1), thcu the rneall (Etl alld vari ance. (o-¥} for the 
decision variable Z arc presented in (A-7) alld (A-8). 

E, = m. + nn (11 + (N - l'l'Pl {A-7) 

') •) 1 ., 1 
o-; = 11 (2111/rY ::j + (N - JI ) (2111. ,fiiift 4 

.,1,1(11 - l) .,1. + (2nifr 4--
2
- + (2rn.Jii'fr 411(N - 11) (A-8) 

( ) ~ l (N - t.i)(N - 11 - 1) E 2 
+ 2uwp 4 2 

+ 1 + 0-111 

where the first term ill (A-8) rl'presents the beat terms 
bet.weeu the signal a.llcl the JI cross-talk sources which arc 
"one". T he factors t arise from the varia llce of t.l1e po
larization , and l:ross-t.alk, respectively. T he Sl'tolld t.l'rm 
accou nts for t he beating terms which a.re "zero" . T he 
next three terins rcprescll t t he cross-talk-cross-talk beating 

terms. F irstly, t he 1<1 1'.;-
1) possibll.' combi 11 at iolls of "011e

oll c" bcatiug terms at~~ considered. Sccomlly, there a rc 
(N- i<J(~'- ir - i ) cou1bina.t ions of "zero-zero" bea.t.i11g t.en11s. 
Lastly

1
-bcating tcn 11s for ''011e" a.11d uzcro" are atcom1tcd 

for ill t.hc fomt.h ten11. Tl1is i1npli l'S t lmt a.II possible cross
t.alk-lTOSs-talk combiuat.ion arc covered in this simpk> for
mula.. T he va.riaucc of t.hc shot-noise is accordiug to tlw 
Poissoll stat. iotics for pboto-dctcctioll eqtw.1 to t he mea.ll 
of t.he photo-currellt. In a. similar 11ia1111er Olle cou ld de
rive t hat 1111dcr the assu mptioll t.ha.t the sig11 ;tl co11taills a 
"zi·ro" (b~ = 0) , t h< ' mean (Eu) a ud varia.11ce (o-1}) me: 

Eu= m cp +an (11 + (N - 11 )cp) (A-9) 

o-ii = fl. (2m,/f<P)
2 ~+(JV - 11) {2m/fcp)

2 ~ 

( )
2 1 p(11 - 1) (2 )" 111(11 - l) + 2111.f 4--2-- + ll!f 4--2--

., 1 
+ (2111.Jii'ft 411(N - Ji.) 

(A-10) 

., 1 (JV - p) (N - 11 - 1) ., 
+ (2111.fcpJ- ::j 

2 
+Eu+ o-;,, 

Giwu a. lllllllUl'r N of cross-ta.lk sources , the error prob
ability is expeditiously ernluatcd by (A-6). lu t hl' com
putations used i11 this pa.per we used all cxtiurtion rntio 
of cp = 8 dB while 111 is 1.3 · 10'1 photons/s for a BER of 
10- 12. This corresponds to a signal power of -24 dBm for 
a receiver with responsiti,,ity equal to 1 A/ W, operating 
at a wa.vdcngt.h of l.551m1. The receiver resistanl'c load is 
l'qua l to 501!. 

Proceeding~ or the TE EE/ L80S s.vmposi urn , Denelux Chapter, 
1<197. 
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Scalability of Optical Networks: Crosstalk 
Limitations 

Idclfonso Tafur Monroy 

Abstrncl- Optical networks represents a pron1ising solu
tion for the future high capacity a nd flexible transport net
work. This paper presents a niode l for the p e rformance eval
uation of optical networks with respect to linear c rosstalk 
and accumulated spontaneous e1nission noise. 

F<eywo1Yls- Communication ne tworks, inte rferornetric 
noise , optical c1·osstalk, o ptical conununication, wave length 
division multiplexing networks , e rror analysis. 

l. l NTRODllCT TON 

All-optical networks arc regarded as a prn1111smg so
lution for the high speed and fl exible t ransport network 
of fut.me broad-band tclecou1rnunica.tious Sl'1'Vices. These 
networks a.re composed of optical nodes, Ina.inly optical 
cross-wnnects (OXC), in which the routing, switching and 
add / drop of channels take place. At present, major effor ts 
arc directed toward the development of devices and con
cepts for implementing :;uch optical cross-connc<.:ts [l, 2]. 
At the ma.in tillle, perfonnancc limitations due to optical 
crosstalk have being identified. Crosstalk or power leakage 
from undesired d1am1els, arises from perfonuauce imperfec
tions of devices like optical switd1es a.ml (de)multiplexcrn. 
Crosstalk has Ul'en reported tu degrade the perfonnarn:e , 
introducing large power pen<dties and bit-error rnt.e floors , 
of a variety of optica l 11etworks , e.g. , a ll-opt ical t runk net
works a11d WDM system, e.g. , [3- 6]. Hence, it is of rele
vance to assess the impact of crosstalk on the scalability of 
all-optical networks. 
This paper presents a simple model for the perfonn ance 
analy::;is of optical networks with rcga.rd to linear opti
cal uosstalk aml accumulated spontaneous erni8sio11 noise. 
The proposed model is usdul for evaluating the crnsstalk 
requirerne11ts on the devices needed t.o support au optical 
network with a. certain numbers of 11odes and with a. given 
level of error prnbability. The rest of the paper is struc
tured as follows. ln Sec. 11 the optical cross-connect archi
tecture is described. The crosstalk rnedianism is explained. 
A sig11al path thru the optical network is described in de
tail. Scalability calculations arnJ discussion a.re presented 
in Sec. III. Conclusions arc drawn in Sec. IV. Fiually, 
crosstalk 1noddi11g, EDFA gain modd, and details of the 
perfonnancc a.11alysis computations are givcu in the Ap
pendix. 

II. Svsn::,1 i\I ODEL 

A. Cross-con:n.ect mdi.itectu.re 

Let consider a net.work of interconnected optica l cross
connects (see Fig. l(a)) . The functiona li ty of t.hc optical 

Einclhoven Un iversity of Technology, Telecommunication Technol
ogy and E lecLromagneLi cs. P.O. Ilox 513, .5600 l\. lfi Ei111:lhoven1 The 
Netherlands. 
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fi'ig. ']. a) E xample or Opl.ical network. b) Schemat.i c. diagram or an 
op1,ical cross-co 11 nec1, (OXC). 

cros8-conuect is to switch, route and add/drnp channels; 
8ce Fig. l(b). T he number of input fibers to a node is 
denoted by N1. Each fiber 8Upports a number JV, of wavc
lcngthH. :\'loreO\u·, it is asHurned that each 11 ode has a fiber 
connection intended to add /drop cha.1111cls. An cxarnple of 
Huch a. node with Ni = 3 and N>. = 4 i,; ,;hown in Fig. l(b). 
\Ve assume also that at the input of a node an optical an1-
plifier con1pew;ates for t he power loss, and at the output 
of the node a.not.her optical a.rnplificr bornts the signal to 
the next node; sec Fig. 2. lll the OXC nodes under con
sideration t he optical switd1c,; are optimized for a given 
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I"i g. 2. i\ lodel of the opt.ical pat.h in a cross-connec t.ed network 

wavclengt.h. The diaund (de)lllult.iplcxiug (DE)i\lUX is 
assurned to be performed by phase arrays (PHASAR). Due 
to perfonua ure in1pcrfodions of (DE)MUX a nd optical 
switches an optical signa l propagating t hrn t he nl'twork wi ll 
experience accumulation of undesired power leakage from 
other drnnnds , i.e cm.s.stnlk. l\forco\·er, amplifi ed sponta
neous emission (ASE) noise fro111 opt.ical arnplifi ero wi ll al so 
be added to the signal. In a rnrnpkx optical network othl'r 
effects niay take place (e.g . dispersion loss , wa.vclcngt.h in
stabilit.y) , hut in t.liis work we will restrict otm<dn·s to tl1t· 
case of linear optical crosstalk a ll ASE atTlllllUla.tion. 

8. Crosstalk mechanism. 

In an optical cross-connect we distinguish two typrn of 
linear crosstalk: inb1111d crosstalk aml in terband crosstalk , 
according to whether it has t he sa111e nominal wan·
lcngt.11 a:; t. he desired signa l or not. The l'ffrct. of inter
liaml crosst.alk can be reduced by concatenating narrow
ba.udwidth optical filters. lub;md crosstalk , however , ca.u
IIOt. be rcl!lowd a;; the sig11al aml t.hl' crosstalk opcrat.t•s 
at the sa llll' wan·leu gt. h. T he dl'trimental effl'et of iuba ml 
crosstalk is further intensified in cascaded optical nodes due 
to its accumulative beh avior. 

Jnlmnd crnsst<ilk 

Lets us consider the case of an optical i11fon11atiw sig
nal di st.urbed by a 1111111ber N of interferers operating at. 
the same mn11i11al wavelength (in baml crosstalk). The op

tical fidd of tlie i11fonnat.io11 signal E,(t) a11d t l1e i11terfen-rs 

E,..(t) is given by their nn11pkx a 111 pl it.ude wet.ors 

E, (t) 

E,(t) 

bi. i'o!Js( t )i',ei•>, 11) 

N 

L f,, b{. "' i'o!J.i:.n ( t)(, .. ,eJ>b,, ,, (I) 

n=l 

( 1) 

(2) 

where f is t he crosstalk parametl'r: the ratio of leakage 
crosstalk to signal power. The indicator bk is introduced 
to represent tl;e bi11ar~' symbols: bk E {I?, 1) (0 :'O I! < 1). 

For the n1se of perfect. exti11ct.io11 the rntio p = 0. ¢>,,,.. is 
the phase of the signal and interferer , respectively. r, and 
i', arc unit vectors represent ing the signal a nd interferer 
polarization state, respectively. The optical 1wak power is 
denoted by Pu aml f!(t ) is the pulse shape. 

Jntc1 ·br111.d c:rnssta.lh: 

The opti .. a l field from i11tcrforing d1a11ncls a t other wave
ll.'11gth (i11tcrba11d crosstalk) is given by 

M 

Ec(t) = L "ffU~· 'f'o!lc,n(t)1"c,1e1 ';0 · i{I) (3) 
l = I 

where "fl is the interd1a.1111el crossta lk power. T ht• magni
t utlc of "fl is a. function of the cha1111el spacing, (DE)MUX 
characteristics and tlH' signal spectrum sha.pt'. In the Ap
pendix wc present a sirnpk 111odd for the intcrdiam1cl 
crosstalk i11 optica l nodes using PHASARs as (DE)MUXs. 

C. Spontan eous emission noi.se 

Optical arnplifiers arc going to bl' used in order to com
pt' 11sate for t he power loss (cruss-co1111ect a.ml fiber ) and to 
c11l1ance t he receiver sens it ivity. !11 optical amplifiers the 
ASE noise is depe11de11t 011 the optkal frequency, and the 
i11comi11g signal power, a 111011g other factors. \Ve will how
ever assume that the amplifiers have a fl at gain and operate 
i11 the linea r region. 111 a systt·m where ASE noise accumu
la tes from 11ode to 11ode, as in our CH8l'. t he tot.a l accurnu
lated ASE noise power 111ay be sufficie11tly large to saturate 
t.hc arnplifit·rs. In om study, we will required that the ac
tulllulated ASE uoise power should be less that saturatiou 
output. power of the current. amplifier. This condition wi ll 
restrict t he lllaxi111u111 signal power and represents a scal
ability lin1itation of opti;.:al systems incorporating optical 
a mplificrn [i]. The model for the EDFA gain i:; presented 
i11 the Appendix. For accumulated ASE noise we use the 
simple lumped amplifi er model of [8]. 

D. The ovt·irnl path 

For illustrative reasons we gi,·e a 11 exa111plc of the opti
cal path of a signa l crossing J,· nodes. l<eepi11g in mind 
the uode architecture a lready described , the optical path 
i8 illustrated in Fig. 2. At the input of t'vt•ry 11odc the sig
nal , E,(t), is amplified aml consequc11t,ly ASE noise X(t ) 
is added. Further , the sigrrn.I is d e111ultiplcxed and i11tcr
channel crosstalk Ec(t) is added. The optical switch per
forms the routing of the signal. Due to imperfections of 
the optical switch i11band crosstalk E,c(t) is introduced. 
The optical switch is characterized by the crosstalk rel a
tive power <. Further, the multiplexer may introduce in
tcrchan11cl crosstalk Ec(t ) and sccouda ry i11ba11d crossta lk . 
At the output of the 11odc a11 opt ical amplifil'r is placed to 
compensate for the fiber power losses during transmissio11 
to the next optical uodc. T he above described optical pa.th 
for a single 11ode is repeated in every 11ode until the sig1ial 
reaches the destination node. At t he e11d 11ode t lw signal is 
routed to t he drop output after being dc11mltiplexcd. Tl1c 
output optical signal E~"' (t) wi ll then be a superposition of 
the input signal field , E,(t) , and the various optical fields 
from crosstalk a11d ASE noise contributions. We have de
veloped a statistica l model to evaluate t he bit-error rate 
(BER) for a signa l traversing I< nodes i11 a11 optical 11et
work a.~ described i11 this sect.ion . T he details of t he 111odcl 
a nd BER evaluations arc presl'11ted i11 t hl' Appl'11dix. 

III. CALCULATIONS AND DTS C:USS IO N 

A. Reference node: NA= 4, N1 = 3 

Consider an optical net.work composed of 1-· nodes; each 
node with a number of input fibers Ni = 3 a 11d a numbt•r 
of channels per fiber NA = 4. T he EDFA at the input 
of t lie OXC co111pc11satcs totally for the uodc power loss 
Lno.te· The fiber loss L1 is colllpe11sated by the EDFA 
booster at the output of the OXC: (G L,,0 .tc = l,GL1=1). 
vVc assun1c that the EDFAs have t he following pa.nunct.ers. 
Gain G = 22.5 dBm , 11oisc figure N F = 4.8 dB and i11put 
saturation power of I';~~· t = - 11 dBm. A list of panunetcrs 
of the system considered in t he computations is givc11 in 
Table I. 

Dcsc.:ri ptiou Va.Im• 

Bit rate 2.5 Gb/s 
Laser Linewidth 45 GHz 
Extiuction ratio 13 dB 
Recei ver load 50 Olnn 
Phasar 3-dB Ap 46 GHz 
Iuband Crosstalk variabk 
lntcrband Crosstalk -32 dB 
EDFA gain 22.5 dB 
EDFA 11obe figure 4.48 dB 

-11 dBm 
TAflLE T 
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P av = -42.25 dnrn 

"f1=-22 dfl 

8 10 12 

Nu mber or nodes 

Pig .. J. nit.-error rat.e as a function or t.he nurnber or nodes for 
crosst.a lk values < = -33, -:35 d11 , 'Yt = -22 dl1. \Vit.hout. ASE 
accum ul ation. The solid lines are 1,he result when only inband 
crosst.a lk is present.. The dotLed lin es are the result. when boLh 
inband and int.erband crosst.alk are t.aken in t.o account.. 

Crnsstrilk only 

As starting point , we consider the performance analysis 
of the 11ctwork wit resp ect to solely inbaml all(! intcrband 
crosstalk (without E DFAs). \Ve assume t hat i11terba11d 
crosstalk take place 011ly at t l1c last optical 111Jde and that it 
is due only to the two nearest d1a1111ds. Thi8 a.~0U1Hptio11s 
is based 011 the fart that this crosstalk contribution ii; do111-
i11a11t co111pared to crosstalk fro111 far separated or strung 
filtered diaunds . 111 Fig. 3 is s hown t he BER for different 
nodes as a fu11ctio11 of i11band a 11d i11terba11d lTosstalk. vVc 
can ,;cc that the optical switch crosstalk isolatio11 should 
be better tha11 .35 dB if te11 nodes arc to be traversed with 
a BER lower tha.11 10- u. 

Accmrmlrtted ASE 

\.\' licu EDFA a.n· usl'd , ASE noise and crosstalk an:u
lllulates a;; sig11a ls propagate a.long the optical network. 
Hence t he inpu t power to the EDFA may reach the sat
uration power level. \.Ve i111posed the co11ditio11 that the 
input power to EDFA is less than the 1';:;". We compute 
the I';,, under t he following assm11ptions: 

• all d1arn1ds 011 the fiber has traversed J( nodes iu the 
network. 

• the OXC:s a.re full loaded. This 111ca11s t hat each clw.11-
ucl lw.8 a.<-Tm11ulatcd the lll a.x i111um 11t111lbcr ofcrrn:1f:lta.lk 
sources and ASE noise. 

• EDFA saturates at average input power levels. 
This calcu lation gives us a.11 imlica.tion of how mauy OXCs 
ca.11 be readied wit hout. saturating t he EDFAs. 
In F ig. 4 is displa.yl'd t lw I'; ,, as fu11ct.io11 of the 11u111bcr 
of concatenated OXC for a. given value of t he i11tcrba11d 
crosstalk and iuba.11d crosstalk. Two different \'alm•s of t lic 
3-dB bandwidth D.>.e of the optical (DE)MUX are con
sidered. We ca.11 sec that narrow optical filter:; reduce the 
effect of accumulated ASE. However , in practica l systems 
the ba ndwidth can not be chosen arbitrarily narrow a.~ ISI 
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can be incurred or high requirement on wavelength stabil
ity arc then irnprned. From Fig. 4 we can sec th<Lt ten 
nodrn can be passed before the EDFA is saturated , given 
that (DE)MUXs of a. 3-dB bandwidth D.>.r = 46 GHz a.re 
used. In optical net.works it is expected that optical gain 
lna.11agc111c11t is going to be used. For cxa111plc, in cvcry 

node a gain equalization block llla.y be used. 

Node sr:alability 

Iu Fig. 5 is shown the BER. as a. functio11 of the number 
of trnvcrned nodes whc11 EDFAs a.re used. A fixed value of 
crosstalk power and signal power is used in the cornput.a
tions. \Ve can sec that ta.king into act'.ount a.ccm1mlatiu11 
of ASE 11oisc the BER degrades more rapidly than without 
ASE accumulation. This indicates that more sigmd power 
is required to ma.i11ta.in a sig11al-to-noisc ration of enough 
value to assure a. ccrta.i11 level of bit-error rate. This topic 
is further i11n·stigat.ed i11 Fig. 6 in whidi it. is d isplayed t.hc 
required rw:eivcd signal power t.o assure a BER of 10 - v 
as a function of the numbers of nodes. Two values of the 
crosstalk para.met.er fa.re considered (-33, -37 dB). \Ve can 
also sec that with ASE an:umulatio11 the requirements on 
the optical switch crosstalk isolat.io11 become more strin
gent. However, we see that ten nodes ca.11 be traversed 
with a BER. of 10-v when f = -37 dB. We 11otc also tha.t 
i;aturatio11 of the EDFA ii-:: not readied accordingly to our 

gai11 model; sec Fig. 4. 

B. Scalability with respect to N >. and N f 

Until now we conducted scalability ca.k.ulat.ions for t.hc 
reference node (IV>. = 4,Nr = 3). We a11alyzc now the 
situation when N>. or/and Nr is incrca><ed. Let co11sidcr a 
situation with N>. = 4 and difforc11t number of i11put. fibern 
N f. This means tha.t more sources of inba.11d <.:rosstalk arc 
prese11t at l'ach 11ode. In Fig. i is show11 the required re
ceived power for a BER of 10:_ 9 as a function of the number 
of nodes for two values of inba.nd crosstalk (f = - .33, -37 
dB). \Ve can observe that as the number of input fibers 
i11crcases t.he required power also increases. At. some value 
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Fig. G. Required signal power to assure a TIER of 10 - 9 as a function 
or the number or t.raversf?d optical nodes. 

of i11baml crosstalk a11d a.ft.er t.ra.vcrsi11g a certai11 number 
of 11odcs a BER floor will finally take pl;rce. In Fig. 7(a) we 
may observe that a BER floor is reached aft.er four nodes for 
inba.nd crosstalk f = - 33 and N1 = 16. If inband crosstalk 
is reduced to -37 dB , thc11 nine nodes can be traversed be
fore a BER floor is reached. If we consider scalability with 
respect to the nombcr of cktn11cls per fiber , then the first 
lirnitatio11 cncount.cred is the increase of accumulated ASE 
and input power tha.11 rnay saturates the EDFAs. If we 
restrict oun;elvcs to an operating situation of mrnaturated 
EDFAs, scalability with respect to N>. is quite lirnitcd. In 
Fig. 8 is displayed the amount of P; 11 as a fu11ction of the 
number of nodes with N>. as para.meter. Considering our 
example ( I';8,~' 1 = -11 dBm) we have that four nodes can 
be traversed when N>, = 6 while only two 11odcs can be 
reached for the case of N.1 = 8. U11saturated operation of 
EDFAs is a very strict wndition. Optical amplifiers can 
operate with ccrt.ai11 degree of saturation and still yield a 
satisfactory sigrrnJ-to-noisc ratio [8]. To conduct. more ac
curate scalability analysis of optical 11odes with EDFA the 
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Fig. 7. ScalabiliLy with respect Lo N1. a): , = -:J.J df1. b): , = - 37 
df1. 

gain model should account for gain saturation. However , 
the present model dearly indicates the sca.labilitv limita
tions imposed by crosstalk and accumulated ASE. 11oise. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

As optical cross-connects a.re casca.dcd the requiremc11ts 
011 optical switch crosstalk isolatio11 become more stri11-
gcnt.. For the reforc11ce 11odc is fou11d that i11ba11d crosstalk 
should be lower t.ha11 -37 dB ill order to reach tell 11odcs. If 
more i11put fibers a.re added to the optical 11ode less opti
cal Hodes ca.11 be reached u11lcss tlw crosstalk parameter is 
improved. For instance, keeping IV>. = 4 alld Nr = 16, the 
number of 11odes that ca11 be cascaded before a BER floor 
at 10- D takes place is four for f = -33. This 11umber can be 
can be increased to tc11 if the crosstalk value is improved to 
f = - 37 dB (see Fig. 7). We also have foulld that the use 
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Fig. 8. Input, j)O\VEH" Pin LO l.he EDFA as funcLion or the number of 
nodes with NA as a parameter. 

of EDFAs ma.de the rcquirerncnt.s on the (:rosstaJk isolation 
evcll more stringent. Moreover, more power per dian 11cl 
is required to 111a.i11tai11 a Hatisfa.ctory signal-to-noise ratio. 
This is a conscque11cc of the accmnula.tion of ASE noise in 
a cascade of optical amplifiers. If we consider unsaturated 
EDFA operation, then a srnall mnnber of nodrn can be ca~
caded. For example, with N>. = 8 arou11d three 11odes ca11 
be cascaded. Saturation of EDFAs will also limit the scal
ability of optical 11odcs. After traversing a certain rmrnber 
optical 11odes the required sig11al power per dian11cl 111ay 
exceed the a.va.ila.ble t.rans111it.t.er power. 
We can conclude that wit.Ii crosstalk levels lower than -37 
dB a cascade of ten reference nodes (N>. = 4, Nr = 3) oper
ating at a BER better than 10- 9 is feasible. This also will 
apply for a network wit.h a shortest largest optical path of 
ten (reference) nodes [9]. We also sec that scalability with 
respect. to the 1mrnber of cha.mids per fiber (N>.) is strn11gly 
limited by the increase of accumulated ASE noise and sat
uration ga.i11 characteristics of t.lic optical amplifiers. 
This pa.per has studied the scalability of optical 11etworks 
with respect t.o cros:;ta.lk. A stat.istica.I model , which i11-
dudcs optical crosstalk, ASE 11oise a.11d data sta.tistics. hal:l 
been presented for the performance analysis of ASK , sys
tems. Although accmnula.tion of ASE noise is ta.ken into 
accou11t , we consider only unsaturated EDFA operation. 
This condition is rather restrictive a.s EDFAs can operate 
Ull(kr certain gain satura.t.io11 a11d still provide a satisfac
tory sig11al-to-noise ratio. A more accurate scalability anal
ysis should include a EDFA gain sa.turat.ion model. How
ever, the prese11t a.11alysis gives correct i11dica.tions on the 
scalability of optical networks with respect to linear opti
cal crosstalk. The prcscut model can be used to evaluate 
the crosstalk requirements 011 the optical devices so that. 
a given level of bit-error rate is assured i11 a.n all-optical 
network. 

APPENDIX 

This appendix is i11tcndcd to present the model for in
band and i11tcrba.11d crosstalk. The EDFA gain model and 
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the model for the pcrfonnam:c e\·aluatioll are a'8o given. 

A. Jnterlmnd C1'0sstalk 

vVc prescnct a model for dctcnnining t.hc arnount of in
tcn:ham1cl tTosst.alk power. Consider a cha.1n1cl at. a. waYc
ll'ngth At- We follow [10] and considered a. 1wigbbor cha.ll
nd k at a wa.vdcngt.h ,\ + -6.>. , \\· l1 erc C.>. is the dian!ld 
spacing. \Ve dc11otc by P1 t l1 e optica l power falling upon a 
photodctector d ue to d1an11d 1, an by P, the power from 
the neighbor interfering d1a.r111 cL These 111 ag11i tudes arc 
given by 

l: S1(>.)D1(>.)d>. 

l: Si-(>.)D1(>.)d>. 

(4) 

(5) 

where .'h.1 (>.) is t he power spcc:trnl dcllsity of t he signal in 
clmnnd I and k, respect.ivdy. Tl1c fu11ct.io11 D(>.) reprc::;cnt.s 
the demultiplexer power transfer function. The rclat.i vc 
interba.nd crossta lk power is thcll given by 

P. 
11 = 10 log I', . (6) 

In order to crn npute / I we ha.Ye to specify t he of spect.run 1 
sha.µe of t.l1e light somn·, a.lid t.he spectra.I t.ransfor function 
D(>.), and /II(>.) for the (DE) iVIUXs. We <L~sume that t he 
(DE)i\lUX a.re impk1ncnted by PHASARs. For a. PHASAR 
designed to p<tss a cha1n1d a.t wavelength,\,, a.11d with a 3-
dB s.pel'tra.I band width >.,, , the power transfer fun ctioll rall 
be approxirna.ted by (11] 

(i) 

where a.= 0.6>.r. 
For a CW opera.ting laser its spectrurn is foulld to have a 
Lorentzian slmpe type with a 3-dB bandwidt h C.11u. For a 
digital modulated signal the spectrum is gin·n bv a co11-
volutio11 of t l1 e origina l CW spectrurn wit h the spectral 
characteristic of th ;~ pulse shape and t he data statistics. 
Roughl y approxi111 atcd . the bandwidth of the modulated 
laser is at least -6.11 = -6. 110 + B , with the.• date rate denoted 
bv B. In this work we don't carry out dct.ailcd <:0111puta
t.i.011s for the :;pc.•ct.ru111 oft.he mod~rl a.t.ed laser but. consider 
two situatio11H: a) a Lorc11tzia.11 and b) a Gaussian shaped 
spectrurn with a 3-dB bandwid th -6.11. \Ye are interested 
in computing t he amount of i11tercha1rnd crossta.lk in an 
optical node w; described i11 Sec. IL The expressio11 for the 
i11terban<l crosstalk is givcll by 

~,, (8) 

For a Gaussian shaped spectrum a d osed form cxpressio11 
for 11 is easily found: 

(1 + p") " 
"'1 = - 1206----6.A-. 
I . 1+21J" ' 

(9) 

p 

17ig. 9. Tnt.erchan nel crosstalk as a f"un ct. ion of' the normali'.1.ed chan nel 
spaci ng 1\ and 1,he param e1,er J1 

where -6.A = _6. ,\j >.,, is thl' normali zed chan11cl separation 
and p = 6.11 />.r [10] . Assuming a Lorentzia11 spectrum, 

1 
S(>.) = ' 

1+(~)1 
"'" 

(10) 

t he intcrband crosstalk is the give11 b~· 

re - a.A'' ; u.:Ju J"<' exp ( - x " +,/:i~A .</ U.u) dx 
11 = 10 log -oc ~; -+ .c- , (11) 

;r erfc (r)e"-

where .,. = ./ip/U.6. 
T lw relatio11s (!J) and (1 1) giYc us t.hc arnou11t, ofinterband 

crosstalk from a next 11cighbor d1an11cl as a functioll of the 
normali zed channel separation -6.A and the ration between 
d1a1111d bandwidt.h and (DE)MUX 3-d B b;rndwidth p. Ex
pressio11 (11) is easily ern lua.ted by 11un ierica.l methods like 
Gaussia.11 qua.draturc rule i11tcgratiu11. 
In Fig. 9 is shown t he relative interbaml crosstalk as a func
tio11 of -6. .\ a11d p for a Lorentz i;u1 and a Gaussia11 spectrum. 
We GUI co11sider (9) a11d (ll) ·~~a lower a11d upper bou11d 
on the value of intcrcharmcl crosstalk , respectively. The 
Lorcntzi<J 11 spectrum has a slowly decreasing tail and it 
is expected to give an overestimate result for intcrchan11el 
crosstalk. The Gatrnsia 11 spectrum ii; the resultant spec
trum if t he optirnl pulse has a Gaussian shape and the laser 
source exhibits 110 phase noise or chirp. In practical sys
tems other d!'cct.s like wavelength stability may influence 
t.he amount of intcrbaml crosstalk . Ultirnat.cly, mcasure
rm·nts can bl' conducted to establish more accurate values 
for "II i11 a given system. In Table II are presented the 
computed values of "II for some parameters -6.>. and >.,, a.5-
surning a system opera.ting at 2.5 Gbits/s. 

If a number n of (DE)MUXs (PHASARs) arc concate
nated , t hen the resultant power spectra.I transfer function 
has a lso a Gaw;sia.n shape with a. narrower 3-dB bandwidth 
gi,·e11 by >.'/, = >.,, / ..fii. In this way we can also use expres
sions (9) a.ml (11) i11 t he case of cascaded optical nodes. 
111 the ana lys is prescntl'd here wt' assu me that interchanncl 
crosstalk take place in latest optical node. This is due to 

-6. >.. GHz >.,, -6.11 I "11, dB (1) I ~It (2) I 
100 56 2.54 -33.94 -38.38 
100 46 2.54 -45.68 -56.82 
75 56 2.5-t -20.63 -2159 
75 46 2.54 -28.35 -31.97 
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the fact that t his contribu t ion appears to be the dominant 
one. 

B. Inband crosstalk 

The inband crnsstalk contribu t ions to the filtered pho
tocurrent arc of the type [12] 

l 1T (s .x = T 
0 

cos[efis(t)- ¢ ,.(t - rc1)]1Lt , (12) 

given an integratc-a11d-durnp postdct.cction filter. T he bit 
duration time is denoted by T and T<1 is t he interferometri c 
delay time. T he laser phase is modeled as \.\'iemT process 
(variables ¢_,(t ), qi8 (t) in (1), and (2)) (13]. 111 n10st of the 
application of interest t he delay time is of a la.rgt' r 11 iagni
t udc t han t he coherence t in ie (B1.T,1 >> 1). T his situation 
is called the incoherent interferometric noise regime. In 
integrated optical cross-connects t he circuit configuration 
can be chosen such t hat t he amount of crosstalk is min
imized a.n<l that the dorn inant crosstalk contributions arc 
in the incoherent regime [2]. In the incoherent regime the 
mean of filtered i11band crosstalk approaches t he value zero 
and the vari ance is give11 by [12] 

" r; - lhT+B1T-l 
CT{ = (B 1, T)~ (13) 

in which Br, = 2rr.6.110, where -6.110 is the 3-dB bandwidth 
of t he Lorentziau shaped laser power spectrnm. 

C. EDFA gain model 

In a.n oµtica.l network a. 8ignal traverses rnore tha.n 011c 

(DE)i\'IUX which represent filtering for the ASE noise. We 
denote by Hpnth(f) the equivalent transmission function for 
the optical pat h. This transmission cm ve is detcnnined by 
the transmission function of t he (DE):VIUX of t he num
ber of traversed optical nodes. ASE noise is modeled as 
a Gaussian stoch<h~tic variable wit h a spectral noise power 
density given by 

where N ,.1s e(f) is the ASE noise power spectral density at 
the output of the opt ical am plifier , which is given by 

N .-1sp,(J) = fl sp(G - l )hf, (15) 

in which h is t he Planck's constant , ns,, is t he spontaneous 
emission coefficient, and G the amplifier gai n. \.Ye ass ume 
that t he amplifier gain is constant for illpu t power values 
below the saturation Ie,·cl I';~:·1 . 

D. Rece·iver model 

We consider an ASK (NRZ) direct detection system 
whose schema.t ic diagram is given in Fig. 10. The pho
tocurrent. at the output of the photodctector, I sh (t) , is a 
shot noise process which can be written as 

I,11(t) = I'ug(t)vi + 
N 

2Puy(t)L Jviv0 ,,, cos [r/>,(1)-¢,, ,,(t - Tct,n)] + 
11 = 1 

N N - 1 

2I'ug(t) L L b~"'b~ ' 1 f,,f1 X 

n=l + l l = l 

cos[ef>x,n (t-rctJ -.Px,1(t - rc1 ,1)] + 
N Al 

Pug(t) L b~ · ''En + Poy (t) L b~'1 /1 + IA sE x s + 
n = I l = I 

I .- tSF: xx + I .-1SF: xc + I ,1sEx ASf: · (16) 

The fir st term is t he signa.I , the second the signal-crosstalk 
beating, t he third the secondary crosstalk-crosstalk beat
ing, is the inband crosstalk , t lit' fift h term is the interba.nd 
crosstalk , and the last terms are the contribution from the 
ASE ficld8. 
T he derivation of (16) indudcs the following ·~~sumptions: 

• t he optical pulses arc of ident ical shape aml confined 
in t he t ime int.erva.l [O, T], i. e. no inter:;ymbol in tl'r
fcn·nte (ISI) is assumed . 
T he signal a.ml t lw intt•rfcrer a.re ass umed to exhibit 
rnat.ched polarizations (worst case) , and perfect bit 
alig11tnl'llt. 

T he phot.ocunent and thcrnial noise pass the postdctection 
filter h(t) a.nd further the fil tered :;ignal is sainplcd to form 
t hc.e decis ion variab le. By co111paring the sample value wit h 
a preselected t hreshold n, ,., the decision circuit provides a.n 
estimate of a. transn1itted bi t in a particular bit interval. 

E. Pe1fonn.ance analysis 

T he question is t.o eva luate t l1 c a.verngc error ra.tc Pc of 
t.bc syst.ern under discussion (see Fig. 10) . To ac"ount. for 
a ll possible combination of beat terms bet.ween the infor
mative signal ;u11.I crosstalk we proceed by assu ming t hat 
11 somccs arc simultaneously a. binary symbol "one" , t hus 
N - 11 somces a rc "zero" . Similarly, all possible outcomes 
of the interd1anncl crosstalk l arc considered. T he Prror 
probability analysis is then ronducted by a weighted st.a
t istica.I average of the error probabi li ty for ca.ch valtw 11 
and l. T his proba bili ty is given by t he bino111ia.I distribu
t ion fum:t ion. 
Hence, the average errnr probability Pc, for a given thresh
old a 1,. , using t he Gaussian approximation <wd assuming 
t hat the syrnbol s art' a prio1i equally probably P0 (11) can 
be written as 

~Q ( "''.- Eo(11, l ) )} 
2 cru( 11., l) 

(17) 
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where £ 1 0 is t he mean ntl ue of t he receiver tkcision vari
able whc;1 a "one'··. and a "zero" is transmitted, respec
t in·lv. T he varia11n·· is de11oted by u(0 . T he fu11 ctio11 Q(-) 
is tl;·c st.andard Ga.ussiau probability tail function. T he 
varia.11ce of the receiver decision variable b a.pproxirna.tdy 
given hy 

2q1?.l'0 b~B,,I2 + 2q1?.f'o L bi;·"f,,Bp l~ + 
..._,_.._... n= I 

sip;nal sho l noise '-----...----' 
inb. xta.Jk s ho t 11oisC' 

N 

(qn2ni" I: 1i~1i~ "'tnuL .. + 
n= I l h('rm. noise 

signal - inb. xla lk beat 

N N - 1 

( -n2 n )"' '"°"' '"°"' &·'"·" [ ·' •l 2 + <f1\. ru - L- L- 0 >0 fuf /Of.:, .. , 

n= l + l 1= 1 

inb. xta lk - in b. xialk bC'at 

M 

2q1?I'o) L b~ ··rf + O"~ s E 
l = I 

'--.-' 
inl crb. x tnlk 

(18) 

where q is the dectron charge, am! Ie is the Pcr:m11ick pa
rameter [14]. The mag11itude u7isE accou11ts for t he vari
ances due to all ASE, signal and <"rossta lk l)l'a.t c011tribu
t io11 H. T he l'Xpn.'ssio11s for a~sp; arc taken fro111 [7]. Given 
a nurnl>l' r N of inbaml and /If interbaml crosstalk sou1u.'s, 
the 1•rror prob11bility is expedit iously eva luated by (17) ac
count ing for da.t.a. stat.ist.ies, and 11on-perfcct. ext.inrt.io11 rn.
tio. Some words on the use of t he Ga.ussia11 approxima
tion. T he distribution of filtered i11terforo111ctric crosstalk 
may differ from Gaussia11 statistics, e.g. , [12 , 15]. However , 
a Gaussian approximation (using t he effective variance; sec 
(13)) worb wd l for crosstalk values resulting i11 relatively 
low pow<•r pc11alties. \Ve ha\T adopted t he Gaussian a p
proximation fur a-;sessing the system pcrfonnancc consid
ering the above mc11tioned featmt•s a.nd a lso 011 view of its 
1n11nerical si111p liri t.y. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion, Recommendations, and 
Further Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

Chapter 4: Phase noise analysis 

Phase noise from signal oscillators impair the performance of a wide class of communica
tions system. Optical communication systems where signals are derived from a laser light 
source are no exception . Chapter 4 presented a study of phase noise in optical systems. 
Firstly, we presented a direct analysis of phase noise in heterodyne optical systems (see pa
per A) . Secondly, a recursive formula for the moments of filtered phase noise was derived 
(see paper B ). 

Chapter 5: Optical preamplified receivers 

The analysis of optically preamplified receivers with Fabry-Perot optical filters was pre
sented in detail. A closed form expression for the MGF of the receiver decision variable, 
implicitly incorporating a Fabry-Perot filter, was derived (see paper C) . 
A modified integrating postdetection filter and equalization was found to improve the per
formance and allow the use of narrower optical filters, This is of relevance in dense wave
length division multiplexing (DWDM) systems with closely spaced channels. A simple and 
accurate analytical approach to the analysis of optically preamplified receivers was intro
duced, It allows us to determined the optimum 3-dB bandwidth for arbitrary optical filters 
and arbitrary postdetection filters resulting in the best balance between ASE noise rejection 
and ISI (see paper D). 
Several preamplified On-Off keying (OOK) receiver configurations, including different 
types of optical filters, were also studied. This problem constitutes the classic commu
nication situation of determining the statistics for the filtered output of squared envelope 
detectors with colored Gaussian noise input. Closed form expressions for the MGF of the 
receiver decision variable were derived. These expressions are believed to be new. The 
derived MGFs were then applied to the problem of finding the quantum limit for OOK, 
optically preamplified receivers (see paper E) . We also discussed the question of what the 
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ultimate quantum limit is for OOK, when using optically preamplified receivers. A receiver 
configuration resulting in a very low quantum limit was presented (see paper F and com
ments in Sec. 5.3). 

In conclusion, the analysis of optically preamplified receivers is a complex task. This is due 
to the nonlinear character of photodetection. An important parameter for the design of an 
optically preamplified receiver is an optimum 3-dB bandwidth of the optical filter resulting 
in the best balance between ASE noise rejection and ISL A simple analytical approach was 
presented for the analysis of preamplified receivers incorporating an arbitrary optical filter 
and an arbitrary electrical postdetection filtering. 

Chapter 6: Crosstalk in optical networks 

Interferometric crosstalk is a serious limiting factor for the scalability of all-optical net
works. Interferometric crosstalk translates into intensity noise at the receiver end. For a 
proper performance analysis of a communication system an accurate description of noise 
is required. A detailed statistical description of filtered crosstalk was presented in paper I. 
An important contribution is the implicit incorporation in the statistics of the relation be
tween the 3-dB bandwidth of the optical signal and the 3-dB bandwidth of the postdetection 
filter. This finding allowed us to explain, from the statistical analysis point of view, the ex
perimental observation that systems using directly modulated lasers are less vulnerable to 
crosstalk than those using externally modulated light sources. The reason is the inherent 
spectral broadening in directly modulated laser diodes due to chirp. Experiments and com
puter simulations demonstrated the validity of the theory. 

In the computational aspect of the performance analysis, an accurate and numerically simple 
method was introduced by making use of the saddlepoint approximation. The saddlepoint 
approximation is based on the moment generating function (MGF) for the receiver decision 
variable. The advantage of this method becomes more noticeable in the presence of mul
tiple sources of crosstalk. The complexity of the method does not depend on the number 
of crosstalk interferers compared to other methods where this is the case; e.g. numerical 
convolutions of probability density functions (see papers G and H). 

Scalability of optical networks with respect to crosstalk and its dependence on the net
work topology were studied. The result is that there is a delicate relationship between 
the crosstalk performance of an optical network and its topology. This means that during 
upgrades or (re)designs of an optical network special attention should be paid to this rela
tionship (see papers Land M). 
If optical amplifiers are used in the network for optical Joss compensation, the require
ments on crosstalk isolation become more severe. Moreover, a strategy of gain management 
should be employed to avoid detrimental effects from gain saturation and unequal amplifi
cation of channels (see papers J and N). 

Phase scrambling as a technique to reduce crosstalk in WDM optical networks was theo
retically investigated and experimentally assessed. The trial systems operated at 2.5 Gbit/s. 
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It was demonstrated that significant crosstalk reduction can be achieved. Enhancement of 
approximately 8 dB tolerance towards crosstalk was observed. Phase scrambling results 
in spectral broadening of the optical signal. As a consequence, power penalties are in
curred due to dispersion during transmission over SSMF. However, by properly selecting 
the parameters for phase scrambling, transmission length of 100-200 km are viable. This 
indicates that phase scrambling permits WDM optical networking in a LAN/MAN envi
ronment while making use of the current integrated WDM technology. Phase scrambling 
substantially relaxes the crosstalk requirement for optical components (see paper K). 

In conclusion, if the comprising components in an optical network suffer from crosstalk 
leakage, serious performance degradation will arise due to interferometric crosstalk. Ac
cumulation of crosstalk in optical networks is strongly related to the network topology and 
number of fiber connections per optical node. Interferometric crosstalk can be electrically 
filtered if the laser bandwidth exceeds the receiver electrical postdetection filter bandwidth. 
Based on this fact, an efficient technique for crosstalk reduction is phase modulation of op
tical signals with noise: phase scrambling. A series of recommendations on the use of this 
technique are given in the following section. 

7.2 Recommendations 

This section gives a series of recommendation concerning the operating regime of the fol
lowing optical communication systems: (a) Systems disturbed by inband crosstalk and (b) 
systems using phase scrambling to reduce the effect of inband crosstalk. (c) Optically 
preamplified receivers. The most relevant aspects are highlighted below. 

lnband crosstalk 

• Optimization of the receiver detection threshold results in an improved performance 
of systems disturbed by inband crosstalk (Appendix A). 

• Power penalties due to inband crosstalk are less pronounced if the system has a laser 
with a large extinction ratio (Appendix A). 

• Systems using directly modulated (semiconductor) light sources result in smaller 
power penalties than those using externally modulated sources. The reason is that 
in directly modulated diode sources the inherent amount of chirp broadens the spec
trum, allowing filtering of crosstalk noise power at the receiver end. However, chirp 
in DFB lasers is deterministic and bit-sequence dependent so that no crosstalk reduc
tion will take place in this particular case. When using externally modulated light 
sources no crosstalk filtering will arise (paper I) , as crosstalk noise will fall within 
the receiver bandwidth. 

• Optical preamplification in the presence of interferometric crosstalk does not enhance 
the receiver tolerance toward power penalties. Moreover, additional power penalties 
(added to the ones due to crosstalk) arise from beat term between ASE and crosstalk 
(see paper J). 
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Scalability 

• In the presence of one crosstalk source, a crosstalk level better than -24 dB (-20 dB) 
results in power penalties smaller than 1 dB . This concerns a system operating at 2.5 
Gbitls, and using a directly (externally) modulated light source. As the number of 
crosstalk sources increases, the requirement on crosstalk source isolation becomes 
more stringent. So, for three interferers the crosstalk level should be less than -30 dB 
to yield power penalties smaller than 1 dB (see papers G, H, and I). 

• In the presence of ASE noise and inband crosstalk, additional power penalties due 
ASE-crosstalk beats are incurred. The penalty level depends on the ASE noise level 
from the amplifier, laser extinction ratio, and crosstalk level. For example, in a system 
operating a 2.5 Gbit/s (using both directly and externally modulated light sources) it 
is found that at a level of 1 dB inband crosstalk penalty the additional penalty is 
about 0.5 dB. However, if we would like to perform below the 1 dB power penalty, 
the crosstalk isolation should be improved by ~ 1.5 dB and ~ 1 dB for a system 
with a directly modulated light source and a for system using an external modulator, 
respectively (see paper J). These conclusions are drawn for the case of one crosstalk 
source being present. As the number of interferers increases, the requirement on 
crosstalk isolation becomes more severe (see paper N). 

• Accumulation of inband crosstalk is closely related to the network topology. There
fore, while upgrading or designing optical networks special attention should be paid 
to the relationship between network topology, connectivity (number of nodes and 
connections), and crosstalk accumulation (see papers L and M). 

Phase scrambling (paper K) 

• Phase scrambling significantly reduces crosstalk power penalties due to inband cross
talk. It was found, theoretically and experimentally, that at a level of I dB power 
penalty, an increase in tolerance toward crosstalk of around 6 dB can be achieved. 
This conclusion is applicable for a single crosstalk source case and no fiber transmis
sion. 

• The main parameter for phase scrambling is the modulation index of the modulat
ing noise. Higher values of the modulation index assure better reduction of inband 
crosstalk. The correlation characteristics of the modulating noise are irrelevant for the 
crosstalk reduction effectiveness. In the case of a system operating at 2.5 Gbitls, the 
3-dB bandwidth of the noise can be of a moderate magnitude at the range of hundreds 
of MHz, and the center frequency can be arbitrarily chosen to have a value of some 
hundreds of MHz. 

• Proper selection of the phase scrambling parameters can allow transmission over 
some 100-150 Km of SSMF at a bitrate of 2.5 Gbit/s. Crosstalk reduction still is 
effective (some 8 dB of tolerance enhancement) and the penalties due to dispersion 
can be kept low. The reach of a network using phase scrambling is limited by disper
sion due to the intentionally introduced spectral broadening. 
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Optically preamplified direct detection receivers 

• For a receiver using a Fabry-Perot optical filter and a postdetection filter of the integrate
and-dump type, the optimum optical filter 3-dB bandwidth B and bit-time T product 
is found to be BT= 7.5 (see papers C and D). 

• A modified postdetection integration time [ET, T] yields a better performance. A suit
able value for Eis found to be E = 0.4/ BT , which should be used with an optical filter 
with a 3-dB bandwidth so that BT = 3.7. This combination results in an improved 
receiver performance (see paper E). 

• Further performance improvement can be achieved by using postdetection equaliza
tion (see paper E). 

7.3 Further work 

In this section the author would like to identify some areas for further work. 
Naturally, the success of all-optical networking depends on the availability, high perfor
mance, reliability, and low cost of the constituent optical components. This is an area full 
of challenges for further research . 

With regard to the scalability of optical networks, further research should be directed to
wards the interplay between network topology, access/multiplexing methods, connectivity, 
and crosstalk performance. It is also of importance to expand the theoretical models used 
in this thesis to cover more aspects of optical signal transmission and networking. These 
include nonlinear transmission, optical amplifier gain management, wavelength conversion, 
and other issues. In this way, the performance limitations, scalability and benefits of optical 
networks can be more accurately assessed and understood. It is expected that optical net
works will support higher and higher transmission capacities, and that more complex optical 
elements (cross-connects, receivers, transmitters, etc.) are going to be used. A large amount 
of traffic is going to be transported, which will mean significant costs for the operators. In 
view of this, network optimization, monitoring, restoration, and network management is 
expected to be an area for intensive further research. 

Ongoing attempts are being made to exploit the bandwidth of the optical fiber as an infor
mation transmission medium in a more effective way. As a consequence, channel spacing 
in WDM is reduced, optical filters, and wavelength selective elements are introduced, etc., 
in order to get more use out of the fiber bandwidth. Efficient strategies to reach this goal 
may be found by conducting research in the area of optical communication theory. This 
includes the study of novel modulation schemes (power efficient schemes), pulse shapes, 
and codes, among other aspects, that may improve the quality of information transmission 
over the optical fiber while making efficient use of its bandwidth. Topics covering optical 
filtering (dispersion effects, phase distortion, and intersymbol interference) are also of rel
evance. Effective and simple techniques for clock-recovery are also of crucial importance 
for the implementation of all-optical networks. 



Appendix A 

Characteristics of Interferometric 
Crosstalk 

Parameters like polarization statistics, laser extinction ratio, and receiver detection threshold 
are determining factors regarding how the performance of a system is influenced by inter
ferometric crosstalk. This Appendix shows how the performance of an ASK/DD receiver, 
disturbed by interferometric crosstalk, is affected by the abovementioned parameters. The 
analysis presented here concerns a single crosstalk interferer. 

A.1 Polarization statistics 

It is common practice to consider a so-called worst-case detection situation for the perfor
mance analysis of a communication system. This gives insights into how a system should 
be design to fulfill a particular performance requirement even in the worst-case scenario. 
In our situation, the worst-case means that the signal and the crosstalk interferer exhibit 
matched state of polarization. However, it is important to obtain a more detailed descrip
tion of how the performance is affected by a polarization misalignment that is different from 
the worst-case. To study this issue a special case is going to be considered: the signal and 
crosstalk are assumed to exhibit a linear polarization with random, independent orientation 
angles Bs and Bx, respectively. Consequently, the parameter r8 1~, in expression 6.1 takes the 
form ( (B,, B, ) = I cos (Bs - Bx)I where Bs - Bx is assumed to be a random variable, uni
formly distributed in [O, 2ir]. The probability density function of ( is given by the doubled, 
nonnegative part of an arcsine distribution [86]. 

! (() = {~h 0<( < 1 
(A.l) 

elsewhere 

A mathematical model was developed to compute the error probabilities for systems dis
turbed by interferometric crosstalk. Here we present the results yielded by the model while 
the details can be found in the papers G and H. The power penalties, with respect to a bit
error rate level of 10- 9 , for different values of the crosstalk parameter E (relative crosstalk 
to signal power) are shown in Fig. A. l. We observe in Fig. A. l that there is no substan
tial difference in performance between the worst-case and the linear polarization situation. 
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Figure A.1: Power penalties due to crosstalk. A comparison between the worst-case and a 
random linear polarization alignment of the signal and crosstalk. 

This applies for any arbitrary value of the crosstalk parameter. This result indicates that op
tical networks should be designed taking into account a worst-case polarization alignment 
between the signal and crosstalk. 

A.2 Detection threshold 

The setting of the receiver detection threshold influences the system performance. It is com
mon practice to use a detection threshold set to be a midway point between the "zero" and 
"one" received level. This is not an optimum detection threshold, in the sense of yielding 
the lowest bit-error probability. The optimum detection threshold can be found numerically 
by applying a minimization procedure on the bit-error rate (see papers G and H). Figure A.2 
shows that at the level of 1 dB power penalty there is a difference in performance between 
the optimum and fixed midway detection threshold setting of 4 dB . In conclusion, an op
timized detection threshold is desirable in systems disturbed by interferometric crosstalk. 
An optimized detection threshold provides an enhancement of more than 4 dB tolerance to 
crosstalk. 

A.3 Non-perfect extinction ratio 
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Figure A.2: Power penalties due to crosstalk. This figure shows the effect of an optimized 
detection threshold on the receiver performance. The power penalties are related to a bit
error rate level of 10- 9 . 

A.3 Non-perfect extinction ratio 

By laser extinction ratio (ER) is meant the relation p = ~ between the light source power 
level Po when a "zero" is transmitted and the level Pi fo~ a transmitted "one". When the 
laser extinction ratio is perfect (p = 0), only the binary symbols "one" contribute to the 
signal-crosstalk beat term of the receiver photocurrent. In the case of non-perfect extinction 
ratio, both the binary "one" and "zero" transmitted symbols contribute to crosstalk interfer
ence. Thus, we have four possible beat terms {bs b'" } for a signal binary symbol b5 and a 
crosstalk interferer symbol b'". 
The power penalties shown in Fig. A.3 are calculated for the perfect and non-perfect (p = 
0, 0.17) extinction ratio. We observe that the difference in performance is insignificant for 
small values of the component crosstalk parameter E, while for high crosstalk values there 
is a relevant difference in the incurred power penalties. 
An optimized detection threshold results in a better performance. For example, there is a 
difference in tolerance to crosstalk of 4.5 dB between the perfect extinction ratio p = O 
and the case of p = 0.17 (7.7 dB) . This observation concerns a midway detection threshold 
setting. For the case of an optimized detection threshold the difference in power penalties 
is 1.2 dB. We can conclude that the better the extinction ratio the larger the tolerance for 
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Figure A.3: This figure shows the effect of non-perfect extinction ratio on the power penal
ties due to crosstalk. Perfect extinction ratio p = 0: marker o; extinction ratio p = 0.17: 
marker v. The open and filled markers represent optimum and fixed threshold detection, 
respectively. 

crosstalk. We can also conclude that detection threshold optimization is important to incur 
smaller power penalties due to crosstalk. The analysis presented here concerns the case of 
a single crosstalk interferer. How to conduct the analysis for the case of multiple crosstalk 
interferers is explained in papers G and H. 
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1. The beliefs that shape our historical foresight represent ... our Erwartungshorizonten, 
or "horizons of expectation". 
(Stephen Toulmin, Cosmopolis: the hidden agenda of modernity, The University of 
Chicago Press, 1990) 

2. Assessment of optical crosstalk in optical systems is most accurately achieved by 
analyzing the resulting filtered photocurrent at the receiver end. 
(This thesis, paper I) 

3. Although optical preamplification enhances the receiver sensitivity, it does not mit
igate crosstalk and moreover it introduces additional power penalties due to the oc
curence of beats between crosstalk and spontaneous emission noise. 
(This thesis, paper J) 

4. The performance of optical networks with respect to crosstalk is topology dependent. 
(This thesis, paper M) 

5. Phase scrambling mitigates interferometric crosstalk at the expense of network reach. 
(This thesis, paper K) 

6. Det tunga i livet: 
vilja men inte kunna. 
Det onda i livet: 
kunna men inte vilja. 

(Gunnel Vallquist, Steg pa vdgen, Libris, Orebro, 1995) 

7. Using maximum entropy in crosstalk analysis has been a rather distracting task. It is 
supposed that the more the crosstalk the higher the entropy, but the whole point here 
was to eliminate crosstalk! 

8. The performance of optical receivers can still be improved by using electrical postde
tection signal processing. 
(This thesis, paper D) 

9. It should be possible to achieve more power and/or bandwidth efficient transmission 
over the optical channel by using novel modulation techniques. 

10. Writing these "stellingen" I discovered that my thesis was mostly about combining 
the best of my Latin culture with the Dutch culture: crosstalk and performance. 

11. !Viva la paz, pero con los ojos abiertos! 
(Gabriel Garcia Marquez) 
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